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BRAKE TESTS.
A comprehensive series of tests of passenger equipment brakes in

which the action of the pneumatic braltes in present use

is established and new and improved pneumatic and
electro-pneumatic braltes are tried out. It is

shown thatthe use of this improved apparatus

will make possible very satisfactory

stops with modern heavy trains.

(Conclusions and recommendations on pages 288 to 298.)

(Index on page 398.)

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

I . While the development of brakes for passenger equipment cars

has been in progress over a period of many years, it was not until the

introduction of heavy steel cars that difficulty was experienced, even

with improved air brakes, in making the stops, in service and emergency,

which are desirable for medium and high-speed passenger service.

•* It should be possible to make such stops as short, smooth and certain,

c3 both in application and release, as was possible with the lighter cars

*^ of some years ago.

"^ 2. This Bulletin is a record of an extended series of tests to de-

termine the best air brake mechanism and foundation brake gear for
^~^

our heavier steel passenger equipment cars, which have now been in

<='^=^service some five years and these experiments are remarkable in that

' they have developed data which indicate that, by a full knowledge of

the conditions and proper attention to the component parts of the

complete apparatus, very short stops may be made with these cars in

trains which weigh close to a thousand tons.

3. There has been a continuous increase in the weight and length

of cars, length of train and speeds since the introduction of the quick

action triple valve in 1888. This has naturally resulted in taxing the

existing air brake equipment to its limit, and, therefore, it is desirable

to improve the present brake equipment on class P-70 cars in the

following particulars

:

In the length of emergency stops ; the uniformity of brake appli-

cations on different vehicles comprising the train ; the safety and pro-

tective features demanded by service conditions of great severity and

(3)
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complexity ; the flexibility and certainty in applying and releasing brakes

during service application; and the increased difficulty of keeping the

service and emergency functions separate, i. e., insuring quick action

when required on the one hand, and preventing it, when not required

on the other.

4. On certain trains in our service it was found that some of these

conditions were not satisfied with the present design of air brake appa-

ratus and brake equipment, two of the most important being the length-

ening of the emergency stop with the heavier cars and failtu-e of brakes

to release after a normal service application.

5. Previous performances of lighter cars in emergency stopping

were given consideration in determining the distance at which heavy steel

cars should be brought to rest. References were made to such tests

as the Galton-Westinghouse tests in 1878-1879, Shiproad tests in 1894,

Absecon tests in 1902, Atsion tests in 1903 and Toledo tests in 1909.

6. The first formal consideration and discussion of the distance

in which a steel passenger car should be stopped was at a meeting

of railway officials in conjunction with the M. C. B. Committee on

Train Brake and Signal Equipment held in Union Station, Pittsburgh,

in 1909, where the following resolutions were unanimously adopted:

—

"Resolved, That it is the sense of this meeting that the air

brakes provided for the heavier passenger cars now building shall be

of such design, proportion and capacity as to enable trains of said

heavier passenger cars to be stopped in practically the same distance

after the brakes are appUed as is now the case with the existing lighter

cars ; and be it further

"Resolved, That for the use of this committee and others in-

terested in making calculations, we suggest that it be assumed that

the theoretically desirable stop is one which requires the space of not

over 1,200 feet after the brakes are apphed, the speed of the trains at

the time of the application of the brakes being sixty miles per hour."

7. During the winter of 1912 the Test Department conducted

a series of tests near Absecon, N. J., making a total of 214 runs with

various types and makes of brake shoes on a train of ten of the Penn-

sylvania Railroad Company's P-70 cars and during these tests it devel-

oped that oiu- heavy steel passenger cars were not being stopped in

the distance agreed upon as desirable at the meeting leading up to

the Toledo tests of 1909 on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

Railroad already referred to.

8. The results of a new series of tests made at Absecon in 1913,

and herein described, indicate clearly that the requirements set up in

the above resolutions can be met, when due regard is given to all of

the detail factors which contribute to the bringing of the vehicle to



rest. Not only has the best previous performance for steel cars been

excelled in these tests, but with a train of twelve cars having four wheel

trucks and averaging about 122,000 pounds each and a locomotive

and tender weighing 200 tons, better stops were made than are on

record for much lighter cars.

Factors to be Considered in Obtaining Efficient

Brake Operation.

9. In considering the improvements desirable in those particulars

mentioned in Paragraph 3, four factors were given special attention:

—

(A) The available adhesion between the car wheels and the rails.

This is fixed so largely by circumstances beyond any con-

trol that the only course open is to determine in the first

place what can be accepted as the maximum rate of re-

tardation consistent with reasonable protection against

shd flat wheels, and base further considerations upon this

fimdamental limit. Manifestly this limit can not be so

low as to absolutely insure against the possibility of oc-

casional slid flat wheels under combinations of unfavorable

conditions which may be expected now and then, but it

should be established upon the basis of practical service

conditions and requirements as any braking power which is

chosen can only be proven as satisfactory by a thorough

trial in train service.

(B) The efficiency of the brake shoe in transforming the pressure

imposed upon it into retarding force at the rim of the wheel.

(C) The efficiency of the mechanical transmission of the force of

compressed air, developed in the air brake cylinders, through

the rods and levers of the brake rigging to the brake shoes.

(D) The characteristics of the mechanism available for controlling

the pressure of the compressed air in the brake cylinders.

This, in turn, bears a direct relation to the length of the

emergency stop, which is, to a considerable extent, dependent

upon the interval of time required between the start of the

apphcation and when the maximum brake cylinder pressure

is reached. It also determines the reliability and flexibihty

of the brake in service applications and the certainty of release.

10. In outlining the program of tests, representatives of the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company and the Westinghouse Air Brake

Company in conference, agreed that the tests should cover improved

types of brake rigging and air brake apparatus as compared with

those now used on our P-70 cars and, therefore, the investigations were

directed particularly towards obtaining as much information as possible

with regard to the four factors just mentioned.



Scope of Tests.

1 1 . The object of the tests can, therefore, be stated in general

terms as follows:

—

(A).—To determine the maximum percentage of emergency brak-

ing power which can be adopted, considering:

—

(a) The type of brake shoe to be used.

(b) The type of brake rigging to be adopted.

(c) The type of air brake mechanism and control to be adopted.

(d) The degree to which occasional wheel sliding is to be permitted

under unfavorable circumstances.

(e) The variation in the condition of the rail surface for which it

is considered necessary to provide.

(/) The effect upon the mean coefficient of friction of the width

and length of the plain cast-iron brake shoe.

(B).—To compare the relative performance of the clasp brake

rigging (two shoes per wheel) and the standard brake rigging (one

shoe per wheel) under corresponding conditions with regard to:

—

(a) Maintenance of predetermined and desired piston travel.

(6) Efficiency of transmission of forces.

(c) Efifect upon wheel journals, bearings and truck.

(d) A mean coefficient of brake shoe friction for the standard plain

cast-iron shoe.

C.—To compare the performance of the Westinghouse Air Brake

Co.'s new air brake mechanism (type UC) with that of our present

standard (Westinghouse type PM) brake equipment with regard to:

—

(a) Efficiency and effectiveness, as shown by the length of service,

and emergency stops.

(6) Safety and protective features.

(c) Flexibility and certainty of response to any manipulation of

the engineer's brake valve.

(d) Uniformity of action of individual equipments associated in

the same train and of any individual equipment at different

times.

(e) Smoothness of riding during stopping, slack action between

cars and the resulting shocks.

(/) Capacity for future requirements.

D.—To observe the behavior of the brake shoes as the tests pro-

gressed and note particularly any variation in the results of similar tests

which cannot be accounted for by known changes in conditions outside

of the brake shoe One type of cast-iron brake shoe was to be used in

all the tests. Relating to objects A, B and C, advantage was taken



of this opportunity to establish as definitely as possible the character-

istics of this type of brake shoe under the influence of various combi-

nations of speed, pressure, time, weather, and the condition of the

brake shoe.

E.—The coefficient of friction between the wheel and the rail

under varying weather conditions.

12. In addition to the investigations outlined in general above,

it developed during the tests that certain additional information re-

garding the performance of brake shoes under various conditions was

desired. In consequence a series of experiments was carried out at

the laboratory of the American Brake Shoe and Foundry Co., at

Mahwah, N. J.

13. In order to obtain the best data possible, instruments were

devised for taking records of the friction of the rail, wheel sliding, retar-

dation of the train and slack action between cars as well as for a

number of minor observations which are explained in Chapter II.

14. From the outset of the tests an endeavor was made to obtain

data and develop methods by which the performance of any given air

brake apparatus and its related equipment could be predetermined

on the basis of the action of the individual elements which go to

make up the whole, and in this respect fundamental data has been

obtained which will serve this purpose. It is quite apparent, there-

fore, that an analysis of the time of action and the efficiency of the

various operations of any brake appliance can be made which will

closely predetermine what its performance as to stopping will actually

be when placed in service.

15. It will be shown that the desirable stopping distance of

1,200 feet may be obtained by improvement in any or all of the

controlling factors, namely, the type of air brake mechanism, the

foundation brake rigging, the nominal percentage of braking power

and the type of brake shoe.

16. In proportion as the efficiency and effectiveness of any one

or more of these can be increased, that of the others can be corre-

spondingly reduced so that a lower maximum can be employed for

such factors when circumstances render this desirable. For example,

the reduction in time of action, secured by the use of the electric control

of the brakes, increases their effectiveness and makes a shorter stop

possible, thus permitting the use of braking power 30 per cent, less

than is required with a less effective brake for the same stop.

Features of Equipment and Apparatus Tested.

17. The standard (type PM) air brake equipment has been

in use for many years. Its possibilities are well understood and its
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limitations generally recognized, it being desirable to make improvements

for the service demanded in connection with our modern long trains of

heavy cars running at high speeds and under the severe service require-

ments of to-day. .The tests of this equipment are therefore to serve as a

basis of comparison, and to indicate the capabilities of the equipment

in use by us at the present time.

18. The tests proposed for the Improved Air Brake Equipment

(type UC), were intended to bring out the following:

—

A.—That the electro-pneumatic brake equipment is adapted to

meet any requirement, from that exemplified in the PM brake equip-

ment, to the more exacting requirements of present conditions, with

a degree of efficiency as high as the existing physical conditions will

permit.

B.—Considering cylinder pressure alone the equipment may be

installed so as to produce any desired pressure, either in service or in

emergency. In emergency, the braking power may be increased above

that obtained in service by the same amount as at present, namely,

30 per cent, higher or up to as much as 100 per cent. more. In other

words, the emergency braking power may be fixed at any desired

amount between that which is determined upon for service applica-

tions and a 100 per cent, increase above the maximum service braking

power.

C.—That the gain by the use of the electric control, in addition to

the pneumatic, is the elimination of the time required for the pneu-

matic transmission of the action of the brake from car to car and,

in addition, the elimination of shocks and uncomfortable surging which

results from the non-simultaneous application of the brakes on all cars.

From the above it is apparent that the gain from the electro-

pneumatic control is not so much in the shortening of the stop, par-

ticularly in emergency, as it is in the increased flexibility and cer-

tainty of control of the brake and the insurance that modern long

heavy trains can be handled smoothly and accurately.

D.—The troubles and inconveniences due to brakes failing to release

as well as the undesired application of brakes due to unavoidable fluctua-

tions of brake pipe pressure when running over the road, are eliminated.

E.—An adequate supply of air is available at all times.

F.—The emergency braking power is available at any time, even

after a full service application of the brake, since it is impossible for

the engineman to use up the reserve emergency pressure without making

an emergency application.

G.—The equipment is adaptable to all weights of cars and to any

desired percentage of braking power. Two brake equipments for
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heavy cars are not necessary nor are two service brake cylinders re-

quired, except for cars weighing more than the Hmit of the service

capacity of one brake cyUnder. Provision is made for using one brake

cylinder up to the maximum percentage of emergency braking power

which it can provide, and for using two cylinders when a higher emer-

gency braking power is desired. When using one brake cylinder, the

maximum service pressure is controlled by means of a safety valve.

When two cylinders are used the maximum service cylinder pressure

is limited by the equalizing of the service reservoir and service cylinder

pressures (instead of using a reducing valve for this purpose). In

emergency applications the force of the second (emergency) brake

cylinder is added to that of the service brake cylinder to give the

desired increase in emergency over maximum service braking force.

The use of one or two cylinders is optional, depending upon the

amount of braking power to be employed.

It should not be overlooked that the utilizing of the equalizing

pressure in this way permits either one of two courses to be followed.

Either smaller cylinders may be used, or the same size brake cylinders

and a much lower total leverage ratio, the latter being in the direction

of increased over-all efficiency.

Brake Rigging.

1 9. Duplicate tests were made with the clasp brake rigging, two

shoes per wheel, for every test made with the standard brake rigging,

one shoe per wheel, in order to bring out the possibilities of the clasp

brake in the following desirable features.

A.—Constant piston travel for all cylinder pressures.

B.—^Smoothness of action during stopping.

C.— Greater certainty of obtaining and maintaining the prede-

termined braking force contemplated in the design of the air brake

equipment and foundation brake rigging.

D.—Less displacement of journals, bearings and trucks, tending

toward greater mechanical efficiency and less cost of maintenance.

E.—A coefficient of friction equal to or greater than with single

shoe brake with less wear of brake shoe metal and lower wheel and

brake shoe temperatures.

20. The original plan contemplated two 12 car trains of our

standard P-70 steel cars, a general outline diagram of which is shown

in Fig. 1 and a photograph in Fig. 2. These cars have 4-wheel trucks

with one 16-inch brake cylinder per car. One train was equipped with

the clasp type of brake rigging (two shoes per wheel) and the other

with the type of standard brake rigging (one brake shoe per wheel)

existing on these cars since they were built, but modified by increasing

the strength of the members to be suitable for 180 per cent, braking

power which necessitated lowering the brake shoes IJ ins. below their

former position and by anchoring the truck dead lever to the car body

instead of to the truck.
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CLASS P-70, STEEL CAR.
Twelve cars of this type were used in the test train.

CLASS K2sa LOCOMOTIVE.
A locomotive of this class was used in the test train.

Fig. 2.
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21. The standard brake rigging as originally applied to the cars

of the test train is shown in Fig. 3 and the No. 1 clasp brake rigging is

shown in Fig. 4,

22. The tests with the clasp brake indicated that certain modi-

fications of the clasp brake design would result in an increased effect-

iveness of the entire mechanism. From this followed a design shown

in Fig. 5.

23. Tests were also made of a third clasp brake design with a

distinctly different lever arrangement which is shown in Fig. 6. It

was with this design of clasp brake rigging that the best stops were

made, fulfilling what it was anticipated should be obtained from the

application of two brake shoes per wheel.

24. Diagrams of the lever arrangement of the various types of

brake rigging are shown in Fig. 7.

Program of Tests.
^

25. The original program as decided upon carried with it the

schedule shown on page 13.

26. This schedule was adhered to with the first train tested, but

as a number of the tests in this schedule were to determine certain air

brake performances only, they were not repeated in subsequent tests

made with other trains equipped with different brake riggings. This

table, therefore, gives only the original plan of the tests.

27. In all 691 tests were made, at Absecon, covering a period of

time from February 10th to May 22d, 1913. These were divided as

shown in the summary of tests on page 14 which indicates that the

average day's work consisted in making from ten to twelve runs. A
maximum of twenty-two tests were made in one day.

28. It is seen from this that not only was an exhaustive program

outlined at the beginning, but the additional tests found necessary as

the investigation progressed, resulted in a most comprehensive record

of the factors affecting the braking of passenger trains.

Test Numbers and Designations.

29. Each test was given a consecutive number beginning with 1

for the standard brake, 501 for the first arrangement of clasp brakes

01 for the second arrangement of clasp brakes, 1501 for the third

arrangement of clasp brakes, and 401 for tests for the locomotive and

tender alone. Tests under like conditions were designated by the

same symbol. These symbols were as follows

:
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B—Breakaway stops. Where symbol B does not appear complete

train stop is understood,

C—Clasp brake No. 1 rigging.

M—Clasp brake No. 2 rigging.

A—Clasp brake No. 3 rigging.

AF—Clasp brake No. 3 rigging with flanged shoes.

S—Standard brake rigging.

F—Standard brake rigging with flanged shoes.

60, 70, etc.—Nominal speed of tests, miles per hour.

E—Emergency brake application.

Sf—Full service brake application.

Sp—Partial service brake application.

1, 2, 3, 4 and x—Subscripts used, with symbols E, S„ and Sp to

denote kind of air brake apparatus used as follows

:

1—Old standard PM equipment.

2—New equipment, PM feattues only.

3—New complete pneumatic equipment (type UC).
4—New complete electro-pneumatic equipment (type UC-E).

X—High braking power on locomotive.

113, 125, 150, etc.—Nominal braking power in per cent, of weight

of car, corresponding to brake pipe pressure and basic brake design.

Summary op Tests.

Test
No.
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Fig. 3.

BRAKE RIGGING, THE STANDARD AS MODIFIED FOR TEST.

This brake rigging was used on the twelve car test train. It has one brake shoe per wheel.

Fig. 4.

BRAKE RIGGING. THE No. 1 CLASP BRAKE.
The first form of clasp brake applied to P-70 cars. It has two shoes per wheel.

Fig. 5.

BRAKE RIGGING. THE No. 2 CLASP BRAKE.
The second form of clasp brake.
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Fig. 6.

BRAKE RIGGING, THE No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.
The third form of clasp brake, this rigging was used only in single car breakaway stops. It was with this

clasp brake rigging that the best stops were made.

Examples of Designations.

S 30 S,i 80—Train stop with standard brake rigging at 30 m.p.h.

Full service brake application, old standard PM air brake equipment,

80 per cent. , nominal braking power on cars.

BC 60 Esx 150—Breakaway stop with clasp brake No. 1 rigging

at 60 m.p.h. Emergency brake application, new complete pneumatic

brake equipment, 150 per cent., nominal braking power on cars, and
high braking power on locomotive.

M 60 SpEa 125—Train stop with clasp brake No. 2 rigging, 60

m.p.h. Partial service brake application followed by emergency brake

application, new complete pneumatic brake equipment, 125 per cent.,

nominal emergency braking power on cars.

BAF 60 E4 150—Breakaway stop with clasp brake No. 3 rigging

at 60 m.p.h. Emergency brake application, new complete electro-

pneumatic equipment, 150 per cent., nominal braking power on cars.

Flanged brake shoes.
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Outline diagram of lever arrangements of the four brake riggings used.
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CHAPTER 11.

METHOD OF CONDUCTING TESTS.

Train Make-up and Equipment.

30. A train 1,040 feet long consisting of a pacific type locomotive

and tender, of the Kjs class, weighing in working order about 200

tons, and 12 P-70 steel passenger cars averaging about 61 tons each,

was used during these tests.

31. It was the intention to use the same locomotive throughout

the tests, but after test No. 622 it was found desirable to change loco-

motives, the second locomotive being used to the end of the tests.

32. The standard Westinghouse No. 6 ET air brake equipment

was used without any modification, on the locomotive, except that in

some tests an auxiliary device was used which increased the braking

power obtained during the early portion of the stop. (Chapters III and

V.) Some changes were made in the tender brake rigging and trucks.

These changes are explained in detail in Chapter IV. The weights, lever

arrangements, per cent, of braking power, etc., for the locomotive and

tender and cars are given on pages 318 to 321, inclusive.

33. All tests were made under road service conditions, except

where otherwise noted, the air brake regulating devices on the loco-

motive and cars being adjusted as follows :

—

Pump governor—Low pressure head 130 pounds. Maximum
pressure head 140 pounds.

Feed valve—110 pounds.

ET Distributing valve safety valve—68 pounds.

34. The cars were equipped with the present standard air brake

apparatus (PM) and with improved type of air brake equipment (UC),

these installations being so arranged that a complete change from the

standard equipment (PM) to the new equipment (UC), having PM
features only, or to the complete pneumatic features of the new equip-

ment or to the new equipment with complete electrical control could

be quickly made. In addition to the different air brake equipments

tested, the cars and locomotive were equipped with an electro-pneu-

matic train signal system. This was given no special attention, but

was installed to show the advantages of this system which will be

described in Chapter III.

35. In addition to our standard plain cast-iron brake shoes,

which were used in most of the tests, several tests were made with

flanged, slotted and half area shoes, all being of cast iron. Special care
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was taken to insure uniformity in quality and the condition of all shoes

at the beginning and during the progress of the tests, as explained in

Chapter VII.

36. High-speed reducing valves on the PM equipment were ad-

justed to open at 62 pounds brake cylinder pressure.

37. The standing piston travel was adjusted before each run to

6^ inches with a full service brake application.

Test Apparatus and Observations Taken.

Locomotive.

38. The apparatus on the locomotive consisted of the usual

gages which indicated main reservoir, brake pipe and brake cylinder

pressures and in addition a brake cylinder indicator was used on the

tender brake cylinder, and served to measure the pressure in all

of the brake cylinders of the locomotive and tender, namely:—one

engine truck, two driver brake, one trailer truck and one- tender brake

cylinder. A volt meter, calibrated in miles per hour, was connected

to a generator, belt-driven from the right front engine truck wheel,

and served as a guide to the engineman in obtaining the desired speed.

39. A device for automatically recording the distance traveled

by the train beyond the point of brake application was driven from the

left engine truck wheel, and was used in connection with the wheel

sliding indicators on the cars.

40. A flexible wiper on the locomotive served to operate the track

circuit breakers.

41. The automatic application of the brakes at the zero circuit

breaker was obtained by means of a trip cock, located in a branch from

the brake pipe on the locomotive, this cock was normally locked in

a closed position, the extended handle of the locking lever being so

located that it would strike a trip block placed at the proper point and

permit the cock to open at the same time that the wiper was operating

the zero circuit breaker.

42. On the locomotive, observations were taken of the time of

stop and the main reservoir and brake pipe pressure, the tender piston

travel and the amount of coal and water on the tender. The weight

of coal on the tender was estimated after each run by the same skilled

observer and the depth of water in the tender taken by direct measure-

ment, using a calibrated float.

Cars.

43. Each car was furnished with a brake cylinder indicator and

wheel sliding indicator, and the necessary wiring and connections

(Fig. 9).
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44. A chronograph, recording the distance of stop, time of stop,

deceleration of train, the brake cylinder pressm-e and the brake pipe

pressure, was located on car six (Par. 53). In connection with this

chronograph, a record was made of the action of the brake shoes with

respect to sparking (Chapter VII).

45. Indicators for meastuing the slack action between the cars

were used at different points in the train (Fig. 16).

46. Specially designed apparatus was used to measure the pressure

deUvered to the brake shoes during some of the tests, the object of

which was to determine the efl&ciency of the brake rigging (Par. 288).

47. Telephones were located in the first, third, sixth, ninth and

twelfth cars and greatly facihtated the issuing of instructions.

48. After each test measurements were taken of the total length

of the stop, and also the running piston travel on each car.

Brake Cylinder Indicator.

49. An automatic record of the brake cylinder pressure on each

car throughout a brake application was taken by a steam engine indi-

cator, having a large drum driven at constant speeds by a spring motor.

The indicator cards showed the brake cylinder pressure on a time base

line. In order that the time base on aU cards might be directly com-

parative and not influenced by any inequahty in the speed of the dif-

ferent motors, pencils arranged to record quarter second intervals on

each indicator card were connected in circuit through the entire train

to a master clock on the head car and to the trip cock on the locomotive

in such a way that the operation of the trip on the locomotive was
instantly recorded on every brake cylinder card. A photograph of

one of these instrmnents is shown in Fig. 8 and the wiring of the elec-

trical time circuit in Fig. 9.

Wheel Sliding Indicator.

50. On previous brake tests the sliding of wheels has been noted

by observers located on the platforms of each car. The usual pro-

cediu-e was for each observer to watch the wheels of the truck on his end
of the car and at the instant any pair of wheels picked up, a chain or

bar of iron was dropped from the platform to mark the point at which
the sHding started. The distance of the sUde was then estimated.

The inefficiency of this method led to the design of an automatic re-

cording mechanism by means of which a single observer on each car

could obtain an autographic record of the revolutions of all the axles

on that car during the stop.
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51. This wheel sliding indicating mechanism (Fig. 10 and 11), con-

sisted of a spring motor driven drum on which was obtained the record

of five pencils actuated by magnets. Four of these were connected

to contacts arranged on the respective axles so that each magnet circuit

was made and broken once for each revolution of the corresponding

axle. The fifth pencil magnet was connected in the distance circuit

controlled by the distance machine on the locomotive so that each

fifty feet traveled by the train during the stop was recorded on

the drum simultaneously with the record of the revolutions on each

axle. A typical record from the wheel sliding indicator is shown in

Fig. 12.

52. The distance machine referred to consisted of a mechanism

driven from the engine truck wheel and having contacts arranged so

that the distance circuit leading to the wheel sliding indicators on

the cars was made and broken once for every fifty feet traveled by the

train during the stop. This distance circuit was so interlocked with

the trip which applied the brakes that the point of brake application

was indicated on each wheel sliding record. The instrument is shown
in Fig. 13, and its electrical connections, as related to the train test

circuits, in Fig. 9.

KaPTEYN CHRONOaRAPH.

53. This instrument is shown in Figs. 14 and 15, a detailed descrip-

tion of which is unnecessary for the purpose of this report. It will be of

interest, however, to note that with this instrument the following graph-

ical records during the stop were made, all on a distance base, the paper

of this instrument being driven by means of an idler running on the rail.

(a) A continuous record of speed, thus giving an autographic

speed-distance curve.

(6) A continuous record of deceleration which, to the proper scale

measurement, shows also the instantaneous values of the force of re-

tardation acting on the car, thus providing an autographic force-time

curve for each test.

{c) Brake pipe pressure.

(d) Distance of stop.

(e) Time of stop.

if) Brake cylinder pressure.

54. In connection with the deceleration curve means were pro-

vided for recording the observations of the sparking of brake shoes

which were noted by an observer in car four.
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Fig. 8.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE INDICATOR.
One of these instruments was used on each car. The drum is driven by a spring motor in the box. Atypical

record is shown in Fig. 58.
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Train Slack Action Recorder.

55. The relative movement or slack action between cars was

recorded by an instrument shown in Fig. 16. The drum was driven

by a spring motor at constant speed. The instrument was securely

fastened to the floor of one car and the pencil of the device was connected

by a wire to the adjacent car. This wire was always kept under tension

by a spring. As long as there was no relative motion between these

adjacent cars the pencil remained stationary and traced a line parallel

to the normal datum line on the diagram. Any change in slack between

these cars caused a corresponding movement of the pencil, tracing a

record similar to that shown in Fig. 86.

56. These instruments were located between the first and second,

sixth and seventh, and eleventh and twelfth cars.

57. A time record was provided for these instruments so that it

was possible to analyze the slack action with respect to time at differ-

ent points in the train. (Chapter VI.)

Brake Shoe Pressure.

58. Special apparatus was developed to measure the actual pres-

sure delivered to the brake shoes. This apparatus, and the results

obtained are described in detail in Chapter IV.

Track.

59. The tests were made on the south bound track of the Atlantic

City Division of the W. J. & S. R. R. The portion of the track over

which the braking was done was level, and part of a tangent about 25

miles long terminating at Absecon Station, a slight descending (0.3

per cent.) grade approaching the measured test track was in favor of

the train attaining speed. The point at which the brakes were applied

was 2,880 feet north of mile post 9.

60. The track for a distance of 5,000 feet south of the zero point

was wired for circuit breakers, which were placed at intervals of 25

feet up to 1,200 feet from the zero point, and at intervals of 50 feet from

there on to the 5,000 foot point. Preceding the zero point, eight circuit

breakers were located, 66 feet apart from which the initial speed of

train (speed at the trip) was determined.

61. A cabin, located near the zero circuit breaker, contained the

clock and chronograph (Fig. 17) from which in connection with the

track circuit breakers, the speed of the train before and during the stop

was obtained. A diagram of the complete track apparatus and chron-

ograph connections is shown in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 10.

WHEEL SLIDING INDICATOR.

One of these instru-nents was on each car. There Is a recording pencil for each axle and one distance pencil.

A typical record is shown in Fig. 12.
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WHEEL SLIDING INDICATOR.
Diagram of electric circuits.

TYPICAL WHEEIL SLIDING RECORD.

AXLE NO ,2 no SLIDING,

'APPHC ATION
OF BRAKES

A >CI_ E N 0.

3
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AXLE NO. •^ NO SL\0\NC,

Fig. 12. DRun started ^^

WHEEL SLIDING INDICATOR. TYPICAL RECORD.
When the wheel slides the circuit is not interrupted and a straight line is drawn.
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62. Telephones connected this cabin to two other cabins located

1,200 and 3,600 feet, respectively, from the zero circuit breaker, and were

used by the men on the test track.

63. The coefficient of friction between the rail and a block of

tire steel was obtained at intervals during each day, by means of an

apparatus shown in Fig, 19.

Fig. 13.

DISTANCE RECORDER.
This instrument was mounted on the locomotive and connected to the front truck axle,

connection with the wheel sliding indicator.

It was used in

64. Observations were also taken of the atmospheric temperature

and of the relative humidity from the readings of an hygrometer which

consisted of wet and dry bulb thermometers.
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Fig. 14.

KAPTEYN CHRONOGRAPH.

Fig. 15.

KAPTEYN CHRONOGRAPH.
This instrument was used to make a parallel record of brake cylinder pressure, time of stop, distance of stop

and in addition a record of speed and deceleration.
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Fig. 16.

SLACK ACTION RECORDER.
This instrument was used to record tlie extension and recoil of the drawbars or the motion between the cars.

A typical record is shown in Fig. 86.

Fig. 17.

CHRONOGRAPH.
This instrument was located in the cabin alongside of the test track. It made a record of the opening of

the track circuit breakers, and from this record the initial speed of the train and its deceleration during the
stop were calculated.
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Rail Friction Machine.

65. Of the devices used on the track, the only one which requires,

special mention is shown in Fig. 19. This machine measured the force

required to move or keep moving a block of tire steel resting upon the

rail. The pressure of this block on the rail could be varied by means

of weights of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 pounds. Readings were taken

with each of these weights and the coefficient recorded is the average

of the five readings.

Fig. 19.

RAIL FRICTION MACHINE.
This apparatus was used on one of the rails of the test track.
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ManipuIvATion of Test Train.

On Test Track.

66. In order to run the maximum possible number of tests per

day and not delay the movement of trains in either direction, a pro-

gram of the tests for each day was prepared on the day previous in

accordance with the runs desired and the schedule of regular trains.

A train sheet was kept, showing time as abscissae and locations as

ordinates, the time of regular trains being shown graphically at each

station within the test train's maximum movement, which extended

north to Elwood and south to Atlantic City, the distance between the

two points being about twenty-two miles. The location of the test

train was recorded in the same way, so that the time best adapted for

the various runs and train orders involved was clearly presented.

Fig. 20 shows a typical record of this kind.

67. When making a test run the engineman endeavored to reach

a speed slightly above that desired, just before entering the measured
track. The throttle was closed just before reaching the circuit breakers

preceding the zero point, no change being made in the position of the

reverse lever. The train then drifted over the circuit breakers pre-

ceding the zero point at which point the brake was automatically

applied by the trip mechanism (Par. 41). At the instant the brake

pipe exhaust started at the trip, the brake valve handle was moved to

emergency position for all emergency tests and to lap position for all

service application stops. When the engine and cars were to be stopped

separately (break-away tests), the same procedure as above was fol-

lowed, except that the coupling pin between the engine and tender

was pulled out as soon as possible after steam was shut off. This per-

mitted the engine to pull away from the train as soon as the brake

application was made, providing the retardation of the cars was higher

than that of the locomotive.

However, the engine did not always separate from the train

when making stops with low braking powers on the cars. On this account

it was decided to use steam on the locomotive in such tests as soon as

the coupling pin was pulled out, so as to get the locomotive away from
the cars and permit the cars to stop without any possible interference

on the part of the locomotive, the stop of the locomotive in such cases

being disregarded. For such stops the flexible wiper and the tripping

mechanism were on the first car instead of the locomotive.

68. When the train was within a given distance of the trip, a

signal operator, located at the switchboard in the first car gave a signal

to all the observers on the train, so that all instruments might be made
ready to perform their respective functions during the test.
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Fig. 20.

TRAIN MOVEMENT DIAGRAM.
This diagram covers the test track between Atlantic City and Elwood (22 miles) and shows the regular train

movement and the test train runs.
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69. The original intention was to change as many brake shoes

each day as would be necessary to keep them in a uniform condition

throughout the tests. It was found in testing the standard (single

shoe) brake, that this scheme could not be followed, on account of

the large number of shoes which had to be replaced after tests at high

speed and braking power with this type of rigging. Consequently

thereafter the brake shoes were only changed when necessary.

Station Stops.

70. From time to time special tests were made with PM air

brake equipment, vnth UC air brake equipment and with UC and

PM air brake equipment mixed in various ways in the train. These

tests were regular service application station stops, for the purpose

of observing the action of the UC air brake equipment either alone

or mixed with the PM equipment, the train being handled by the

engineman in the usual way. Records were taken of the brake cylinder

pressure on each car and the results of these tests are described in

detail in Chapter III.

Standing Tests.

7!. Several tests were made while the train was standing in

order to demonstrate various operative features of the brake mechanism.

These tests were made at times when it was impossible to make running

tests.

Organization.

72. One hundred and sixty (160) observations were t^ken on each

regular test requiring an organization of forty-four observers, dis-

tributed as shown on the organization chart (Fig. 21).
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CHAPTER III.

AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT.

PRESENT EQUIPMENT ON P. R. R. P-70 CARS.

73. The Westinghouse quick action automatic brake (PM equip-

ment) used on P-70 cars, is illustrated in Fig. 22. It comprises a

16-inch brake cyHnder with automatic brake slack adjuster set for

8-inch miming piston travel, a 16 in. by 42 in. auxiliary reservoir for

increased capacity for service applications, a quick action triple valve

(Type P-2, Fig. 23), which controls the flow of compressed air:

—

(d) From the brake pipe to the auxiliary reservoir for charging the

system.

(6) From the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder for applying

the brakes.

(c) From the brake cylinder to the atmosphere when releasing.

(d) From the brake pipe to the brake cylinder,, as well as from the

auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder when a quick action

application of the brakes is desired.

74. A high-speed reducing valve designed to perform the functions

of a safety valve during service brake applications, limits the brake

cylinder pressure to a maximum, predetermined as satisfactory for

service operations (62 pounds). In emergency applications the high-

speed reducing valve retains the maximum cylinder pressure practically

constant for a period of time and then by an accelerating blow down,

reduces the brake cylinder pressure as the stopping point is approached,

this reduction compensates for the increased effectiveness of the brake

shoes as the speed diminishes.

75. The characteristic functional features of this type of brake

equipment are given in paragraphs 76 to 88.

Charging and Recharging After Brake Application.

76. The compressed air required to charge the auxiliary reservoir

is all supplied from the' brake pipe through the feed groove around the

triple valve piston when in release position only.

Service Brake Application.

77. In response to a given reduction in brake pipe pressure the

triple valve automatically reduces the pressme in the auxiliary reservoir

an equal amount. The total volume of compressed air thus measured

out from the auxiliary reservoir is delivered to the brake cylinder, where

it produces a pressure on the brake cylinder piston proportional to the

volume of the brake cyUnder as determined by the piston travel.
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78. The piston travel will vary with the brake cylinder pressure

due to the deflection of members, lost motion in the rigging and so on.

1 PIPE

BRAKE PIPE

27 17 18

Fig. 23.

QUICK ACTION TRIPLE VALVE (P-2).

The valve is used with the standard PM brake equipment.

The relation between brake cylinder pressure and piston travel will be

different with each type of brake rigging or the same rigging on different

cars. Consequently, it is not practicable to establish the average for

what is likely to be found in service. It is desirable, however, to estab-

lish the ideal relation between brake cylinder pressure and piston

travel, which would exist if the rigging were well designed, the best

material used and the installation made throughout in as satisfactory

and efficient a manner as practicable.

79. As a guide to what this ideal relation should be, records were

taken on some of the cars used during the test from which the per-

formance of the brake rigging under test was determined. (See Figs.

77, 78, 79 and Par. 295.) From a study of these cards and a consideration
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of what is desirable and obtainable, when due attention is given the

elements entering into the design, the curve shown in Fig. 24 has been

drawn to express the characteristic relation between brake cylinder

pressure and piston travel for an ideal brake installation. The perform-

ance of existing types of brake rigging will approach more or less closely

to that illustrated in Fig. 24 according to the degree in which sources

of loss resulting in so-called "false" piston travel are eliminated.

80. Assuming the piston travel to vary with the brake cylinder

pressure, as shown in Fig. 24, the characteristic relation between brake

pipe reduction and resulting brake cylinder pressure, when using the PM
equipment with the size of auxiliary reservoirs standard on our P-70

cars, is shown by the dotted line Fig. 25. This curve is to be under-

stood as characteristic and not necessarily exactly representative of the

performance of any particular car brake installation in service. The
effect of leakage, slight variations in piston travel, reservoir volume
or piping and the effect of temperature changes, during and immediately

after the brake pipe reduction is made, can vary the resulting cylinder

pressure two or three pounds at least from that indicated in Fig. 25.

The curve, therefore, is to be considered characteristic and true for

the particular conditions assumed. For comparison, a scale of per

cent, braking power is also shown on Fig. 25, based on the same relation

between cylinder pressure and percentage of braking power, as in the

case of the P-70 car, namely 80 per cent, braking power with 60 pounds

brake cylinder pressure. A comparison of the dotted curve (Fig. 25),

with the full line in the same diagram (for smaller size auxiliary reser-

voirs as explained. Par. 121), illustrates the effect of an auxiliary

reservoir volume larger than required to give a brake cylinder pressure

of 50 pounds with 8-inch piston travel when the brake pipe reduction

of 20 pounds is made. With the larger size reservoir the brake cylinder

pressure and consequently the percentage of braking power is built

up at a more rapid rate as the brake pipe reduction progresses, although

the lower percentage of braking power (80 per cent, on 60 pounds

instead of 90 per cent, on 60 pounds), partially compensates for the

quicker rise in brake cylinder pressure.

This fact should be borne in mind whenever a comparison is made
between the service applications of the PM and the UC brake equipments.

The difference in reservoir volumes used necessarily results in a faster

rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure with the PM equipment

and large reservoirs than for the UC equipment with smaller size

reservoirs for the same rate of brake pipe reduction. The effect of

this was to provide a high minimum braking force and a low degree

of flexibility.

81. The rate of building up brake cylinder pressure in service

applications with the PM equipment is dependent upon the rate of

fall of brake pipe pressure. This is limited by:

—
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Fig. 24.

PISTON TRAVEL, BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE.
The relation between piston travel and brake cylinder pressure for an ideal brake installation.
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BRAKE PIPE REDUCTION, BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE.
Characteristic relation showing lack of flexibility with large size auxiliary reservoir.
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(a) The predetermined rate of reduction of equalizing reservoir

pressure, as determined by the prehminary exhaust port in the engi-

neer's brake valve, which is 20 pounds reduction in from 5| to 6^
seconds.

(6) The length of train. With a train length such that the out-

flow from the brake pipe exhaust at the engineer's brake valve can
reduce the brake pipe at the same rate that the equalizing reservoir

is being reduced through the preliminary exhaust, the rate of pre-

liminary exhaust governs the rate of application of the brakes on the

train. When the train is longer, however, this is not possible and the

rate of brake pipe reduction and consequently of brake application on
any car is determined by the length of train and by the amount of

brake pipe leakage as mentioned in the following paragraph.

(c) The leakage of air from the brake pipe can affect the rate of

brake apphcation only when the train is longer than will permit the

rate of brake pipe reduction to be controlled in accordance with the

rate of preliminary exhaust.

82. The maximum brake cylinder pressure obtainable in service is

limited by a high-speed reducing valve attached directly to the brake

cyUnder. This is designed to operate as a safety valve during service

operations and prevents the brake cylinder pressure from rising above
the predetermined amount, viz. : 62 pounds. The brake can be graduated

on in steps or a full service application can be made at once as desired.

Releasing and Recharging.

83. When the brake pipe pressure is increased above that of the

auxiliary reservoir the triple valve operates so as to:

—

(a) Connect the brake cylinder to the atmosphere through the

release cavity in the triple valve slide valve, thus releasing the brakes.

(b) Connect the brake pipe to the auxiliary reservoir through the

feed groove around the triple valve piston and so permit the auxiliary

reservoir to be recharged.

After having moved to release position the triple valve piston

remains there until a subsequent reduction of brake pipe pressm-e below

the auxiliary reservoir pressure. Consequently, no graduation of the

release is possible.

84. The certainty of releasing all brakes in the train depends on the

possibility of establishing the difi'erential pressure required to move
the triple valve parts to release position. No difficulty is experienced

in this direction so far as the cars at the head end of the train are con-

cerned, but the increase in brake pipe pressure is necessarily slower

at the rear than at the head end. Large auxiliary reservoir volumes,

requiring a large amount of air for recharging (all of which must be
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drawn from the brake pipe), long trains, leaky brake pipe, poor con-

dition of triple valve piston packing rings or slide valves, low main

reservoir pressure, or light brake pipe reductions, all tend to bring

about the slow rise of brake pipe pressure at the rear end of the train,

which results in failure to release brakes, slow release, stuck brakes and

dragging brake shoes.

85. Briefly stated, the compressed air entering the brake pipe is

being called upon to perform two functions at the same time, viz.

:

(a) Increase the pressure throughout the entire brake pipe through-

out the train at a sufficiently rapid rate to insure the releasing of triple

valves in whatever condition or position in the train- they happen to be.

(6) Recharge the auxiliary reservoir.

These two conditions are mutually antagonistic and conditions fre-

quently arise where the release function is partially or almost completely

nullified in the performance of the recharging function, which after a

certain stage is reached may be the controlling factor in the release of the

brake.

Emergency Brake Application.

86. In response to a rate of brake pipe reduction considerably more
rapid than that established for service brake application the triple

valve parts move to their emergency positions, in which the quick

action parts of the triple valve are actuated so as to vent air from the

brake pipe to the brake cylinder, thus

(a) Causing a local venting of brake pipe air on each vehicle and
so transmitting serial quick action rapidly from car to car throughout

the train.

(6) Supplementing the air flowing from the auxiliary reservoir

to the brake cylinder, thus increasing the brake cylinder pressure, by
the amount derived from the brake pipe.

87. The brake cylinder pressure in emergency is under the control

of the high-speed reducing valve at all times. At first the reducing

valve blows down the brake cylinder pressure at a very slow rate, but

this rate gradually increases, being timed to become relatively rapid

as the train nears its stopping point and the valve then closes at 60

pounds brake cylinder pressure.

88. It is impossible to obtain a quick action application with the

PM equipment after a service application of any consequence has

been made.

Brake Troubles Experienced During Recent Years.

89. The continual increase in weight ^nd length of cars, length of

train and speeds, since the introduction of the quick action triple valve

in 1888, has naturally resulted in taxing the PM brake equipment

to its full capacity. This is particularly true with regard to the follow-

ing considerations: (Par. 90 to 94).
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Length op Emergency Stops.

90. The result of using the PM equipment with the large (16-inch)

brake cylinders necessary on modern heavy cars is to

(a) Render less effective both in time and in amount the air vented

from the brake pipe to the brake cylinder during quick action appli-

cations.

(6) Materially lengthen the time to reach maximum brake cylinder

pressure.

(c) Reduce the maximum brake cylinder presstu-e obtainable.

The capacity of the equipment is limited to a maximum percent-

age of braking power less than is required to effectively control

modern high-speed trains. The emergency blow down feature (high-

speed reducing valve) is no longer necessary or desirable on P-70 or

future cars, considering the amount of energy to be controlled and the

brake shoe limitations of such cars.

Unifohmity of Bbake Applications on Different Vehicles Comprising

THE Train.

9 1 . The action of the equipment, being affected materially by the

length of train and condition of the valve devices and associated appa-

ratus, is less uniform or dependable in action under modern conditions

than when the service requirements were less severe. This applies

especially to light, service reductions and the tendency to imdesired

quick action.

Safety and Protective Features Demanded by Severe and Complex
Service Conditions.

92. The volume of air to be handled makes it difficult to obtain

effective service brake applications in quick succession and renders it

more difficult to maintain an ample and available reserve of compressed

air for emergencies. The ability to obtain maximum emergency

braking power after a partial or full service application is a safety

feature of great importance and is not a possibility with the PM
equipment. The creeping on of brakes due to unavoidable fluctuations

in brake pipe pressure is undesirable and becomes more and more

troublesome as the PM equipment is pushed to the limit of its capac-

ity. The emergency functions of the equipment which depend upon

the service functions can be interfered with by improper action of the

service parts of the apparatus. The entire loss of air on the train

without warning to the engineman, though only possible when the

manipulation is improper and no doubt infrequent, is something to

be eliminated.

Flexibility and Certainty in Applying and Releasing Brakes
During Service Applications.

93. With the advent of long trains of heavy cars, especially cars

having two complete PM equipments, the volumes of air to be handled
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have become so great that the limit of satisfactory operation of the

type P triple valve is closely approached even under favorable conditions.

Under unfavorable conditions, either of installation, or maintenance

or of manipulation, even though none of these may be bad enough in

themselves to become noticeable, the triple valve may be sluggish in

its response or erratic in its operation. This has been noticed par-

ticularly with reference to the uneven application and failure to release

of brakes toward the rear end of long trains and the troubles which

have been experienced in this direction are a sufficient proof of the

limitation of the type P triple valve for the service required of it under

modern operating conditions.

Provision for Extension to Cars op Heavier Weights or to Greater
Effectiveness as Circumstances May Require.

94. In addition to the considerations mentioned in the preceding

paragraphs, the fact that the PM equipment possesses no margin for

future increased demands is shown by the fact that the severest require-

ments (of the heaviest cars) have been met in a temporary manner by
the application of two complete PM equipments per car. This has

not proved entirely satisfactory as is well known and plainly admits

of little or no further extension to meet future requirements of greater

severity as they may arise.

MODERN OPERATIVE REQUIREMENTS.*

95. Briefly stated, present day railroad service requires that a brake

equipment which will insure maximum safety, adaptability and economy

of operation, shall provide:

(a) Maximum stopping power available at all times and to a degree

limited only by excessive wheel sliding with average bad rail

conditions.

(b) Maximum protection against undesired operations in service

brake applications, in emergency applications and when
releasing.

(c) Protection against entire loss of braking pressure due to ac-

cident or oversight.

(d) Certainty of response to manipulation by the engineman at any

time.

(e) Flexibility in service operation, the braking force being cumu-

lative by small increments throughout its range from zero to

service maximum.

(/) Uniform and simultaneous operation of all units in the train,

which eliminates slack action and insures maximum smooth-

ness in stopping.

* Paragraphs 95 to 109 inclusive, are extracted from a paper by W. V. Turner,

Chief Engineer of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., before the Altoona Raihoad Club.
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(g) Margin of capacity to insure proper operation under unfavor-

able service conditions and to enable future demands to be

satisfactorily met without radical changes or loss in efficiency

in any direction.

Fundamental Principles in Air Brake Design.

96. A satisfactory brake must possess reliability, flexibility and

effectiveness.

Reliability or certainty of operation is a fundamental requisite,

depending upon correct design and reasonably good maintenance.

The essential principle is that any variation from normal condition

must tend toward an automatic application of the brake and not

tend to render less certain the obtaining of a brake application when

desired.

Flexibility involves

:

(A) Extension of time in which to obtain predetermined braking forces.

(a) Range between zero braking force and maximum braking force.

(b) Proportion of reservoir and brake cylinder volumes.

(c) Low degree of braking force per unit of brake cylinder pressure.

(B) Flexibility is obtained in present brake installations by:

—

(o) Fixing the time required to make a full service brake application

at a minimum of from 5| seconds to 6^ seconds. With

pneumatically controlled brakes this time will necessarily be

longer in proportion as the train is longer than will permit of

the brake pipe reducing through the equalizing discharge

valve of the brake valve at a faster rate than the equalizing

reservoir is being reduced. With electrically controlled

brakes this time is independent of the length of the train.

(6) Fixing a range of 20 pounds between the initial and final brake

pipe pressures required to obtain this full service brake pipe

reduction, and

(c) Proportioning the auxiliary reservoir volume to the brake

cylinder and clearance volumes (standard piston travel) so

that the actual equalization pressure of the auxiliary reser-

voir and brake cylinder from 70 pounds initial brake pipe

pressure will be 50 pounds (theoretically calculated equali-

zation pressure 52 pounds, 2 pounds allowance being made

for losses).

(d) The development of 3| per cent, braking force per one pound

brake pipe reduction for passenger brake equipments and

3 per cent, per one pound brake pipe reduction for freight

brake equipments.

Effectiveness involves:

(A) Service.

(o) Maximum degree of braking force consistent with flexibility

requirements mentioned above.
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(B) Emergency.

(a) Elimination to the last degree of the time required to transmit

the application from one end of the train to the other and

of the time required to obtain maximum brake forces on

individual cars.

(6) Degree of braking forces obtained and maintained.

97. For all types of brake control mechanism known at the present

time any desired increase in braking force for

:

Service applications must be obtained by an increase in the brake

pipe pressure on account of the requirements of flexibility (service

brake)

.

Emergency applications may be obtained by additional brake

cylinders or an increase in the reservoir volume for emergency applica-

tions only.

98. The ratio of brake cylinder volume to auxiliary reservoir

volume (service brake) is fixed by requirement under flexibility above.

The auxiliary reservoir volume therefore depends upon the diameter of

the brake cylinder and the predetermined and (assumed) fixed piston

travel.

99. A fixed leverage ratio (multiplication of total brake cylinder

forces to produce total force effective at the brake shoe) should be

established so that provision will be made for lost motion, defects, etc.,

in all parts involved. That is, sufficient clearance between brake shoes

and wheels should be insured. (Compensation for brake shoe wear

is a matter of maintenance, either manual or automatic.)

1 00. From the preceding it follows

:

The apparatus employed in connection with the automatic air

brake should satisfy the above requirements.

Any additions to or modifications of this apparatus should conform

to and maintain unimptaired the basic principles above outlined.

101. The above will hold strictly true (within the narrow range of

variations permissible in any mechanical contrivance of this character)

for full service equalization with the apparatus in proper working order.

102.^ For graduated brake applications, short of equalization, the

results will vary within certain limits on account of circumstances

entirely beyond mechanical control.

1 03. Variations in resultant operations may be caused by the appa-

ratus not being in proper working order caused by lack of maintenance,

defective equipment or additional equipment inconsistent with the

existing apparatus conforming to basic principles outlined above.
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Standard for Brake; Operation.

To Show That the Emergency Braking Power Cannot be Changed Without
Changing the Service Braking Power Except by Some One of

the Three Methods Explained Below.

104. To handle trains without great risk of shocks, and with a

sufficient degree of latitude for the engineman's judgment, to minimize

the bad effect of the time lapse between brake applications on different

vehicles, and for adverse conditions, it is necessary that the retarding

force developed during service brake applications be obtained gradually

and that the maximum be comparatively low. This latter is a necessity,

not only for the reasons given above, but also to keep the risk of wheel

sliding at a minimum for service applications, and to insure a reserve

of sufficient additional force for emergency stops.

1 05. Ninety per cent, braking power for service applications (that

is, ordinary stops) has been the generally accepted limit (and is the

standard to-day for practically all the roads in this country), and the

range of reduction over which this is spread for a proper degree of flexi-

bility is 24 pounds, and the time in which this is done is seven seconds.

106. With these three factors accepted, any increase for emer-

gency brake applications must come (1) from an increase of the initial

pressure carried. (2) By additional brake piston area. (3) Additional

reservoir volume. All these refer to the emergency brake applications

only. (Of course, a compromise with any two or all three of these

methods may be made.)

1 07. These have been the underlying principles of brake design and

installation for the past forty years, and practically all its philosophy

is contained therein, as far as brakes for passenger cars are concerned.

1 08. To answer the question, which naturally occurs to one—Why
not change this standard since it has been in existence for 40 years?—It is

asserted that this standard is as necessary for present conditions as it

was for those for which it was designed. Brake applications are more

frequently required, trains longer and the vehicles heavier. Con-

sequently the effect of slack action is more pronounced and therefore

it is a self-evident proposition that extreme flexibility is imperative, if

rough handling is to be avoided. If any change whatever is made, it

should be made in the direction of obtaining the braking force even

more gradually than at present, unless simultaneous action of the brakes

is assured by electric transmission.

FUNCTIONS TO BE PROVIDED IN AN ADEQUATE
AIR BRAKE MECHANISM.

1 09. The fundamental principles outlined in paragraph 96 establish

the limits to which the design of the air brake mechanism must con-

form. Within these limitations there are certain functions and operating
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features which are essential in a brake that will insure the most satis-

factory results under existing mechanical and operating requirements.

These functions briefly stated are:—

(a) Operation harmonious with the older types of brake equipments

in common use.

(b) Adaptable to extreme ranges of present service requirements

and capable of extension without modification in essential details as

service requirements may change.

(c) Certainty and uniformity of operation in service applications

to the greatest possible degree.

(d) Maximum, predetermined and fixed flexibility for service brake

operation.

(e) Sensitive to release to the maximum degree consistent with

stability.

(/ ) Minimum sensitiveness to the unavoidable fluctuations in brake

pipe pressure tending to cause undesired light service brake applica-

tions, brakes creeping on, etc.

(g) Brake application simultaneous on all cars throughout the train.

(h) Maximum protection against complete loss of the brakes due to

the failure of any portion of the system.

(i) Quick recharge of storage reservoirs and consequent ready

response of the brakes to manipulation by the engineman.

(j) Graduated release of brake cylinder pressure.

(k) Conservation of brake pipe pressure during release.

(/) Protection against loss of brakes due to inadequate pressure with

which to release and recharge.

(w) Emergency retarding force sufficient to stop the train in approxi-

mately one half the distance of a full service application stop.

(m) Maximum emergency pressure obtainable in the shortest

possible time on the train as a whole.

(o) Emergency brake cylinder pressure held without blow-down

during the stop.

ip) Elimination of undesired quick action.

(q) Full emergency brake cylinder pressure obtainable at any time

during or after a service brake application.

(r) Full emergency pressure applied automatically when a prede-

termined excessive over-reduction in brake pipe pressure is made.

(5) Quick action obtained automatically in case the brake pipe pres-

sure is depleted below a predetermined danger point, due to leakage

or any other cause.
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DESCRIPTION OF AIR BRAKE APPARATUS DESIGNED
TO MEET THE ABOVE REQUIREMENTS

AND SUBMITTED FOR TEST

1 10. The Westinghouse Air Brake Co.'s type UC equipment used

during the tests referred to in this report is designed to meet the

requirements outUned above. The valve mechanism which is the distin-

guishing feature of this equipment is of the "built-up'" type which

makes it possible to install and operate this equipment if desired in

stages, by adding to the simplest arrangement of apparatus, including

only those features required to give an operation equivalent to that

of the PM brake, up to the complete form of the device.

111. Three arrangements of this apparatus were used in these tests.

Partial—equivalent to PM brake equipment.

Complete pneumatic equipment.

Complete electro-pneumatic equipment."

1 1 2. The partial form of the UC equipment (Par. 139) was tried

out chiefly to demonstrate the similarity of its action to that of the

PM brake equipment. Aside from the fact that this was thoroughly

demonstrated the tests with the partial equipment were of no special

importance. Moreover, the trials with the complete pneumatic equip-

ment, especially when mixed with PM equipments in the same train,

did not disclose any reasons why the UC equipment in, its complete

pneumatic form could not be operated with the PM equipment during

the transition period. Consequently, the arrangement of apparatus

and the operation of the complete pneumatic and complete electro

-

pneumatic equipments will be treated in detail first.

CoMPivETE Equipment.

1 13. The UC equipment. Figs. 26 and 27, in its complete form

comprises a valve mechanism called the universal valve with its perma-

nent pipe bracket and three reservoirs, the auxiliary, the service and
emergency reservoirs.

1 14. The universal valve (Figs. 28 to 30), consists of an equalizing

portion, Fig. 31, which primarily controls the charging and recharging

of the reservoirs of the equipment, the service application of the

brakes and the releasing of the brakes.

A quick action portion with high pressure cap, Fig. 32, which controls

the transmission of serial quick action and obtaining of high emergency

pressure in the brake cylinders when an emergency application of the

brakes is made.

An electric portion, Fig. 33, v/hich comprises the magnets, switch,

etc., controlling the electric service application, electric release and
electric emergency appHcations of the brakes.
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A pipe bracket, Fig. 34, to which all pipe connections are per-

manently made and to which the various portions of the valve device

are bolted. This bracket contains two small chambers, the quick

action chamber and quick action closing chamber.

The quick action closing chamber provides means whereby the quick

action outlet from the brake pipe to the atmosphere is open when an
emergency application is made and is closed when a predetermined

time thereafter has elapsed.

The quick action chamber in connection with the quick action closing

chamber controls the operation of the quick action parts of the valve

in accordance with the rate of brake pipe reduction.

115. In addition to the above the equipment on each car

comprises :—

An auxiliary reservoir which is the same size for all sizes of brake

cylinders, the pressure in which controls the movement of the equal-

izing piston and slide valve of the universal valve and supplies air to

the brake cylinder.

A service reservoir which varies in size with the size of the brake

cylinder. This, together with the auxiliary reservoir, supplies air for

operating the brake cylinder in service and emergency brake appli-

cations.

An emergency reservoir which varies in size according to the size

of brake cylinder used and the amount of emergency brake cylinder

pressure which the installation is designed to afford. This reservoir

supplies air required to graduate the release of the brakes and to obtain

the quick recharging of the service and auxiliary reservoirs after a

service application of the brakes. It also provides the additional

supply of air required to obtain the increased brake cylinder pressure

desired for emergency applications.

116. In addition to the above, various electrical details are used on

the locomotive and cars as illustrated in Fig. 27 and Figs. 35 to 40.

CoMPivKTE Pneumatic Equipment.

Charging and Recharging After Brake Application.

1 1 7. The compressed air required for charging the reservoirs

initially must all come from the brake pipe, its flow to the various

reservoirs and chambers being controlled by the equalizing portion of the

universal valve.

Graduated Release Cap Set for Graduated Release.

118. In charging after a service brake application the air from the

emergency reservoir (in which the pressure has not been reduced from

its original value of 110 pounds during the preceding service applica-

tion) flows to the auxiliary reservoir. When this is recharged to within

five pounds of the pressure then remaining in the emergency reservoir,

the service reservoir charging valve opens and permits the air from the
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Fig. 28.

THE UNIVERSAL VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.

This is the assembled distribution valve on the car. The electric portion is not shown.

Fig. 29.

THE UNIVERSAL VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.

The reverse side of valve shovi/ing pipe connections.
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emergency reservoir to recharge the service reservoir in addition to

the auxihary reservoir. Not until the pressures in all these reservoirs

are nearly equalized does the equalizing piston move to its full release

position and permit air to flow from the brake pipe, but when this does

occur air from the brake pipe then completes the recharging of all the

reservoirs up to normal brake pipe pressure. In this way all the air

supplied to the brake pipe through the engineer's brake valve during

the early stages of the release is effective in raising the brake pipe pres-

sure and uniformly releasing all of the brakes.

Graduated Release Cap in Direct Release Position.

119. In recharging after a service brake application, the auxiliary

reservoir pressure is increased by air flowing to it from the brake pipe only,

no air being supplied to the auxiliary reservoir from the emergency

reservoir when the graduated release cap is in direct release position.

However, when the auxiliary reservoir pressure has been increased to

within about five pounds of the normal running brake pipe pressure the

service reservoir charging valve operates and permits air from the

emergency reservoir to flow to the service reservoir. This assists in

recharging this reservoir and in doing so relieves the brake pipe of the

necessity for supplying air to recharge the larger reservoir volume
during the time the brakes should be releasing. Thus, even with the

graduated release cap in direct release position the air supplied to the

brake pipe is made effective in producing a prompt and certain release

of all the brakes in the train.

Pneumatic Service Brake Application.

120. In response to a given reduction in brake pipe pressure the

equalizing portion of the universal valve automatically reduces the

pressure in the service and auxiliary reservoirs (which are connected when
the equalizing parts are in service position, but separated when they are

in release position), an equal amount. The total amount of compressed

air thus measured out from the auxiliary and service reservoirs is

delivered to the brake cylinder, where it produces a pressure on the brake

cylinder piston proportional to the volume it occupies as determined

by the piston travel.

121. The amount of brake cylinder pressure and braking power

corresponding to various brake pipe reductions are shown by the full line

in Fig. 25. It will be noted that this curve does not coincide with the

dotted curve as explained in Par. 80, in connection with the PM
equipment with large size auxiliary reservoirs. This is because the UC
equipment is designed to give an equalization pressure of 50 pounds

per square inch with 8-inch piston travel ; and, furthermore, the braking

power basis is 90 per cent, with 60-pound brake cylinder pressure

instead of 80 per cent, with the PM equipment.
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Fig. 31.

UNIVERSAL VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.
Equalizing portion.

Fig. 32.

UNIVERSAL VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.
Quick action portion.
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Fig. 33.

UNIVERSAL VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.
Electric portion.
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Fig. 35.

THE ENGINEER'S BRAKE VALVE, UC EQUIPMENT.

The valve is fitted with electric contacts.
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Fig. 36.

PLUG CONNECTOR, UC EQUIPMENT.
Three point receptacle and plugs as used on locomotive.

Fig. 37.

PLUG CONNECTOR, UC EQUIPMENT.
Seven point receptacle and plug connector for electric connection between cars.

Fig. 38.

JUNCTION BOX, UC EQUIPMENT.
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Fig. 39.

BATTERY SWITCH BOX, UC EQUIPMENT.

Fig. 40.

CAR DISCHARGE VALVE.

The train signal valve on cars.
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122. The effect of the lower equalization pressure of the UC equip-

ment in connection with a higher per cent, braking power per pound

of cylinder pressure than for the PM equipment, is to provide a greater

flexibility for service brake operation. For example : a 24-pound brake

pipe reduction is required to obtain a maximum (90 per cent.) service

braking power with the UC equipment, whereas, with the PM equip-

ment the maximum service braking power (80 per cent.) is obtained

with the brake pipe reduction of approximately 19 pounds.

123. To obtain the same per cent, of braking power with each

equipment requires a greater reduction with the UC equipment than with

the PM equipment, 75 per cent, braking power requiring a brake pipe

reduction of about 17| pounds with the PM equipment and 20 pounds

with the UC equipment. Thus, with the smaller reservoirs, a longer

time is available in which the engineman can exercise his judgment as

to what rate retardation is being obtained and how best to control

the speed of the train.

1 24. The valve meclianism is designed to require a drop in brake

pipe pressure of approximately four pounds before it is possible to obtain

an application of the brakes. The equalizing piston moves on a dif-

ferential much lower than this, however, so as to close the feed groove

and thus prevent back leakage from the auxiliary reservoir. Thus a

service application of the brakes is positively insured when the required

four pounds brake pipe reduction is reached. From this point the

rise in brake cylinder pressure corresponds to the reduction in brake

pipe pressure in the proper relation to produce a full service brake

application (90 per cent, braking power) for a brake pipe reduction of

24 pounds.

125. The rate of build-up of brake cylinder pressure during a

service application is controlled in the same manner as already explained

in connection with the PM equipment. (Par. 81.)

1 26. The maximum brake cylinder pressure obtainable in a service

application is limited by the setting of a quick blow-down and positive

acting safety valve which is connected to the brake cylinder through

the emergency portion of the universal valve at all times except when
an emergency application of the brakes is made. When making an

emergency application, the safety valve is automatically cut off from

communication with the rest of the equipment. This safety valve is

adjusted to limit the maximum obtainable service brake cylinder pres-

sure to 60 pounds per square inch.

Releasing and Rechargino.

127. When the brake pipe pressure is increased above that of the

auxiliary reservoir after an application, the universal valve operates

so as to:

—
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(a) Momentarily connect the auxiliary reservoir side of the

equalizing piston to the atmosphere, thus insuring a positive movement

of the equalizing parts of the valve to their release positions.

(6) Operate the release piston and its valves so as to close this

connection to the atmosphere and open the brake cylinder to the

atmosphere, thus releasing the brakes.

(c) Connect the emergency reservoir to the auxiliary reservoir and

later to the service reservoir, thus recharging the system as already

explained under the heading "Charging and Recharging." (Par. 117.)

(d) After having moved to release position the equalizing parts

remain in this position, and the brakes are fully released if the brake pipe

pressure is continuously increased up to its normal running pressure.

This will be the case if the graduated release cap is in direct release position

even if the brake pipe pressure is increased in a series of steps or gradua-

tions instead of continuously.

{e) With the graduated release cap in graduated release position, if

the brake pipe pressure is only partly restored (brake valve handle

then being returned to lap position) the air flowing from the emergency

reservoir in to the auxiliary reservoir tends to increase the pressure in

the latter reservoir above that in the brake pipe. As soon as this

occurs, the equalizing portion of the valve will operate so as to stop

the exhaust of air from the brake cylinder, thus graduating the release

of the brake and at the same time cutting off the flow of air from the

emergency reservoir to the auxiliary reservoir. This graduated release

operation can be repeated as may be desired, depending upon the

amount of the preceding brake pipe reduction. When the auxiliary

reservoir pressure has been increased to within about five pounds of

the emergency reservoir pressure the service reservoir charging valve

operates and connects the emergency reservoir to the service reservoir,

thus permitting these two reservoirs to equalize and charge up to brake

pipe pressure through the emergency reservoir charging port. After

this no further graduation of the release is possible, but at the same time

the brake cylinder pressure is then so low that any further graduation

of the release is uncalled for.

Emergency Brake Application with System Fully Charged.

128. In response to a rate of brake pipe reduction considerably

more rapid than that established for the service operation of the

brakes, the quick action parts of the valve operate so as to:

—

(a) Vent air from the brake pipe through a relatively large open-

ing past the quick action valve to the atmosphere, thus producing

the local venting of brake pipe air necessary to the rapid pneumatic

propagation of serial quick action.

(6) Open a large port leading from the auxiliary and service reser-

voirs past the intercepting valve and high pressure valve of the emer-

gency portion of the universal valve and into the brake cylinder.
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(c) Cut off the safety valve from its connection to the brake

cyUnder,

(d) As soon as service and auxiUary reservoirs equalize with the

brake cylinder the intercepting valve and service port check valve

operate to cut off the service and the auxiliary reservoirs from the brake

cylinder and at the same time admit air from the emergency reservoir

to the brake cylinder, thus continuing the building up of the brake

cylinder pressure to its maximum emergency value.

(e) After the quick action valve has been open for a sufficient

length of time to insure the necessary reduction in brake pipe pressure

to propagate serial quick action it is allowed to close by the depletion

of the quick action closing chamber pressure, which is properly timed

to produce the desired result by the size of the port through the quick

action piston.

Emergency Brake Application After Service Brake Application.

129. Whenever a predetermined emergency rate of brake pipe

reduction is established the quick action and high pressure parts of the

valve will operate as above described to start serial quick action and
increase the brake cylinder pressure up to its full emergency value

even though a partial or full service brake application had been com-

pleted or was in progress. That is to say, the obtaining of an emer-

gency application of the brakes depends only on the functioning of

the quick action parts and is entirely independent of the service oper-

ation of the valve.

Emergency Brake Application Automatic on Depletion of Brake Pipe

Pressure Below a Predetermined Point.

1 30. Whenever, from any cause, the brake pipe pressure is reduced

to a predetermined value (30 pounds), the protection valve included in

the emergency portion of the universal valve will operate and cause the

parts of the emergency portion to move to their quick action positions

and so start a quick action application of the brakes—the operation

of the equipment then being as already explained. (Par. 128.)

131. Within certain limits the percentage of emergency braking

power and the brake pipe pressure to be used may be chosen as the con-

ditions of operation and installation may dictate without requiring a

change in any essential part of the apparatus and without affecting the

fundamental and proper relations between the different reservoirs, cyl-

inders and operating parts of the equipment. For example, one or two

brake cylinders per car may be used as the weight of the car and the

percentage of braking power desired may require, the only change neces-

sary being the use of a special cap on the high pressure portion of the

valve designed to handle two brake cylinders instead of one. The
amount of emergency braking power can be fixed to suit special limits

or requirements by proper choice of reservoir volumes and (when
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necessary) the addition of a simple check valve device in the reservoir

pipe. The equipment is designed to give normally an emergency

braking power of 150 per cent, when using 110 pounds brake pipe pres-

sure; this insures a satisfactory stop on the one hand without the

likelihood of injmious wheel sliding on the other, with an average con-

dition of foundation brake rigging, track, etc. For the transition

period, or where conditions of installation do not permit, or where

the service requirements do not necessitate a braking power as high

as this, a lower emergency braking power is available by the arrange-

ment of reservoirs and apparatus mentioned above.

Complete Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

Electric Service Application.

132. When operating electrically, the service application of the

brakes is actuated by a reduction in brake pipe pressure as when
operating pneumatically. The equalizing portion of the universal

valve causes the brakes to apply in the same manner as has already

been described in Par. 120. But this brake pipe reduction is made
locally on each car (instead of all at one place, namely, the engineer's

brake valve). This local reduction of brake pipe pressure is accom-

plished by means of the service magnet valves which open and vent

brake pipe air to the atmosphere at the proper rate to produce a ser-

vice brake application when the service magnets are energized by the

engineer's brake valve handle being placed in service position. The

fact that the pneumatic and electric service position of the brake valve

handle are the same insures the elimination of any delay in starting a

pneumatic application of the brakes in case the electric control is, for any

reason, inoperative.

133. The movement of the brake valve handle back to lap

position de-energizes the service magnets, which permits their valves

to close and thus stop the brake pipe reduction. The valve parts then

assume their lap positions as when operating pneumatically.

Electric Release.

1 34. Whether the graduated release cap is in direct or graduated

release position, the release of the brakes can always be graduated

electrically by alternately energizing and de-energizing the release mag-

nets which control the flow of air from the brake cylinder exhaust ports

to the atmosphere. These release magnets are energized and prevent

the release of the brakes when the brake valve handle is in either

release or holding position. At this time the brake pipe and reservoirs

on the car are being recharged and the universal valve parts are in

their release and charging positions. The outlet from the brake

cylinder to the atmosphere is closed and the brakes cannot release so

long as the release magnets are thus energized. The release magnets

are de-energized and the exhaust of air from the brake cylinders per-

mitted when the brake valve handle is in running position.
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Electric Emergency from Engineer's Brake Valve.

1 35. When an electric emergency application is made (the electric

and pneumatic positions of the brake valve handle are the same) the

emergency magnets on all cars are simultaneously and instantaneously

energized. These magnets open their respective emergency magnet

valves which in turn cause the quick action parts of each universal

valve to operate and produce an emergency application of the brakes

as previously described for the pneumatic portion of the equipment.

(Par. 128.)
Automatic Electric Emergency.

136. In case a hose bursts or a conductor's valve is opened, the

first universal valve to be affected by the resulting drop in brake pipe

pressure will operate pneumatically.

137. In so doing its emergency switch is closed which then ener-

gizes the emergency magnet circuit throughout the train, thus causing

an electric emergency application on the rest of the cars as described.

138. The service and emergency magnets may be cut out if

necessary by placing the magnet cut-out cap on the electric portion of the

universal valve in the proper position.

Partiai. Pneumatic Equipment.
Equivalent of the PM Brake Equipment.

139. This arrangement of the pneumatic brake equipment was

given a trial, merely to show that the type UC brake equipment could

be applied to cars in a form which would duplicate the essential features

of the PM equipment and so introduce no new operating features

during a transition period.

140. In its partial form (PM features only) the equipment com-

prises only the equalizing portion of the universal valve with the auxiliary

and the service reservoirs as used with the complete device. The
service and auxiliary reservoirs perform the same functions as already

described. (Par. 120.)

141. In each service operation the mechanism functionates in the
same manner as with the complete pneumatic equipment. That
is to say, the service application, release and recharging of the equipment
is identical for the partial and for the complete pneumatic equipment.

142. In emergency applications, only the auxiliary and the service
reservoirs supply air to the brake cylinder so that the rate of rise of
brake cylinder pressure is slower than with a complete pneumatic
equipment and a lower maximum brake cylinder pressure is obtained
(78 pounds instead of 100 pounds).

143. As the high pressure portion is not used, the protection
which the safety valve of the high pressure portion offers against too
high a cylinder pressure on service applications is secured by the use of
an ordinary high-speed reducing valve attached in the usual way to the
brake cylinder. In this respect the action of the UC equipment, PM
features only, and the present standard PM equipment are identical, both
having the disadvantage of blowing away some of the air in the
emergency application.
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DEVICE FOR OBTAINING HIGHER BRAKE CYLINDER
PRESSURE ON LOCOMOTIVE AND TENDER.

144. The standard Westinghouse No. 6 ET brake equipment as

installed and in regular service on the locomotives previous to the tests

was used at first without any change. As is well known the standard

braking power on the locomotive and tender (considering the ordinary

working loads carried) is relatively a little less or about the same in

stopping effectiveness as that of the PM equipment on the P-70 cars.

This is shown by the fact that in break-away tests under these con-

ditions the locomotive ran but little if any farther than the cars,

145. When using the new and more effective car brake equip-

ments at braking powers higher than those obtained with the PM
equipment, the difference between the stopping force on the locomotive

and cars was marked. The effect of this was to produce a noticeable

running out of slack in ordinary train stops and in break-away stops to

cause the locomotive to run several hundred feet farther than the cars.

This was especially true when the electro-pneumatic equipment was used.

1 46. This fact made it desirable to find out what could be done to

make the locomotive and tender brake more nearly equal in effective-

ness to that of the improved car brake equipments. Accordingly appa-

ratus was devised while the tests were in progress and applied in an ex-

perimental form to the standard locomotive brake equipment. No
modification was required in the existing apparatus except in the re-

arrangement of piping necessary to install an additional valve device.

147. This device was a "by-pass valve," so arranged that the

service operations of the ET equipment were not affected in any way,

but when an emergency application of the brakes was made the by-pass

valve operated so as to short circuit compressed air directly from the

main reservoirs to all the brake cylinders on the locomotive and tender.

This resulted in a much quicker rate of rise of emergency brake cylinder

pressure and a much higher maximum pressure being obtained than

is the case with the standard ET brake, A possible effect of this high

emergency braking power, if held until the speed becomes low, is to

cause the drivers to slide. To protect against this the pass valve was
arranged to hold the high initial brake cylinder pressure for a specified

period (about ten seconds) and then, by a gradual accelerating blow-

down, reduce this pressure so that as the speed of the train diminished

the brake cylinder pressure would finally reach the normal emergency

pressure standard with this equipment, namely, about 75 pounds,

148. The results obtained with this device will be explained in

paragraph 350, but so far as its operation is concerned it may be

stated here that the tests showed that such a device could easily be

provided and made to give any desired rate of application, maximum
initial pressure or rate of blow-down.
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149. With regard to the latter feature it is of interest to note that

several cases no blow-down at all was obtained (see Figs. 58, 59, 60 and

61, tender brake cylinder indicator cards). This was due to a lack of

sensitiveness in the working parts of the by-pass valve. It is interesting

to note, however, that a comparison of the results obtained when the

by-pass valve blow-down feature operated properly, and when it did

not, shows that under the conditions of this test the blow-down feature

appeared to have but little effect. The results were substantially

the same whether or not the high locomotive pressure was blown down
toward the end of the stop.

150. The device itself and its installation were of a temporary

character, for the purpose of obtaining immediate results in connection

with this series of tests, and will not be described in detail. If such

a device were to be used material modification would be made in the

construction of the apparatus to insure its performing whatever func-

tions were considered to be desirable and to enable it to be conveniently

used as an integral part of the standard ET brake equipment.

ELECTRIC SIGNAL SYSTEM.

151. When the test train was being equipped, advantage was
taken of the opportunity to install a circuit and the necessary details

which would permit the many advantages of an electro-pneumatic signal

system to be demonstrated. The wiring required is shown in Fig. 27.

The standard car discharge valve (Fig. 40) was furnished with electric

contacts for the purpose of this test. A plain magnet valve was used

on the locomotive in addition to the standard signal valve, arranged

so that either the electro-pneumatic or the pneumatic signal system
could be used at will.

1 52. While no records were made of tests of the electro-pneumatic

signal system its performance when used in the ordinary course of the

handling of the test train was such as to demonstrate the possibilities of

this form of signal system.
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TESTS MADE AND RESULTS.

FuivL Service Brake Application.

Standard PM Brake Equipment.

153. The characteristic action of the standard PM equipment

during a service appHcation of the brakes, is illustrated by the curves

(Fig. 41). These curves are plotted to show the brake cylinder pressure

and corresponding percentage of braking power on the train as a whole,

developed during the time required to make a full service brake pipe

reduction.

1 54. The cars at the head end of the train begin to apply and reach

their maximum pressure before those at the rear of the train, which is

true of any form of pneumatically controlled brake. The time of

commencing to apply on different cars varies through a range of about

four seconds, which is an indication of the relatively slow serial re-

sponse of the brake mechanism to a gradual fall in brake pipe pressure

controlled by pneumatic means alone. From these cards and similar

cards for the UC pneumatic equipment (Fig. 42), it is easily seen that

there is a considerable time element involved in starting the service

application of all the brakes in the train when operating pneumatically.

It follows from this that the rate of "build-up" of brake cylinder pres-

sure in a service application must be relatively slow in order to avoid

shocks which result from the brakes applying with a slow serial action

combined with too rapid "build-up" of pressure on the individual cars.

1 55. The total time required to reach maximum full service brake cyl-

inder pressure is nearly 12 seconds which shows clearly the effects of the

long train (large brake pipe volume) in extending the time required to

make a pneumatic full service brake application beyond a minimum
which is fixed by the design of the equalizing discharge feature of the

brake valve which requires that about six seconds at least be occupied

in making a full service brake pipe reduction.

1 56. The rate of rise of brake cylinder pressure is more rapid than it

would otherwise be, however, because of the use of the larger size

auxiliary reservoirs with the PM equipments (Par. 80). Fof a given

brake pipe reduction this results in a higher brake cylinder pressure

than is obtained with a smaller size reservoir as used with the UC
pneumatic equipment for the purpose of insuring flexibility of service

operation of the brakes.

1 57. The maximum full service brake cylinder pressure is a trifle over

60 pounds, which is equivalent to a nominal braking power of 80 per

cent. The variations in the setting and the individual action of the

different high-speed reducing valves is the cause of the varying degrees

of maximum braking power obtained on the different cars.
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Fig. 41.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
This shows the rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure in a full service application.
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1 58. The brake pipe reduction for this test was sufficient to insure

the opening of all the high-speed reducing valves. That is to say, it was
made heavy enough to apply the brakes to the maximum force they

were capable of producing with a service brake pipe reduction rather

than being made exactly 20 pounds, which is usually understood to be

the technical meaning of the term "full service brake applications"

with PM equipment.

UC Equipment—Equivalent of PM and Complete Pneumatic.

159. Fig. 42 illustrates the action of both the equivalent of the

PM equipment and the UC pneumatic equipment when making a full

service application of the brakes. The service features of these two
forms of the improved equipment are identical.

1 60. Due to the service stability feature (Par. 124) of the UC equip-

ment the brake cylinder pressure does not start to rise quite as quickly as

with the PM equipment, but the time of obtaining an effective brake cyl-

inder pressure is the same with the UC and PM equipments. The time

to the beginning of rise of brake cylinder pressure is slightly longer

for test 084 (Fig. 42) (UC equipment) than for test 034 (Fig. 41) (PM
equipment) , but reference to the indicator cards showing other service

applications for the PM equipment (Fig. 45 and Fig. 49), will show

that on account of the ordinary variations to be expected in the action

of the type P triple valve, due to the condition of the mechanism it is

likely to take just as long to start an application with the PM equip-

ment as with the UC equipment having the service stability feature.

Once having started, however, the UC equipment builds up pressure

in the brake cylinder at a rate which is properly proportioned to the

rate of brake pipe reduction. From this point on, it is similar to the

action of the PM equipment installed on an equal basis.

161. The effect of the slight variations in sensitiveness of different

valves is shown by the records from cars 1, 2 and 7 (Fig. 42), which

started to apply at a more rapid rate than was in accordance with

the rate of brake pipe reduction. This tendency was checked by

the momentary automatic lapping of the valve mechanism, the rise

of cylinder pressure thereafter being established at a uniform rate

with that of the other cars.

162. Comparing Fig. 41 and Fig. 42, the effect of the different size

reservoirs, used when making a service application of the brakes, as

already mentioned (Par. 80 and 122), is clearly seen in the different slopes

of the application lines. This results in the PM equipment (Fig. 41),

reaching its maximum pressure in 12 seconds whereas, the UC equip-

ment requires 16 to 17 seconds. These rates, it should be noted, are

determined primarily by the rate of fall of brake pipe pressure which

is relatively slow (pneumatic operation) on long trains because of the

large brake pipe volume.
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BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
Showing the rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure in a full service application. This diagram

should be compared with that shown on page 112.
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163. The maximum full service brake cylinder pressure averages 60

pounds which is equivalent to a nominal braking power of 90 per cent.

This maximum pressure is limited to approximately 60 pounds by the

safety valve used with the equipment.

164. When proper allowance is made for the. difference in reservoir

volumes used with the UC and PM equipments, it will be seen that

the rate cf development of brake cylinder pressure in service is sub-

stantially the same in each case, the rate of brake pipe reduction being

the controlling factor.

1 65. This shows that there can be no undesirable difference in the

action of the PM and UC equipments when operating together in

the same trains in ordinary ser^dce. The results of tests made with

trains of mixed UC and PM equipment, for the purpose of bringing

out this particular point, confirm this statement. (Par. 200.)

Elkctro-Pneumatic Equipment.

1 66. The advantages of the electro-pneumatic control of the service

brake are apparent from a comparison of Fig. 43 with Fig. 42. With
the electro-pneumatic brake (Fig. 43), the application started almost

simultaneously on all cars and built up to maximum brake cylinder

pressure at a uniform rate. Ftu-themiore, the rate of build-up of

brake cylinder pressure is not dependent upon the length of train as

it is in the case of any pneumatically controlled service application

The brake pipe reduction is accomplished locally on each car by

the operation of the service magnet valves. Consequently, it can

be made as rapid as would be permissible on a single car operating

pneumatically, the limit being that established by experience as the

fastest rate at which a service brake application can be made, with

assurance of convenience in manipulation, comfort to the passengers

and an ample margin against quick action.

1 67. The maximum service brake cylinder pressure is obtained in

eight seconds instead of sixteen seconds, required by the same brake

equipment operating pneumatically. As would be expected this

more prompt and uniform action of the brakes produces a shorter stop.

1 68. The important advantages of the electro-pneumatic control of

the service brake application are clearly brought out by a study of the

curves of Fig. 43. They show the almost absolutely uniform and

simultaneous action of all the cars in the train. In fact, when making

an electro-pneumatic service application of the brakes, the application

on different cars in the train is much more uniform than in the case

of a pneumatic emergency application. This diagram also shows the

great advantage of eliminating the time element in starting the appli-

cation and the ability to quicken the rate of brake application on the

entire train, and at the same time retain the necessary flexibility which

enables the engineman to readily control the brake application as desired.
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General Comparison of Service Application—PM and UC Equipment.

169. Fig. 44 shows data from the same brake cylinder cards as

plotted in Figs, 41, 42 and 43, but in this case plotted to show the relative

time to start the application of the brakes and the time to obtain full

brake cylinder pressure with the PM equipment and the UC pneumatic

and electro-pneumatic equipment. The quicker and more uniform appli-

cation of the electro-pneumatic equipment is still more clearly brought

out by these curves. It will be noted that the time to reach full brake

cylinder pressure on cars 4, 5, 9 and 10 with the electro-pneumatic

brake are considerably longer than on the remainder of the train, which

seems to contradict the statements previously made with regard to

the uniformity of the action of the electro-pneumatic equipment.

This is explained, however, when it is noted that these cars 4, 5, 9 and

10 are the ones which (Fig. 43) suffered a delay in the latter part of

their application due to a more prompt build-up of brake cylinder

pressure than on the other cars during the beginning of the application,

which was followed by an automatic lapping of these valves, resulting

in a slower rise to maximum brake cylinder pressure. This action

was caused entirely by the mechanical operation of the mechanism.

While it was not sufficiently great to be detrimental in any way, it

was not desirable and the operation of the valve in this particular was

subsequently improved by a slight modification of the mechanism.

(Par. 242.)

Partial, Service FoiyLOwED by Emergency Appucation.

PM Brake Equipment.

!70, Fig. 45 shows the results obtained with the PM equipment

when a partial service brake application is made followed immediately by

the movement of the brake valve handle from service to emergency

position.

171

.

It is important to note in the first place the way in which the

triple valves began to respond to the reduction in brake pipe pressure

compared with the action shown in Fig. 41. The same type of triple

valves were used, but the applications were on different days, being

for Fig. 45 February 13th and for Fig. 41 April 23d. There is as much
difference between the time of starting to apply the P triple valves

(Fig. 41 and Fig. 45), as between the P triple valves and the universal

valve of the UC equipment (Fig. 41 and Fig. 42). All these examples

show that the condition of the triple valve (which is a variable depending

upon many things such as the weather, the lubrication of the valves;

the amount of use they have had and so on) causes considerable

variations in the results.

1 72. It is barely possible to distinguish signs of the emergency appli-

cation from the shape of the curves of Fig. 45 when compared with a
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TIME TO APPLY BRAKES.
This diagram shows the comparison of time to apply the brakes with various air brake equipment. The

diagram should be compared with that on page 115.
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continuous full service application without any emergency with this

equipment (Fig. 41). Slightly higher cylinder pressure was obtained

on most of the cars sufficient to operate the high-speed reducing valves

so as to cause the characteristic blow-down of emergency brake cylinder

pressure, but the rate of obtaining brake cylinder pressure is the same
as if no emergency application had been made.

1 73. It required about the same time to reach this 60 pound brake

cylinder pressure in this case as when no emergency application was
made.

174. Moreover, it should be noted that the serial action of the

valves remains the same. There was no serial quick action effect pro-

duced by the emergency application following partial service application.

The length of the stop, as would be expected, is but little different

from that which was obtained with a full service application of the

brakes, without any emergency application.

UC Pneumatic Equipment.

175. In the case of the UC pneumatic equipment an emergency

application produces serial quick action and full emergency brake cylin-

der pressure, whether preceded by a service application or not. Fig. 46.

Consequently, when the emergency application is made all the brakes

applied simultaneously, the brake cylinder pressure rose at the usual

emergency rate and the usual emergency maximum cylinder pressure

was obtained.

1 76. From this it is plain that a very material increase in stopping

power is possible by making an emergency application following a

partial service application with the new complete pneumatic equip-

ment. The result of this is to shorten the stop by about 300 feet com-
pared with that obtained with a full service application, no emergency

application being made.

Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

1 77. The action of the electro-pneumatic equipment (Fig. 47) , simi-

lar to that just described (Fig. 46), except that the time element due to

the serial pneumatic application, both service and emergency, is elimi-

nated, and the quicker rate of rise of brake cylinder pressure during

the service application, which is due to the local venting of the air

from the brake pipe on each car, produced by the electro-pneumatic

service application feature. Both the service and the emergency appli-

cations occur on all cars simultaneously and the brake cylinder pressure

rises as promptly on each car of a twelve car train as it would on

a single car.

1 78. A direct result of the quicker rate of brake pipe reduction is

that the partial service reduction determined upon is completed sooner
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Fig. 45.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
This diagram shows the rate of building up of brake cylinder pressure in a partial service followed by

an emergency application. The emergency action Is scarcely distinguishable.
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Fig. 46.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
This diagram shows a partial service followed by an emergency application. The rapid rise in pressure

clearly marks the emergency application. The non-uniformity of the service application has been greatly

reduced as will be seen on the diagram on page 112.
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Fig. 47.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The diagram shows a partial service followed by an emergency application. The electric control produces

a nearly simultaneous application on all cars of the train.
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and therefore the emergency application is made earlier in the stop

than with the pneumatic equipment.

1 79. The result of these several advantages is to produce a much
shorter stop (about 500 * feet, Fig. 95) than with a full service electro-

pneumatic application. This shows clearly the increased safety factor of

the improved brake equipment over that now in service for conditions

requiring the greatest possible stopping power after a service application

of the brakes has been started.

180. As a matter of interest a composite brake cylinder indicator

card and deceleration curve for both the PM and electro-pneumatic

equipment have been plotted on Fig. 48 to show the effect of emergency

application following a partial service application.

181

.

A comparison of the curves for the PM and electro-pneumatic

equipment shows clearly the quicker rate of rise of service brake cylinder

pressure and the quicker and much more effective brake cylinder pres-

sure obtained with the new equipment when the emergency application

is made. The results of this action are shown in the more prompt rise

of and the higher value reached by the deceleration curve for the electro-

pneumatic equipment and the correspondingly shorter stop obtained.

Fuiyi^ Service FolIvOwed by Emergency Application.

PM Equipment.

182. Fig. 49 shows a full service application of the brakes fol-

lowed by an emergency application using the PM equipment. This

is practically the same as Fig. 41, which illustrates the action of

the PM equipment when a full service application is made without

any emergency application following. The curves of Fig. 49 show that

the making of an emergency application following a full service appli-

cation with the PM equipment produced no appreciable effect. This

is borne out by a comparison of the length of the stop in the two cases.

(Fig. 95.)
UC Pneumatic Equipment.

183. Fig. 50 shows that serial quick action, an emergency rate of

application and maximum emergency brake cylinder pressure are

obtained when an emergency application is made, following a full

service application with the UC pneumatic equipment.

184. However, the longer the time required to make the full service

application compared with that required to make a partial service

application results in a greater distance being traveled by the train

before the emergency application occurs. Therefore, the stop is longer

(by about 80 feet) than when an emergency application follows a

partial instead of a full service application. The length of stop with

an emergency application following a full service application with the UC
pneumatic equipment is over 200 feet shorter than the full service only.

* Note.—Speed 60 m.p.h. understood for this and all similar references unless

otherwise stated.
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Fig. 48.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, DECELERATION.
This shows the combined brake cylinder pressures for the entire train and the resulting improvement

in deceleration due to improved pneumatic features and the electric control.
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Fig. 49.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
This diagram shows a full service followed by an emergency application. The emergency action cannot

be distinguished from that of the service.
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F!g= 50.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The full service application is followed by an emergency application. A longer time elapses before the

emergency application than is the case of Fig. 46, and this results in a somewhat longer stop.
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Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

185. For the electro-pneumatic equipment as explained in the pre-

ceding paragraph for the pneumatic equipment, the results of an emer-

gency following a full service application (Fig. 51) are similar to those of

an emergency following a partial service application, except for the addi-

tional time and length of stop corresponding to the longer time during

which the service application was continued before the emergency

application was made.

186. With an emergency application following a full service the

length of stop is about 150 feet longer than when following a partial ser-

vice apphcation, but about 340 feet shorter than when only a full service

application is made and over 400 feet shorter than a full service appli-

cation with the PM equipment with which the making of an emergency

application thereafter has no effect on the length of stop.

1 87. As a matter of interest a composite brake cylinder card and

deceleration curve is shown on Fig. 52 for the PM and electro-pneu-

matic equipment fuU service application followed by an emergency appli-

cation. The curves show clearly the more quickly obtained service

brake cylinder pressure with the electro-pneumatic equipment and the

quicker and more effective brake cyUnder pressure obtained when an

emergency application was made. What resulted from this is shown

in the more prompt rise of and the higher value reached by the decel-

eration curve for the electro-pneumatic equipment and the correspond-

ingly shorter stop obtained.

1 88. Figs. 46 to 52 are important as they demonstrate that with

the UC equipment operating either electrically or pneumatically the

engineer has available for use in any emergency that may arise a quick

acting and fully effective emergency brake, no matter what manipu-

lation he may have made previously. The additional safety factor

insured by this means as compared with the absence of any such safety

factor with the PM equipment is proportional to the difference in the

stopping distance already discussed. (Par. 186.)

Emergency Application.

PM Equipment.

1 89. Fig. 53 shows characteristic brake cylinder indicator cards for

PM equipment emergency applications. The rate of rise of brake

cylinder pressure is slightly faster and the maximum pressure obtained

slightly higher than would ordinarily be the case on account of the

larger size of auxiliary reservoirs used.

190. The characteristic blow-down action of the high-speed

reducing valve is clearly shown by the shape of the curves. The cyl-

inder pressiu-e is reduced from an average of about 78 pounds at the

beginning to nearly 60 pounds at the end of the stop.
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Fig. 51.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
An emergency application following a full service application is shown on this diagram. The uniformity of

action due to the electric control is apparent
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Fig. 52.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, DECELERATION.
This shows combined brake cylinder pressures for the entire train compared with the deceleration

curve. The tests represented were full service followed by an emergency application. The stop was

shortened 470 feet, due to improved pneumatic features and the electric control.
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Fig. 53.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, PM EQUIPMENT.
Maximum emergency cylinder pressure is obtained in about 8 seconds on the entire train. The blow down

action of the high-speed reducing valve is well illustrated.
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UC Equipment, PM Features Only.

191. Fig. 54 shows that when this equipment is arranged to

give the equivalent of the operative features of the PM equipment

only, the results obtained are substantially equivalent to those just

described for Fig. 53.

192. This is further illustrated by the comparative stopping

distances (Fig. 93), which are almost identical for the PM and the UC
equipment having PM features only.

UC Pneumatic Equipment.

193. Fig. 55 shows characteristic brake cylinder pressure cards

obtained with this equipment, emergency application. The brake

cylinder pressure rises almost instantly to its maximum value and

is held without blow-down throughout the stop thus utilizing the

air pressure available on each car to its ftillest extent and effect.

The results to be expected from this quick rise of brake cylinder pres-

sure offset to a certain extent, however, by the relatively slow rate of

transmission of serial quick action which resulted in the stop being

somewhat longer and not as smooth as would have been the case other-

wise.

194. The brake cylinder indicator cards (Fig. 55), show that the

time of transmission of serial quick action was slightly longer than with

the PM equipment. This was due to operation of the valve mechan-

ism and it was found possible to quicken the pneumatic serial quick

action feature without any material change in the design of the parts.

When so modified the time of transmission of quick action with the

UC pneumatic equipment is practically the same as that with the

PM equipment. It was not thought of sufficient importance to try

out any of these valves so modified in the series of tests under discus-

sion. But the universal valves being supplied for cars going into ser-

vice at the present time are improved in this particular and the cyl-

inder cards shown in Figs. 55A illustrate the results obtained with this

improved valve in rack tests. Considering the improvement in the

time of transmission of quick action indicated by these cards the stops

would be improved correspondingly.

195. The quick rise of cylinder pressure and the high emergency

pressure obtained with the UC pneumatic equipment is effective in pro-

ducing a materially shorter stop, namely, from 200 to 250 feet shorter

than with the PM equipment. (Fig. 93.) For a discussion of the

effect of the complete pneumatic equipment on the smoothness of

low speed (10 m.p.h.) stops, see Par. 426.
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Fig. 54.
BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT, HAVING PM FEATURES ONLY.
The action is similar to that shown on Fig. 53, PM equipment, which this form of the UC equipment was

designed to duplicate.
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Fig. 55.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The emergency application without the electric control is here illustrated. The slow serial action

shown by the spacing of the vertical lines has been improved by a slight alteration in the valves subsequent

to the test here shown. The figure on page 1 16 shows this improvement.
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Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

196. With the electro-pneumatic equipment a simultaneous and

almost instantaneous application of the brakes in the train is obtained.

The valve mechanism on each of the cars causes the brake cylinder

pressure to rise to its maximum as quickly as the physical limita-

tions of the air brake and foundation brake gear installation as a

whole will permit and the maximum cylinder pressure thus obtained

is maintained without blow-down (Fig. 56) . Thus, by means of the

electro-pneumatic control, an ideal emergency application of the brakes

is obtained.

197. It should be noted that the only difference between the UC
pneumatic and electro-pneumatic emergency application is in the elimi-

nation of the time element in starting the application of the brakes on

the various cars in the train. That this is an important gain, is shown

by the fact that the emergency stops with the electro-pneumatic brake

were from 200 to 275 feet shorter than with the pneumatic equipment.

1 98. The electro-pneumatic emergency stops are from 350 to 550

feet shorter than those obtained with an emergency application of the

PM equipment. Furthermore, the very short stops made with the

electro-pneumatic equipment were accompanied by the absolute elimi-

nation of shocks, due to the action of the brakes, except in so far as the

effect of the locomotive brake differed from that of the brake on the cars

The effect of the locomotive was the only reason why the emergency

stops with the electro-pneumatic brake were not absolutely without

shock even at speeds as low as ten miles per hour.

General Comparison of Emergency Applications. PM and UC
Equipments.

1 99. Fig. 57 shows the data from the same brake cylinder cards as

plotted in Figs. 53, 55 and 56, but in this case plotted to show the rela-

tive time to start an emergency application of the brakes and the time

to obtain full emergency brake cylinder pressure with the PM equipment,

and the UC pneumatic and electro-pneumatic equipments. The rapid

and uniform rate of application of the electro-pneumatic equipment

is very clearly shown by the curve when compared with the longer time

required to start the application of the brakes and to reach the maxi-

mum brake cylinder pressure, especially toward the rear end of the

train when using the PM equipment. It will be noted that the UC
equipment operating pneumatically was somewhat slow in starting

compared with the PM equipment and that although it reached its

maximum pressure in about one -half the time required by the PM
equipment on the train as a whole there was about three seconds re-

quired to transmit the quick action from the head to the rear end of

the train. This action of the valve when operating pneumatically
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Fig. 56.

BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
With the electric control it is possible to have the brake fully applied on the 12 cars in two seconds.

This diagram when compared with Fig. 53 shows the striking advantage of this method of control.
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TIME TO APPLY BRAKES.
The lower dotted line and the lower full line for the electro-pneumatic equipment shows the elimination of

serial action and a short time to attain maximum braking power on all cars.
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was the same throughout the series of tests covered by this report.

The pneumatic emergency function of the valve has subsequently been

improved, however, by a slight modification of the emergency portion

of the device and the improved results thereby obtained are described

in Par. 241.

Mixed Equipment Stops.

200. In order to determine how well the operation of the UC
pneumatic equipment harmonizes with that of the PM equipment, when

mixed in various ways in the same train, a number of tests were made,

'both service and emergency stops, and the action of the brakes and of the

train as a whole during a stop carefully noted.

20 1

.

All service stops, no matter what the arrangement of the UC
and PM equipments, were free from objectionable shock. They in-

dicated that the gradual introduction into service of cars with UC
equipment will result in an improvement in the handling of trains

generally, without introducing any undesirable features of operation or

manipulation.

202. The improvement in the release of the brakes was particu-

larly noticeable, showing that not only was the release improved in

proportion to the number of UC equipment cars in the train, but also

that the more UC equipment cars, the greater was the certainty in

releasing the PM equipment cars used in the same train. That is

to say, the UC equipment actually assisted to insure a certain and

prompt release of the PM brakes. (See Par. 118.)

Emergency Test with Mixed Equipment Trains.

203. The UC equipment was used with its standard nominal brak-

ing power of 150 per cent. Under these conditions shocks and somewhat

rough stops were experienced with certain train make-ups and at some

speeds, which, although more severe than would be desirable in ordinary

train service, were not severe enough to be prohibitive, considering the

necessity for and the infrequency of emergency applications and the

material share which the relatively low braked locomotive contributed

during these shocks.

204. In this connection it should be noted that if the UC equip-

ment is arranged to give a nominal braking power of only 125 per cent,

instead of 150 per cent, (as used during the mixed train tests) its braking

power will be much closer to the emergency braking power developed

by the PM equipment on cars now in service. The use of 125 per cent,

emergency braking power should, therefore, practically eliminate the

possibility of the retardation on different cars in the same train being

sufficiently great to cause shocks of any consequence.

Train Stops.
Emergency Stop at 30 M.P.H.

205. High braking power on locomotive and mixed UC and PM
equipments on cars as follows:

—
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CarNos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment. PM PM UC UC PM PM UC UC PM PM UC UC

206. Fig. 58 shows separate indicator cards for the brake cylinder

pressure on the locomotive and each car in the train, also the rate of

reduction in brake pipe pressure on car six during the application.

207. The characteristic emergency action of the PM and the UC
equipments is clearly shown. In the first half of the train the PM equip-

ments appear to have a slight advantage in the time of starting the

brake application, but by the time that any effective brake cylinder

pressure is reached all the brakes are applying practically uniformly

throughout the train. The more rapid application of the new equip-

ment results in its maximum pressure being obtained before the maxi-

mum (but lower) pressure is obtained on the PM equipment cars.

This stop was somewhat rough but the shocks were not sufficient to be

called severe nor objectionable enough to indicate that such a combi-

nation would give rise to any trouble in general road operation.

Emergency Stop at 45 M.P.H.

208. High braking power on locomotive and mixed equipment

on cars as follows:

—

CarNos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment. PM PM PM PM PM PM PM PM PM UC UC UC

209. This arrangement of equipments was made to find out if

there would be a different action on the train with the UC and PM
equipments grouped together instead of mixed as for Fig. 58.

2 1 0. Fig. 59 shows the separate indicator cards for brake cylinder

pressure on locomotive and each car, also the reduction in brake pipe

pressure on car six.

211. During this test little shock was experienced, the stopping

of the train being smoother than that of Fig. 58 just described. Several

short, jerky movements were noticed soon after the brake application

commenced and at the end of the stop there was a strong but gradual

running out of slack.

Emergency Stop at 30 M.P.H.

212. High braking power on locomotive and mixed equipment on

cars as follows:

—

CarNos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment PM PM PM PM UC UC UC UC PM PM PM PM

2 1 3. Fig. 60 shows indicator cards similar to those of Fig. 58 and

Fig. 59, but for a different arrangement of equipments as indicated above.

While the slack action with this make-up of train was somewhat rougher

than was experienced with all PM equipments, the shocks were not
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Fig. 58.

MIXED EQUIPMENT STOP, EMERGENCY APPLICATION.
The UC pneumatic equipment when mixed with the PM equipment in a train did not cause objectionable

shocks. This stop was made in 287 feet, from 30 m.p.h.
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ALTOONA, PA..a-.e.E-/aZ3

Fig. 59.

MIXED EQUIPMENT STOP, EMERGENCY APPLICATION.
Another arrangement of UC pneumatic and PM equipments. This stop was made in 662 feet, from

45 m.p.h.
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Fig. 60.

MIXED EQUIPMENT STOP, EMERGENCY APPLICATION.
This 30 m.p.h. stop was made in 291 feet.
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sufficiently objectionable to be prohibitive. The action was such that

the result would have been better had the braking powef on the UC
equipment cars been 125 per cent, instead of 150 per cent.

Emergency Stop at 30 M.P.H.

214. High braking power on the locomotive and mixed equipment

on cars as follows :

—

Car Nos 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment PM PM PM PM PM PM UC UC UC UC UC UC

215. This test was planned to bring out the effect of the worst

combination of UC and PM equipments that could be thought of and

at a speed which was considered the most critical for such a test. The
first time that such a make-up of train was tried out, test 667, consider-

able shock was experienced just after the brake was applied and a very

heavy running out of slack was created when the train was almost

stopped, causing the tender coupling yoke to part. After coming to a

standstill the gap between the rear of the tender and the head end of

the first car was only about twenty feet. An inspection showed that the

fracture was occasioned by defective material in the coupler yoke.

This was confirmed by the fact that after putting in a new yoke and

repeating the test (test No. 675, Fig. 61), the train did not part although

there was a very heavy running out of slack toward the end of the stop.

Service; Appucation Station Stops.

Two-APPLICATION Stops, 45 M.P.H., UC Pneumatic Equipment with
Graduated Release Caps in Graduated Release Position.

216. This test was made with the graduated release caps set to give

graduated release on all cars. It was desired to determine what results

would follow should the engineman manipulate the brakes according

to his usual practice when making a two-application station stop with

the PM equipment, instead of as a graduated release brake equipment

is intended to be used.

2 1 7. From the brake cylinder cards (Fig. 62) , it will be seen that

the brakes applied and released uniformly but, on the release preceding

the second application, (this, it should be noted, was equivalent to

a graduated release of the brakes,) the brakes did not wholly release.

On the second application all the brakes reapplied.

218. It will be noted that the brake on car seven released to a much
lower pressure than the other cars in the train before the second applica-

tion was made. This is because the graduated release feature on this

car was inoperative, due to a faulty condition of the valve as explained

in paragraph 222.
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M. p. 471 D

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
Philadelphia, Baltimobx & WAeHuroTov Railboad Coicfavt

NOBIUKRH CBMTRAL RAn.WAT COHFAXT
WUT Jbrsbt & SBAeaoKjE RailboaI} Compamt

TEST DEPARTMENTSheet No..7fi.6.!5.

ALTOONA. PA..argg-^g/g

Fig. 61.

MIXED EQUIPMENT STOP, EMERGENCY APPLICATION.
This arrangement of equipment is the worst combination devised to discover the possibility of shocks. The

stop, while somewhat rough, was not especially objectionable.
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Fig. 62.

SERVICE STOP, TWO APPLICATIONS. UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The first application was somewhat light, consequently the second application had to be made somewhat

' haavier than was desirable In order to stop at the designated point.
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219. At the end of the stop a surge was experienced as is usual if

a high pressure remains in the brake cyHnders when the train comes to

a standstill. Except for this the stop was smooth, indicating that with

the graduated release feature cut in, a two-application stop can be

made in the customary manner without the likelihood of undesirable

results.

Graduated Release Station Stop at 45 Miles per Hour—^UC Pneumatic
Equipment.

220. This test was made to illustrate the proper method of making

a graduated release stop (Fig. 63). The initial application was made

with one continuous full service brake pipe reduction, was then held

a few seconds after which the release was graduated by moving the

brake valve handle from lap to running position and then back to lap

position, four distinct graduations being made. This resulted in the

braking power being reduced substantially in accordance with the

decrease in the speed of the train.

221. Except for the first three cars in the train, which felt the

effects of a graduation of the release most promptly and consequently

tend to release sooner than the cars toward the rear, the amount of brake

cylinder pressure remaining when the train stopped was uniform

throughout the train.

222. The indicator card shows that no graduation of the release

was obtained on car seven. It was found on inspection that this was

caused by dirt on the seat of one of the valves which condition prevented

the emergency reservoir from performing its graduated release function.

223. This stop was very smooth from the beginning of the appli-

cation until the train came to a standstill and the low cylinder pressure

remaining at the end entirely eliminated the unpleasant surging usually

experienced when the train comes to a stop with high pressure in the

brake cylinders as was the case in test No. 662. (Fig. 62.)

224. This shows that the brakes can be applied to give a high

braking power when the speed is high, which is essential if time is to

be saved in making stops and yet the stop made as smoothly as if only

a very light retarding force had been applied.

Station Stop.

225. Mixed equipment on cars as follows:

—

CarNos _ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment........ PM PM PM UC UC UC PM PM PM UC UC UC

226. The stop was made with a full service application followed

by a release and then a second application to bring the train to a stand-

still, in other words the usual two-application method. The only feature

requiring special mention is the behavior of the PM equipment on
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Fig. 63.

FULL SERVICE STOP, GRADUATED RELEASE. UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.
The graduated release is clearly shown.
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cars 7, 8 and 9 when the release was attempted after the first appli-

cation (Fig. 64). The brake pipe pressure, as indicated by the record

taken on car 6, was increased by a sUght amount (about 3 pounds)

when releasing from the first application, and preparing for the second

application. This slight increase in brake pipe pressure released the

three PM equipments and the three UC equipments in the first half

of the train. The three UC equipments at the rear of the train were

also released. But the PM equipment on cars 7, 8 and 9 failed to

release.

227. This is a clear demonstration of the fact that the UC equip-

ment was more sensitive to release (as it was designed to be) than the PM
equipment. In other words, the UC equipment on the three cars at

the rear end released on a slight rise in brake pipe pressure which was

not sufficient to release the PM equipments on the three cars preceding.

These PM equipment cars, so far as the brake pipe pressure was con-

cerned, were more favorably placed than the three UC equipment

cars at the rear end which did release.

228. It is important to note that this stop was without any

roughness or shock even though the braking power was considerably

higher on some cars than on others. But as will also be evident from

the indicator cards (Fig. 64), this difference in pressure was set up

gradually and because of this the readjustment of slack took place

gradually which means that no shocks or roughness could result.

Station Stop.

229. Mixed equipment on cars as follows:

—

Car Nos.--.- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment PM PM PM PM PM PM UC UC UC UC UC UC
230. This arrangement of equipments was tried to determine the

action of the train when making a service stop with first half of the

train having PM equipment, the last half UC equipment. A two-

application stop was made (Fig. 65) and nothing unusual in the action

of the equipment or the riding of the train was noticeable.

231. This make-up was as likely to produce shocks as any that

could be devised but after the initial adjustment of the slack, which

resulted in two or three slight jars, the remainder of the stop was smooth.

Station Stop.

232. Mixed equipment on cars as follows:

—

Car Nos 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Equipment UC UC UC UC UC UC PM PM PM PM PM PM
233. The arrangement of UC and PM equipments in this stop

(Fig. 66) was the reverse of that just explained for Fig. 65. A full

service brake application was made and no unusual action of any Sort

was observed during this test and the stop was made without shocks.
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Fig. 64.

SERVICE STOP, TWO APPLICATIONS. MIXED PM AND UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENTS.
The failure of the PM equipment to release on cars seven, eight and nine is characteristic on long trains.
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Fig. 65.

SERVICE STOP, TWO APPLICATIONS. MIXED PM AND UG PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENTS.
After the initial adjustment of slack this stop was smooth.
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Fig. 66.

SERVICE STOP, MIXED PM AND UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENTS.
Showing the increased flexibility of the UC equipment for a given brake pipe reduction.
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STANDING TESTS.

Improvement in Brake Release Resulting from the Use of

UC Equipment Mixed with PM Equipment.

234. Test No. 679 (Fig. 64), already referred to (Par. 226), showed

the greater sensitiveness of the UC equipment to release under conditions

which resulted in the PM equipment failing to release. The standing

tests (670 and 671) were made to further demonstrate that the UC
equipment in the place of PM equipment on some of the cars of a train

would tend to cause such PM equipments as were used to release more

certainly than if the UC equipment were not used.

235. A 14-car train was made up as follows : Six PM equipments at

the head end followed by three UC equipments, then three PM and on

the rear end two Pullman chair cars having the PM equipment. A ten

pound brake pipe reduction was made by the engineman and the brake

valve handle placed in running position after exhaust at the brake

valve had ceased. Under these conditions (test 670) the PM brake

on car five failed to release although all the other cars in the train

released satisfactorily. It follows, therefore, that to insure a release

of this brake some improvement in the condition existing when re-

leasing was required.

236. To show that the use of the UC equipment brought about this

necessary improvement in conditions, test 671 was made with all

circumstances as mentioned above, except that the UC equipment

instead of the PM equipment as in test 670, was cut in on cars 1, 2 and 3.

In this test the brake on car five released promptly, as did all the others.

237. This showed that the presence of the three UC equipment cars

at the head end of the train permitted a sufficiently faster build-up in

brake pipe pressure to insure the release of the brake on car five which

did not release when the rise in brake pipe pressure was not so favored.

In other words, the presence of the UC equipment mixed with the

PM equipment in the same train will result in an improvement in the

release action of all the brakes in proportion to the number of UC
equipments used.

DETECTION OF CLOSED ANGLE COCK WHEN OPERATING
ELECTRICALLY.

238. In order to determine what would result from the closing of a

brake pipe angle cock when using the electro-pneumatic control of the

brakes, the following test (669) was made:

—

With the 12-car train charged, the angle cock between the fourth

and fifth cars was closed and an emergency application was made by

opening the conductor's valve on the fifth car. The emergency appli-

cation was transmitted electrically through all cars in the train, the
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brakes being applied on the head end of the train beyond the closed

angle cock just as fully as were those behind the closed angle cock in

which portion of the train the emergency application originated.

239. It will be understood from what has been said of the operation

of the electro-pneumatic equipment in service or emergency applica-

tions that if an angle cock is closed after a train is charged the brake

can be applied electrically by the engineman, either in service or emer-

gency, but when so applied it will be impossible to release the cars back

of the closed angle cock. This would serve notice to the engineman
that something was wrong.

240. It should not be understood that this feature protects in any
way against the failure to open an angle cock when an empty car or

train is being charged up as it is self-evident that until the brake system

on such cars is charged the brake mechanism is useless.

SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENT AND FURTHER TESTS.

24 1

.

The universal valve as originally applied was used throughout

the tests without any modification whatever. But special attention

was called in paragraphs 169, 194 and 199 to certain features of its

operation, the results of which suggested the possibility of improve-

ment without material modification.

242. These indications received the attention of the manufacturers

and as a result slight modifications in the construction of the universal

valve were made. However, rather than introduce factors which would
affect the comparative value of the test results it was decided to com-
plete the official program of the tests with the valves as first supplied,

it being considered that the improvement accomplished by the modi-

fications referred to could be amply illustrated by the records of the

performance of the improved valve in laboratory tests. In fact, it is

pertinent to point out here that laboratory test records, when properly

analyzed, furnish all the information that can be desired with regard

to the efficiency and effectiveness of the air brake apparatus so far as

its immediate function (controlling of the air pressure in the reservoirs

and brake cylinders) is concerned.

243. Accordingly, the records of the laboratory tests of the im-

proved universal valve as now going- into service on P. R. R. P-70 cars

are shown in Figs. 42-A, 43-A, 44-A, 55-A, 56-A and 57-A, thiat the per-

formance of the improved valve may be directly compared with that

of the valves used during the tests.

Full Service Brake Application.

Pneumatic Equipment.

244. A comparison of Fig. 42-A, with Fig. 42 indicates clearly the

improvement in uniformity of pneumatic service application which
has been accomplished.
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245. As an average for the train as a whole the time of commencing

the apphcation, the rate of rise of brake cyHnder pressure and the

amount of and time required to obtain maximum pressure are sub-

stantially the same as for the valves used during the road tests but

the action of the individual valves is more uniform and consequently

the operation on the train as a whole is correspondingly improved.

Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

246. Fig. 43-A compared with Fig. 43, shows the improved action

accomplished by so constructing the valves that the rate of fall in auxil-

iary reservoir pressure and consequently building up of brake cylinder

pressure cannot gain on the established rate of brake pipe reduction.

Fig. 43 shows that several of the valves momentarily lapped when

approaching the maximum brake cylinder pressure, resulting in a

considerably lengthened and non-uniform time of obtaining maximum
service brake cylinder pressure. The desirable uniform rise of brake

cylinder pressure is shown in Fig. 43-A.

247. While it may be thought at first glance that the action of the

valves on different cars is not as uniform with the improved valves

(Fig. 43-A) as for the valves used during the test (Fig. 43), this differ-

ence is apparent rather than real. It is well known that the condi-

tion of the individual valves with respect to lubrication, fit of moving

parts, etc., will always change slightly the sensitiveness of the response

of the valves to brake pipe reductions. In the case of the test shown

in Fig. 43 all of the valves (except that of car nine) were responding

almost identically during the first stages of the brake application. But

the same valves under similar conditions acted quite differently in the

case of the test illustrated in Fig. 51 where cars one and three responded

more promptly than the remainder. Referring now to Fig. 43-A, it

will be seen that there is not as much variation in the action of the

different cars in the train in this case as is shown in Fig. 51.

248. Moreover, it is a matter of common experience and it was

demonstrated several times, during the progress of the tests that valves

departing slightly from the average uniform action of the other valves

in the train as was the case for cars five and eight (Fig. 43-A), could

invariably be brought into agreement with the other valves by simply

cleaning and lubricating the mechanism. This could have been done in

the case of the laboratory tests under discussion and the indicator cards

shown on Fig. 43-A for the different cars would then have been almost

identical. But it was thought better and more representative to take

the valves in their ordinary condition without any special inspection

or test and let the results come where they would.
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Fig. 42A.
BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.

This diagram was taken in rack tests, it is comparable with Fig. 42 and shows the improvements which were
made in the universal valve as a result of the earlier tests.
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Fig. 43A.
BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.

The rack tests for a full service application with the electric control are shown in this diagram. A com-

parison with Fig. 43 shows a more regular action when maximum brake cylinder pressure is reached.
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General Comparison of Service Appucations.

UC Pneumatic and Electro-Pneumatic Equipments.

249. Fig. 44-A for the improved valves corresponds to Fig. 44 for

the valves used during the test and brings out still more clearly the gain

in uniformity of response in service brake applications.

Emergency Application.

UC Pneumatic Equipment.

250. The relatively slow rate of propagation of serial quick action

with the UC pneumatic equipment as used during the tests (Pars. 193

and 194, Fig. 55), tended to produce undesirable slack action and rough

emergency stops as already explained.

25 1

.

Improvement in this particular is especially desirable and has

been accomplished as shown by indicator cards (Fig. 55-A). It will

be seen that the pneumatic serial action with the improved valves,

Fig. 55-A is slightly better than for the PM equipment as shown in

Fig. 53 and that this has been accomplished without any sacrifice in

the time to build up the maximum cylinder pressure which was charac-

teristic of the valves used during the test (Fig. 55).

252. This material reduction in the time required for the transmis-

sion of quick action throughout the train will correspondingly minimize

the effects of such slack action as may be unavoidable due to the effect

of the locomotive and whatever slack may exist between the cars^

Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

253. In Fig. 56-A are shown indicator cards for an electro-pnetunatic

emergency application with the improved valves. These are practic-

ally identical to those shown in Fig. 56, showing that the action of the

improved valves in electro-pneumatic applications remain unchanged

from the satisfactory performance observed during the tests.

General Comparison of Emergency Application.

UC Pneumatic and Electro-Pneumatic Equipment.

254. Fig. 57-A shows curves for the improved valves for comparison

with those of Fig. 57 for the valves used during the test. The perform-

ance of the electro-pneumatic equipment in the two cases is substantially

identical while in the case of the pneumatic equipment a marked im-

provement is shown by the material reduction in time element for the

curves of Fig. 57-A compared with those of Fig. 57.
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Fig. 44A.
TIME TO APPLY BRAKES.

The time to start of application and the attainment of full pressure on all cars in a service application

is shown in this figure made up from rack tests. A marked improvement has been made in the universal

valve as will be noted when this figure is compared with that shown in Fifl. 44.
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Fig. 55A.
BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.

This diagram shows an emergency application taken in rack tests on the universal valve improved as a

result of the road trials. A comparison with Fig. 55 shows the elimination of slow serial action which has

been made.
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Fig. 56A.
BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE, UC PNEUMATIC EQUIPMEN-T.

The rapid simuftaneous rise of brake cylinder pressure on all cars, will result in the heaviest steel

passenger train stopping, with an emergency application from a speed of 60 miles per hour, in less than its

own length.
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Fig. 57A.
TIME TO APPLY BRAKES, UC PNEUMATIC AND ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC EQUIPMENT.

The time to start of application and the attainment of full emergency braking power on all cars is shown in

this diagram which is representative of the equipment now being furnished.
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255. The records are therefore sufficient to estabHsh the fact that

the operation of the universal valve of the UC equipment has been

improved in those particulars which were found during the test to

be not as satisfactory as might be desired. These modifications will

produce a correspondingly improved general performance of the UC
equipment as now going into service.
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CHAPTER IV.

BRAKE RIGGING.

Existing Type of Rigging on Cars.

256. The brake which has been standard on P-70 cars since they

were first built in 1907, is of the single shoe type without brake beams,

the brake heads being suspended from the truck levers and hangers

as shown in Fig. 67.

257. The brake heads are spaced by tie rods to give the shoes full

bearing and to offset the tendency of the shoes to run off the wheel.

Fig. 67.
BRAKE RIGGING, STANDARD SINGLE SHOE BRAKE.

The standard rigging used on P-70 cars.

258. The nominal braking power of 80 per cent, in service appli-

cation and 113 per cent, in emergency is obtained with a 16-inch cylinder

and a truck lever ratio of two to one and a total ratio of 7.8 to 1 for a

car weighing 120,000 pounds.

259. Previous to these tests the brake rigging on the trucks of

P-70 cars was anchored to the truck side frame. With the anchorage

located on the truck there is a tendency for the trucks to be pulled

toward the center of the car when the brake is applied. The pull of

the body brake rod is resisted by the center plate bearing, and this

resisting force, acting below the line of pull of the brake rod, results

in a turning moment on the truck, tending to tilt them more or less

inward. One observed result of this tilting has been to render the

outside pairs of wheels more susceptible to wheel sliding. The standard

brake as used in the tests was modified in this particular by anchoring

the truck rigging to the car body and, this as will be shown, effectively

eliminated the cause pf the tilting mentioned above.
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Features Open for Improvement.

260. Under a high percentage braking power or repeated appli-

cations with the present emergency braking power of 113 per cent,

at high speeds, the tendency for shoes to sUde off the wheel is pre-

vented but to a small degree by the tie rods joining the brake heads.

This action is not confined to the higher percentages of braking power

alone, it being a matter of time until the same condition of shoe bearing

is reached with the lower percentages of braking power used in service

brake application. As a result of this action, 62 shoes were changed

in one day, during which eight (8) tests were made from 60 m.p.h. at

150 per cent, braking power. In several cases shoes not bearing properly

were worn through to the brake head in one emergency brake appli-

cation from a speed of 80 m.p.h. at 150 per cent, braking power.

In other words, the action which has been observed in road operation

with this rigging was reproduced during these tests by subjecting the

shoes to continuous severe treatment. The same effect, however,

would have been produced, but after a much longer period of time in

the course of ordinary road operation.

261. To prevent the tendency to displace the journals due to the

heavy unbalanced shoe pressures resulting from the use of a single

shoe brake on a car of this weight, it is necessary to resort either to deep

brasses or to hang the shoes so low that the resulting force passes

within the bearing area of the brass. Both of these methods are ob-

jectionable on account of supplying lubricant to deep brasses and the

tendency of low hung shoes to cause considerable false piston travel

and consequently a low efficiency of brake rigging.

262. The amount of energy which must be absorbed per shoe, by

a single shoe brake when stopping modern heavy cars at high speed,

taxes the material in the shoe beyond its capacity. Therefore, there

is a tendency for the single shoe to break down and wear away more

rapidly than was formerly the case with lighter cars, resulting in a

correspondingly longer stop. These conditions are more fully discussed

in Chapter VII.

263. Under the heavy loads imposed on the various members of

the brake rigging system, the effect of deflection, pin wear and lost

motion between parts requires especial attention when applying a

rigging to a car weighing upwards of 120,000 pounds, as these factors

directly affect running piston travel.

264. The present practice in design, governing the unit fibre stress,

although it provides ample strength for the brake rigging parts, causes

deflection in some of the members, resulting in an increase in piston

travel. The present investigations point clearly to the advantage of

using a fibre stress which reduces deflection and elongation to a

minimum with as little increase in weight as possible.
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Type of Rigging Tested.

265. The various designs of rigging tested are referred to in this

report as standard brake (single shoe), clasp brake No. 1, clasp brake No.

2 and clasp brake No. 3. These riggings are shown diagrammatically

in Figs. 3 to 7, inclusive.

Standard Brake (Singi^e Shoe).

266. The single shoe brake shown in Figs. 4, 7 and 68, now

standard for P-70 cars, was modified in the following particulars for the

purpose of these tests:

—

The strength of various rigging members was increased to allow

for the use of 180 per cent, emergency braking power.

The truck dead lever anchorage was changed from truck bolster

to car body center sill.

The brake shoes were hung If inches below the standard location.

267. These changes while considerably improving the action of

the rigging with respect to truck tilting and journal conditions, left

the general characteristics of the standard single shoe type of rigging

practically unchanged, so that the results obtained in the tests of this

rigging were typical of what is experienced in service in other par-

ticulars, especially with respect to the action of the brake shoes. The

effect of the position of the brake shoes was to cause a noticeable com-

pression of the truck springs during brake applications, resulting in a

corresponding horizontal movement of the brake shoes and a consequent

increase in piston travel, tending to reduce the effectiveness of the

brake.

268. The rate of wear of brake shoes under single shoe conditions

is discussed in Chapter VII.

Clasp Brake Rigging.

269. In the application of the preliminary experimental types of

clasp brake rigging to the existing trucks for the purposes of these tests

the primary object was to provide for the use of two brake shoes per

wheel with the least possible alteration of trucks, and maintain as

nearly as possible the arrangement of body and truck rigging as with

the single shoe brake. Certain undesirable features developed in the

preliminary clasp brake designs during the progress of the tests and

resulted in improvements in design.

270. These tests demonstrated the fact that even though the

desired brake cylinder pressure could be obtained in an average minimum
time of 2.2 seconds, the stops were longer than anticipated even with

this short time to develop the maximum cylinder pressure, and in the

development of the later designs of clasp brake rigging consideration

was given to all possible source of loss in the transmission of forces
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from the brake cylinder to the brake shoe, so as to provide as nearly

as possible an instantaneous transmission of force with minimum loss.

Ci^ASP Brake No. 1.

271. The clasp brake rigging No. 1 is shown in Figs. 3, 7 and 69.

The dead lever of this rigging was anchored to a bracket on the center

sill of the car and over the center of the truck bolster, but at a slightly

greater height above the rail than the top of the dead lever to which

it was connected. During the brake applications the dead lever tended

to rise to the same height as the bracket on the center sill. This move-

ment was Umited by the compression rods striking the guides in which

they moved, thus causing a binding of the rigging at this point. This

binding was eliminated by removing the guides. In this design of truck

rigging the turn buckle rods pass below the axles to the outside shoes.

This requires special provision to insure against these rods dropping

on the track and requires that they be disconnected when changing

wheels.

272. The total shoe pressure on the wheel was proportioned be-

tween the inside and outside shoes in the ratio of 60 and 40 per cent,

respectively. Owing to the greater inclination of the inside brake

shoe hangers, the inside shoe fell away so far before the angles of the

hangers equalized that there was no shoe clearance for the outside shoes,

no more slack being available when the piston travel was adjusted to

6| inches for standing service. This insufficient clearance of the outside

shoes and excessive clearance of the inside ones, together with faulty

lever angles and displacement of members under brake application,

resulted in a low over-all efficiency of this rigging.

Clasp Brake No. 2.

273.. This design of brake is shown in Figs. 5, 7 and 70. The

lever angles peculiar to clasp brake No. 1 were eliminated in this

design of brake. Considerable displacement of the brake rigging re-

sulted, however, from the use of a compression member between the

two live truck levers and from the bottom connections to the brake

beams being staggered in order to allow these connections to pass.

As a result of this twisting of the rigging, several lever pins were worn

off due to their rubbing the wheel. This condition was remedied by

the addition of a box section on the bottom connections, which allowed

them to pass in the same vertical plane without interference during

brake application. These bottom connections were placed below the

axles and introduced an undesirable feature as pointed out in Par. 310.

274. The vertical spacing between the top of the dead lever and

the anchor to which it was connected, resulted in a tendency of the

rigging to lift until the pull between the members took place in a

horizontal plane.
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275. The braking power was equalized on all shoes, but the brake

hangers were given approximately the same inclination as with clasp

brake No. 1. This again resulted in the inside brake shoe falling away
from the wheel and taking all the available slack, causing the outside

shoes to drag on the wheel.

Clasp Brake No. 3.

276. In this type of brake rigging. Figs. 6, 7 and 71, the members
were so located that when the brake was applied, all the rods pulled

perpendicularly to their respective levers and the pull rods rested on

rollers, reducing the friction to a minimum. The shoes were hung as

high as conditions would permit being 2| inches below the center line of

the axle, the brake heads were pin connected to the hanger levers,

enabling the shoe to adjust itself readily to the wheel. When first

applied, the cylinder end of the main brake rod was higher than the

other- end, which resulted in an undesirable lifting of the radius bar in the

center sill. After a few tests had been made this condition was remedied

and the rigging arranged so as to move properly without interference.

277. This rigging also differed from the first and second designs in

having a radius bar connecting the body pull rods to the top of the live

truck levers.

278. There is a possibility of this radius bar connection shortening

the piston travel during brake applications on curves. Definite infor-

mation was not obtained on this latter feature during the tests.

Tests Made and Results.

279. The standard (single shoe) brake rigging and the first and

second designs of clasp brake rigging, already described, were tested

under various conditions of speed, air brake equipment and braking

power, using the complete train of twelve (12) cars and locomotive,

and also in twelve (12) car breakaway stops. The second design of

clasp brake rigging was also tried out in single car breakaway tests and

the third design of clasp brake rigging in single car breakaway tests

only, there being but one of the test cars equipped with this type of

rigging. Therefore, in comparing the different types of rigging it will

be necessary to make the comparisions accordingly so far as the actual

stops are concerned, although a method 'has been developed whereby

the probable stop of a complete train equipped with the No. 3 design

of clasp brake can be computed with what is believed to be reasonable

accuracy. This is explained in Par. 406.

280. On account of the many different conditions of air brake

equipment, per cent, of braking power, and manipulation used with

the different types of brake rigging, it is necessary to choose arbitrarily

some representative combination of these factors and compare the dif-

ferent riggings all on the same basis. For this purpose the best avail-

able records are those of the so-called check runs, namely, emergency
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stops made at 60 m.p.h. with the complete train of twelve cars and

locomotive using the electro-pneumatic air brake equipment and 150

per cent, nominal braking power, and the breakaway stops under

similar conditions. Furthermore, as the results obtained in these mus
varied considerably, it will also be necessary to choose only those runs

which represent the average of those stops which were not influenced by

conditions which would tend to vary the stops on account of influences

other than those resulting from the action of the different types of

brake rigging.

28 1 . The following table has been made up on this basis

:

Emergency Stops 60 M.P.H. with Electro-Pneumatic Brake,

150 PER CENT. Nominal Braking Power.

f s
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Kind of Brake
RlQGINQ

Kind of Stop

Stop Distance in Feet

Average Maxi-
I
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Train
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No. 1 Clasp

No. 2 Clasp

No. 2 Clasp

No. 3 Clasp

Train
12 Car Breakaway

Train.
12 Car Breakaway

Train
12 Car Breakaway

Single Car Break-
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Single Car Break-
away

1160
1228
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Fig. 68.

BRAKE RIGGING, STANDARD SINGLE SHOE BRAKE.
In the test the truck dead Iev3r was anchored to the car body instead of to the truck as shown.

Fig. 69.

BRAKE RIGGING, No. 1 CLASP BRAKE.
This rigging is also shown in Figs. 4 and 7.
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Fig. 70.

BRAKE RIGGING, No. 2 CLASP BRAKE.

Fig. 71.

BRAKE RIGGING, No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.
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Comparing the braking powers for the train using the No. 1 clasp,

the standard, and the No. 2 clasp brake and for the twelve car break-

away stops with these types of rigging it will be seen that tlie variation

is not sufficient to materially affect the average results obtained.

283. The greater difference in the per cent, of braking power

which is shown between the No. 2 and No. 3 clasp brake riggings must

be taken into consideration when comparing the stops made with these

two types of brake rigging. A full explanation of this condition and

its proper interpretation in making a comparison of the stops of these

two cars will be found in Par. 400, but it should be noted here that a

comparison of the stops with the No. 2 and No. 3 designs of clasp brake

cannot be made on the basis of the figures given in the table but should

be made in accordance with the e:tplanation given in that paragraph.

284. With the above circumstances in mind it can be stated that

the stops with the standard brake train were on the whole longer than

those with the No. 1 design of clasp brake. This statement is based

largely upon the consistently better showing of the No. 1 clasp brake

in the breakaway stops, which better showing is more than can be ac-

counted for by the 5 per cent, higher average braking power. Further-

more, the breakaway stops with the standard brake train while un-

doubtedly longer on account of the poor shoe condition on this train

during these stops, were on this very account more nearly represen-

tative of the characteristic condition of this type of rigging than the

train stops, especially the shortest (1049-feet stop) which was obtained

early in the series of runs when the shoe condition was better than the

average for this form of brake rigging.

285. The stops with the No. 2 clasp brake were uniformly shorter

than with the No. 1 clasp brake, although the average percentage of

braking power was slightly in favor of the No. 1 clasp brake through-

out. It should be noted in this connection, however, that the difference

in the per cent, braking power in the cases referred to is due to the

inherent action of the rigging as affecting the cylinder pressure obtained

because in this case the per cent, braking power per pound of brake

cylinder pressure is practically the same. This means that the difference

in the average per cent, braking power was due to the action of the

equipment itself,

286. The No. 3 design of clasp brake was tried on a single car

only. Consequently its performance has to be compared with that of

the No. 2 clasp brake on a single car. The braking power per pound
of brake cylinder pressure for the No. 3 clasp brake was higher than

that of the car having the No. 2 clasp brake as shown in the table and
due allowance must be made for this, as explained in Par. 400, Fig, 115,
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but after making due allowance in this manner, the stops with the

No. 3 clasp brake are still materially shorter than corresponding stops

with the No. 2 clasp brake.

287. To sum up, therefore, the relative performance of the several

different types of rigging tested on the basis of stopping distance alone,

would on the whole be arranged in the following order: Best, the No. 3

clasp brake next, the No. 2 clasp brake next, the No. 1 clasp brake

and, lastly, the standard single shoe brake.

Brake Rigging Efficiency.

288. The device as shown in Figs. 72 to 75 was used to measure

the efficiencies of the various types of brake rigging tested. The prin-

Fig. 72.

BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE MEASURING DEVICE.

This shows how the device was applied to the single shoe brake.

ciple on which this device is based was the same for all riggings, modi-

fications being necessary to make its application suitable to the various

types of truck and brake rigging arrangements used.

289. A soft steel plate of known hardness and uniform structure

was used to record the pressure with which a hardened steel ball was

pressed against it, the depth of the impression being proportional to

the force.

290. The device holding the ball and plate was located in the

brake rigging as near the shoe as possible so that the force transmitted

by the brake rigging passed through the ball to the plate on its way
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to the brake shoe. The diameter of the impression was measured

with a micrometer microscope and the corresponding pressure de-

Fig. 73.
BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE MEASURING DEVICE.

The application to the No. 1 clasp brake.

ja a

n

—

'

Fig. 74.
BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE MEASURING DEVICE.

As applied to the No. 2 clasp brak3.

termined from a caHbration curve of similar impressions made under
direct known pressure on a testing machine.

29 1 . The ratio of the pressure at the brake shoe as found by this

method, to the brake shoe pressure which should result from the cylinder

pressure and the total lever ratio known to exist, represents the mechan-
ical efficiency of the rigging in per cent.
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292. Tests of this character were made both when the cars were

running and standing but on account of the disturbing influences en-

Fig. 75.

BRAKE SHOE PRESSURE MEASURING DEVICE.
As applied to the No. 3 clasp brake.

countered during the running tests, it was decided to consider only the

standing tests, for which the data obtained were more consistent.

293. The data plotted in Fig. 76 should not be understood to

signify anything with respect to the rigging efficiencies in running

tests, in fact, from observation of the behavior of different types of

rigging when making stops it was evident that the efficiency of the

transmission of the forces through the brake rigging were considerably

different when making a stop than when a standing brake application

was made, due to the different positions assumed by the brake shoes

and levers, caused by pulling down truck springs and increase of piston

travel. Furthermore, with the standard brake rigging considerable

binding took place in the measuring device. This affected the accuracy

of the readings and is the probable cause of the low efficiency shown in

Fig. 76 for the standard brake rigging. Nevertheless, this curve is here

given as a matter of information and to make the record of what was

done complete.

294. With the other types of brake rigging, however, the results

were remarkably consistent. In fact, by the aid of these records, it

became possible for the first time to fix upon a logical basis for har-

monizing the results obtained in road tests with those obtained in

laboratory tests of brake shoes, as is described in Chapter VII.
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Piston Travel.

295. One of the factors, affecting brake rigging efficiency, which

was given particular attention during these tests was the variations in

piston travel with different cylinder pressures. Records were taken of

the length of piston travel on a time basis using for this purpose a piston

travel indicator which was a slack action indicator (Fig. 16), adapted for

this special purpose. The indicator drum was driven at a constant speed,

as before, while the pencil mechanism was arranged to move in pro-

portion to the travel of the brake cylinder piston. Typical indicator

diagrams from this device and curves derived from them are shown in

Figs. 77 and 78. The piston travel time curves and the brake cylinder

pressure time curves from the brake cylinder indicators were combined

to form the brake cylinder pressure piston travel curves.

296. As a further study of the movement of the brake cylinder

piston during the development of the brake cylinder pressure, diagrams

were taken by means of a steam engine indicator screwed into the

brake cylinder pressure head. The reducing motion of this indicator

was connected to the piston cross head. Reproductions of typical

indicator cards are shown in Fig. 79.

297. In Figs. 80 and 81 is shown the increase in running emergency

piston travel over standing service for the different types of rigging

tested and at various percentages of braking power. It will be noted

that in these figures the increase in piston travel for the No. 1 and

No. 3 clasp brake is less than for either the standard or the No. 2

clasp brake. The excessive piston travel on the No. 2 clasp brake was

contributed to by the low hung brake shoes and is an element tending

toward a reduced over-all efficiency of the brake.

Locomotive and Tender Brake Rigging.

298. These tests as originally outlined did not contemplate any

changes in the locomotive or tender brake rigging, but several features

developed due to the large number of emergency applications, which

were of sufficient importance to warrant changes in the rigging in order

to insure the maximum efficiency in the operation of the brake.

299. The braking power standard for our tenders is 100 pet cent,

of the light weight, based on fifty pounds brake cylinder pressure.

The tender of locomotive 3394—Kog was used on all tests prior to test

622. Its tender was originally equipped with a rigging which gave

but 70 per cent, braking power. This braking power was later increased

to the standard amount by the application of a new rigging with a lever

ratio sufficient to give a braking power of 100 per cent, of the light

weight of the tender.
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M.P. 4BD

Pennsylvania Railroad company
Philadelfbu. Baltoiorx a Wasbikotom Railboad Coxpa>t

NORTBBBK CKKTBAL RaILWAT COMTAWT
WuT Jmbskt a Skabbokb Raiuioad Comfamt

TEST DEPARTMENT

'
, "*!i ..

Shkkt No.76fi>7- -

.B./!MK£ T£STS.-W..J.AmS.J?^M.. Altoona. PA.iQLr:22.-jai3

Fig. 77.

PISTON TRAVEL AND BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE.
The relation between piston travel and brake cylinder pressure is shown on a time basis.
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M. p. 4» D t X UH

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
NOnTQBBII C'BMTRAL RaILWAT OOKPAKT

West Jxiukt A tisABaoua RAn^soAJ? Compaut

SHEKT No. 7a.0.a_ TEST DEPARTMENT

B/J^AK£ TE>S.ZS.-W.J..am2.sS:J?. 'K — autoona. pa. a-er-isis

Fig. 78.

PISTON TRAVEL AND BRAKE CYLINDER PRESSURE-
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PENNSYLVANIA RAiLROAD COMPANY
NOBTCBftX CnHTHAL Eailwat CojcPAjrr

Waar Js3«nr A Seasbobs }Luiju>az> CoxriST

Vr~i-abl

Sheet NoJZf££_-_ test department

.AUTOONA. t>i^,B-Zt-l9/s

T£iT NO IS43 BA-60£4-eO

fAfCHES

/AfCHES

P/SroH TTM^eL STAA/OtNG Gjk"
RUNNING 7^"

fiUNN/NG £M£fi6£NCr

a 3
T£3T NO /S63 B/l-60£4-/2S

90
A/i£/i RUNNiNG J9^.JN. ,.«
P/^rON T/fA>^£L RUNN/Ne 7n

4 S 6 7 3
T£3T A/a /a-f/ B/l-60 E'i-Z-SO

tNOHES

AR£A STANDING .0'* Sq./N.
RUNNING .19 ' -

PISTON TRAVEL ST/fNO/NS 6'^
* « RUMNiAie a 56°

RUNMNG iMERGENcr

/tR£/t RUNNING 2.9 Jf. IN. ^

PISTON TR/tk'eL PUNN/NG 3%

Sheet N.o. 7G69

Fig. 79.

BRAKE CYLINDER CARDS.
These indicator cards were taken during standing service tests and in running emergency tests.
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Fig. 80.

PISTON TRAVEL.
The increase in piston travel for various percentages of braking power with the 80 per cent, cylinder levers.
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Pennsylvania railroad Company
PnLABBLVHIA, BaLTIHORB & WaAHMOTOH RaSLBOAD CoMTAMT

NOBTHIBN CSMTRAL RaILWAT COKPAST
Wnr JuuxT A Skabhokb Raiuioad Comwamt

Sheet NciTSSl .... test department

^/RAy<E: TEISl-sS. l^v-/<^5:/=f/?: ALTooNA. PA.a-a2^«w3

Fig. 81.

PISTON TRAVEL.
The increase in piston travel for various percentages of braking power with the 90 per cent, cylinder levers.
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300. The tender of the second locomotive No. 5223—Kae^, was

equipped with a truck of the arch bar type, later replaced by one of

the pedestal type, thereby increasing the weight from 74,600 to 82,450

pounds. In order to produce the standard braking power for this

weight, the 12-inch cylinder which was on the tender required a total

lever ratio of 14.6 to 1, which is considerably higher than is desirable

for a single shoe rigging. The high lever ratio combined with a relatively

large horizontal shoe movement resulted in excessive piston travel.

301. By replacing the 12-inch cylinder, which is standard for Kss

tenders, with a 14-inch, the total lever ratio was reduced from 14.6 to 1

to 10.7 to 1, and by comparing the stop of the locomotive in breakaway

tests before and after the apphcation of the 14-inch cylinder (test 31),

the increased effectiveness of the brake with lower lever ratio is apparent.

302. Diagramatic drawings of the locomotive and tender brake

rigging are shown in Figs. 82 and 83, and the percentage of braking

power for 50 pounds brake cylinder pressure is shown on page 321.

Brake Rigging Requirements.

303. These tests have developed certain principles, most of which

were known before the test, but their relative importance was not

established until a satisfactory design of clasp brake had been developed

and stops obtained, which were anticipated from the application of

two brake shoes per wheel. The complete design of any brake rigging

must be a compromise in which the relative values of each of the items

herein enumerated have been given their proper consideration with

respect to each other.

(A) Precaution against accidents that may result from parts of the

rigging dropping on the track,

(B) Maximum efficiency of brake rigging at all times to insure the

desired stop with a minimum nominal per cent, of braking

power, thereby reducing to a minimum the cost and weight

of brake rigging and air brake equipment.

(C) Uniform distribution of brake force, in relation to weight

braked, on all wheels, to insure the use of maximum retar-

dation with minimum chances for wheel sliding.

(D) With a given nominal per cent, braking power, the actual

braking (which depends on the brake rigging efficiency) to

remain constant throughout the life of shoes and wheels.

(E) Piston travel to be as near constant as practicable under all

conditions of cylinder pressure, to insure maximum stopping

efficiency for emergency braking and desired flexibility for

service braking at low speed.

(F) Minimum brake shoe wear in doing a given amount of work

in a minimum time.
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(G) Minimum expense of maintenance and "running repairs" of

the brake rigging between shopping of cars, for the purpose

of expediting train movements.

(H) The parts to be designed so that they cannot be apphed

improperly, for the purpose of minimizing the possibiHty

and probabiHty of making wrong repairs.

(I) The initial and maintenance cost to be as low as consistent

with, but secondary to, the points mentioned above.

304. (A) Precaution against parts dropping on track can best be

exercised by:—
(a) Designing the rigging so that it will not have to be disconnected

for adjustment, thereby reducing to a minimum, chances for

the members becoming disconnected through failure to prop-

erly replace pins, bolts, nuts, cotters, etc., after adjustments

are hurriedly made.

(6) Providing suitable safety supports for the parts most likely to

become disconnected while car is in motion.

305. (B) Maximum brake rigging efficiency can be insured only

by having the moving parts as free from resistance, due to friction, as

possible and by having all members of the brake rigging so designed

and located that the losses in the transmission of the forces through

them will be reduced to a minimum throughout the range of variations

caused by wear in trucks, wheels and shoes. This requires ample pin

bearing but where large diameter pins are used they should be confined

to equalizers. Members in compression are to be avoided, but where

unavoidable they should be subjected to minimum loads, be of minimum
length and if possible one end anchored to a fixed point. The three

forces acting on any lever should always lie in the same plane.

Proper attention must also be given to the location of hangers

in order to insure satisfactory release of the brakes without the aid of

springs.

Any features in the rigging which tend to lengthen the time

required to transmit the pressure from the brake cylinder to the brake

shoes is especially detrimental to the over-all efficiency of the rigging,

for the reason that this lag in obtaining the shoe pressure occurs at the

time when the vehicle is running at its maximum speed.

306. (C7) To insure uniform distribution of brake force (in relation

to weights braked), the shifting of wheel weights should be limited to

that caused by inertia forces and unavoidable longitudinal shocks.

This necessitates:

(a) Locating the shoes and brake beam hangers of clasp brake,

so that the influence of the hangers on the shoe pressure

will be the same for all wheels, allowing, however, suf&cient

inclination of the hangers to insure a satisfactory release of

the brake.
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(b) That the brake rigging be designed as far as practicable, so

that the horizontal force from the cyUnder to the truck will

pass-through a line at a distance above the rail, corresponding

to that of the resisting force of the car body. If the dead

levers are anchored to the truck, there should be no vertical

spacing between the top connections to the live lever and

the pulling forces at the center plates on the car body, or if

the dead levers are anchored to the car body, the anchor on

the car should be the same distance above the rail as the top

connection to the live lever. This is to avoid the lifting of the

brake rigging during applications, which is a source of loss.

If the relationship between "action" and "reaction" between

truck and car body is as outlined above, the efifect on the former,

so far as concerns the force action, or shifting of wheel weights will be

the same irrespective of whether the dead levers are anchored to the

truck or car body. Brake beams and heads should provide for a uni-

form application of the pressure on the brake shoes.

307. (D) To insure a constant actual percentage of braking force,

or what is frequently termed "constant brake rigging efficiency,"

the brake levers should be of such lengths and the total truck leverage

should be so proportioned, that the longitudinal movement of the

levers will not bring about undesired or inefficient angles of the lines

of action through the various pull rods, and that the angle of individual

levers will not be such as to permit the shifting of badly worn pins in

their respective holes, to change the leverage ratio when tires are turned

or shoes are worn, and the brake beam hangers should be of such length

and so located that the change in angle of hangers, due to shoe wear

and tire turning, will not affect the normal shoe pressure (the pressure

acting at an angle of 90 degrees from the wheel tangent, or in the

direction of the centet of the axle).

The inclination of the hangers of inside hung brakes should conform

to the requirements of the proper force distribution with respect to

inertia effect in so far as such compensation does not introduce other-

wise objectionable features.

308. (E) Uniform piston travel, irrespective of cylinder pressure,

is a matter of importance in controlling heavy cars, because of the fact

that the auxiliary reservoirs must be of a size suitable for a definite

piston travel, and where the travel varies appreciably with the cylinder

pressure, there will be an undesired loss in braking effect, when high

braking forces are required or too high a braking force will be developed

in a given time, when light applications are made at low speeds.

309. (F) It has been clearly demonstrated in laboratory and road

tests, that the total shoe wear in dissipating a given amount of energy,

is largely a function of shoe pressures and temperatures, rather than
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work done. Therefore, the use of two shoes per wheel results in less

shoe wear in doing a given amount of work, than is the case with one

shoe per wheel.

310. {G) Maintenance and repairs to brake rigging and cost in-

cident thereto, may be reduced to a minimum by providing ample

bearing area for all pins and case hardening all bearing surfaces, and

bushing pin-holes wherever practicable; also by making as many parts

interchangeable as possible and by designing and installing the equip-

ment so that wheels, brake shoes and rigging parts may be conveniently

and quickly removed and replaced. Proper means should be provided

for uniformly taking up slack in the rigging.

311. {H) Correct replacement in making repairs can be insured by
having as many parts of the rigging as possible interchangeable and

at the same time making parts which are not supposed to be inter-

changeable of such dimensions and proportions as to preclude the

possibility of using them at a point in the truck where they are not

intended.

312. (i) The initial and maintenance cost should be as low as

consistent with, but secondary to the points mentioned above.
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CHAPTER V.

PERCENTAGE OF BRAKING POWER.

Definition.

313. The terip "per cent, of braking power" requires definition

in order that its significance in the different ways it has been in use

may not be confused. Three distinct usages have been made of the

term in this report, they are:

A.

—

Nominal per cent, braking power has been used in the common
acceptance of the term, viz. : the ratio of the total shoe pressure, cal-

culated from the basic nominal brake cylinder pressure contemplated

in the design, to the light weight of the car.

B.

—

Actual per cent, braking power based on brake cylinder pressure

obtained, is referred to in seveml cases and is the ratio of the total brake

shoe pressure, calculated on the basis of the brake cylinder pressiu-e,

actually obtained in any given test, to the weight of the car.

C.—^The ratio of the net resultant normal brake shoe pressure to

the actual weight of the car in any given case. It involves an allowance

for the actual cylinder force developed and all losses in transmission

included in the general term brake rigging efficiency. This ratio, which

is, properly, the net effective per cent, braking force is seldom referred

to in this report, except in connection with the study of the performance

of brake shoes under known conditions of pressure and wheel loading,

as in the case of the laboratory tests of brake shoes. Chapter VII. In

accordance with common usage this ratio has been referred to as "per

cent, braking power" in this report.

314. It should be noted, however, that the term "braking power"

is recognized to be a misnomer and should properly be replaced by the

term "braking force," but as braking power is the generally accepted

term, it was thought best to conform to common usage throughout this

report.

Present Standard.

315. The present nominal braking power on P-70 class cars with

PM air brake equipment is, for service applications, 80 per cent, based

on 60 pounds brake cylinder pressure, and for emergency applications

113 per cent, resulting from a nominal emergency brake cylinder pres-

sure of 85 pounds, the brake pipe pressure being 110 pounds.

Braking Power as Used During Test.

3 1 6. The service tests with PM equipment were made with the

above mentioned standard percentage of braking power and for emer-

gency tests, braking powers of 80 per cent, and 144 per cent, were used

in addition to the standard 113 per cent.
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317. For full service applications the UC equipment was ar-

ranged to give 90 per cent, braking power based on 60 pounds brake

cylinder pressure. While this is 10 per cent, higher than the maximum
service braking power which is standard with PM equipment, the

smaller size of reservoirs used with the UC equipment in service appli-

cations, gives a slower rate of build-up of braking power than with the

PM equipment on P-70 cars, so that a greater flexibility in service

operation is thereby secured, but at the same time a higher maximum
of service braking power is available.

318. For emergency applications the UC equipment, both pneu-

matic and electro-pneumatic, was used with braking powers of 90 per

cent., 125 per cent, and 180 per cent, in addition to the normal emer-

gency braking power of 150 per cent. The object in making tests

throughout such a wide range of emergency braking powers was to

obtain data from which conclusions might be drawn with respect to

the effect of different percentages of braking power upon the length

of the stop from different initial speeds and upon the tendency to

slide wheels.

3 1 9. For the purposes of the tests the different braking powers

were obtained either by a change in the brake cylinder levers or by a

change in the brake pipe pressure or both. The various cylinder levers

used are referred to below as 80 per cent, and 90 per cent, levers. The

80 per cent, levers are used with the present arrangement of PM equip-

ment. The 90 per cent, levers were required when using the UC equip-

ment at its standard percentage of braking power.

320. To obtain the various percentages of emergency braking

power different from the normal, for the various equipments used, the

brake pipe pressure was changed as required. The table on page 148

shows the various brake pipe pressures corresponding to the different

percentages of emergency braking power used in the tests.

32 1 . For the emergency tests, made at 80 per cent, braking power

(PM equipment) special safety valves were used on the brake cylinders,

and for those at 90 per cent. (UC equipment) limiting valves were

placed between the universal valve and the brake cylinder. The object

of these devices was to limit the brake cylinder pressure to that re-

quired for the low percentage of braking power desired, in as con-

venient and simple a manner as possible.

322. The percentage braking power on the locomotive was changed

slightly by the change in the brake pipe presstire, made to obtain the

different percentages of braking power used on the cars as mentioned

above. But as this change was slight, the locomotive braking power

was considered substantially the same throughout all tests, except

when using the by-pass valve (Par. 147), or when a change in tender

brake rigging was made (Par. 301).
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Brakb Pipe Pressure, Pounds.

Nominal Per Cent.

Braking Power on Cars
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Similarly, a 25 per cent, increase in braking power, from 144 per cent,

up to 180 per cent, results in the same proportionate decrease in

length of stop, viz.: from 896 feet to 787 feet, which is a 12 per cent,

decrease as at the lower braking power.

326. An analysis of the curves on Fig. 84 shows that for single

car breakaway stops the relation between the percentage of braking

power and length of stop can be expressed by the following equation:

in which,

S= the length of stop.

K= a constant determined by the character of the air brake equip-

ment, brake shoes and brake rigging.

p ==: percentage of braking power corresponding to the cylinder

pressure obtained.

X= a fractional exponent, depending upon the effect of the per-

centage of braking power on the brake rigging efficiency

and the coefficient of friction of the brake shoes.

327. This law is found to apply to both of the curves in Fig. 84

and that it holds for still lower braking powers than here shown was

proven by both road and laboratory tests at low percentages of braking

power (50 to 60 per cent.), the results of which satisfied the relation

which had previously been found to exist between stops under similar

conditions, but at percentages of braking power ranging between 90

per cent, and 180 per cent.

328. Referring to Fig. 84 the equation for the line showing the

best stop is:

—

^ 1107.5

and for the line showing the average stops,

1169.2
^ po.583

329. An approximate expression for the variation of percentage

of braking power and length of stop with the electro-pneumatic equip-

ment, is that, for an increase of five per cent, in the braking power,

the stop is decreased two per cent.

WheeIv Sliding.

330. In obtaining data on wheel sliding, slides under 15 feet were

not recorded, it being considered that any sliding less than this is un-

important.
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Fig. 84.

LENGTH OF STOP.
Single car, emergency breakaway stops made yvith the No. 3 clasp brake, from 60 m.p.h.

with electro-pneumatic equipment.
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331. Tests were considered as having excessive wheel sliding

when the sum of all slides was 3,000 feet or over in twelve car train

tests and 250 feet in single car tests. These arbitrary figures were

chosen when an analysis of the wheel sliding data developed that the

sum of all slides, when less than 3,000 feet, was not sufficient to have

any material effect on the length of stop and was usually made up of

relatively short slides on a number of pairs of wheels, but when more than

3,000 feet, several pairs of wheels usually slid for the greater part of

the stopping distance making the sum of all slides well above this

figure.

332. The detailed tabulation of the v^heel sliding which occurred

during all the tests is shown on pages 322-324.

333. The table on page 152 shows the number of tests made at each

percentage braking power with each type of brake rigging and the

number of tests in which the wheels slid 15 feet or over.

334. With the No. 1 clasp brake it will be noted that wheel sliding

occtu-red at low as well as at high percentages of emergency braking

power. These tests were run between February 10th and March 5th

with a comparatively low air temperature prevailing. This tem-

perature, accompanied by the high humidity which is characteristic

of the location of the test track, brought about rail conditions which

were largely responsible for the sliding during this period of the tests.

This bad rail condition was especially marked in the first tests of the

day, which tests, with few exceptions, were electro-pneumatic emer-

gency applications at 150 per cent, braking power.

335. Out of a total of ninety, 150 per cent, emergency tests made

with the No. 1 clasp brake, 62 tests developed no wheel sUding at all. Of

the 28 in which there was wheel sliding, 13 were the first runs of the

day, usually made at about 8.30 a. m. Previous to the nmning of

the first test of the day there was a period of two hours during which

the track had not been run over by other trains. This permitted an

accumulation of frost or moisture on the rail during that interval.

Few tests, made subsequent to the first run of the day, showed excessive

wheel sliding, and it may be concluded that the rail condition referred

to was chiefly responsible for the sliding that occurred.

336. The tests virith the other types of brake were made later in

the spring when the weather was more favorable to good rail condition,

and it will be noted that in these tests there is a marked decrease in

excessive wheel sliding.

337. An analysis of the percentage of runs with wheel sliding at

various percentages of braking power shows that with plain shoes the

amount of wheel sliding depends rather on the rail and weather con-

ditions than on the percentage of braking power.
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338. With the standard brake train and flange shoes a high

percentage of wheel sliding is shown, but on only one test (No. 1014)

was there excessive sliding. This may be partially attributed to the

fact that it was run at 6 a. m. and subjected to rail conditions different

from those prevailing during other tests made with this type of brake

rigging.

339. A total of 282 emergency tests at 150 per cent, braking

power were made with the various types of brakes; of this number

22 per cent, had wheel sliding, 10 per cent, occurring during the tests

of the No. 1 clasp brake.

340. At 180 per cent, braking power with plain shoes, wheel

sliding occurred on but 7 out of 36 tests. With flange shoes sliding

occurred in 11 out of 23 tests. In only one test of the 59, with 180

per cent, braking power, was there wheel sliding amounting to over 3,000

feet.

341. From the above it follows, that the determining factor in

wheel sliding is not high braking power alone but rather the uncon-

trollable conditions of rail and weather in connection with it, against

which no permanent provision can be made without a sacrifice in the

length of emergency stops during those favorable periods of the day

or seasons of the year when conditions warrant the use of high braking

power.

342. The effect of wheel sliding is to lengthen the stop, but the

extent of the lengthening depends upon the amount of the wheel sliding

and the braking power being used. (Par. 375.)

343. Whether the sliding of wheels will or will not cause flat

spots of a size sufficient to produce rough riding of the car depends

entirely on circumstances; for example, a condition of rail surface

which will cause a considerable amount of wheel sliding, with relatively

low percentages of braking power, is a condition which at the same

time will permit long slides to occur without producing noticeable flat

spots. On the other hand, when the rail is in good condition, or in the

extreme case of a sanded rail, a very short slide may produce flat spots

of a size requiring prompt attention. The amount of flattening is

further contributed to by the weight upon the wheels and the material

in the wheels and rail. The effect of rail conditions on the amount of

flattening produced was brought out during the tests ; there being many
cases observed where the wheels picked up and slid for a considerable

distance on a bad rail producing but small flat spots, whereas with better

rail conditions instances of wheel sliding were observed to produce flat

spots of considerable size when the wheels slid a much shorter distance.

No flat spots of sufficient size were obtained to necessitate changing

wheels during the tests, although, on account of the number of small

spots accumulated upon the wheel tread, it was found advisable to

change some wheels before the cars were put back into regular service.
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CoSFificiENT OF Rail Friction.

344. In using the machine, described in Par. 65, to determine

the relative condition of the rail surface during different tests, the

same section of rail was used at all times. The coefficient of friction,

or the ratio of the force required to keep the weights moving and the

pressure of these weights upon the rail, is recorded on the log as the

akinetic coefficient of rail friction.

345. The values determined range between 12 per cent, and 35

per cent., with the great majority of readings ranging between 22 per

cent, and 30 per cent. The records, when taken in connection with

simultaneous readings of air temperature and relative humidity, show

that the coefficient of rail friction decreases with an increase in the

relative humidity for temperatures below the freezing point, whereas

for high humidities the coefficient of rail friction is not greatly affected,

as long as the temperature is high, but begins to fall as the temperature

approaches the freezing point. In other words, the tests confirm

common experience, which leads us to expect a bad rail condition

with a combination of low temperature and high humidity.

346. As an interesting study of the effects of these various factors,

consecutive observations were taken of the coefficient of rail friction,

air temperature, relative humidity and barometric pressure for a period

of twenty-four hours. These records are shown in Fig. 85 and indicate

clearly the tendency of the coefficient of rail friction to increase with

increasing temperature and decreasing relative humidity, and to de-

crease with increasing relative humidity and decreasing temperature.

It is significant to note that the coefficient of rail friction obtained on

the first reading in the early morning was practically the same as that

found for a well greased rail later in the day.

347. While the absolute value of the data obtained may be open

to question on account of the difference between the condition of the

surfaces in contact in the case of the rolling wheel and the rail, and those

which existed between the sliding weight and rail when taking the

observations referred to, it is safe to assume that the values obtained

at different times are relative. It is apparent that the average rail

condition changes with the seasons of the year (and, to a less degree,

with the time of the day), and advantage can be taken of this fact by
using a higher braking power in the summer than could be used in the

winter without the likelihood of a material, if any, increase in wheel

sliding.

348. The above conclusion logically follows from a knowledge of

rail conditions in general and their effect irrespective of the readings

of the apparatus used during the tests. As a matter of fact there was

no great consistency between the readings obtained for coefficient of

rail friction and the amount of wheel sliding experienced. While as
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Fig. 85.

COEFFICIENT OF RAIL FRICTION.

A 24-hour record of weather conditions and rail friction.
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a rule the greatest amount of wheel sliding occurred during the first

runs of the morning, at which time the coefficient of rail friction was
usually low, it was also a fact that occasionally considerable wheel

sliding would be experienced when the coefficient of rail friction ob-

served previous to such tests had been about at its average value.

349= A study of the action of the train where wheel sliding oc-

curred and the coefficient of rail friction noted at the same time, led

to the conclusion that other factors, such as shock, slack action, and
foreign matter on the rail surface, have a controlling influence in causing

wheel sliding. It was, therefore, concluded that the readings obtained

for coefficient of rail friction at the particular point on the rail used

for this purpose, could not be depended upon to indicate the probability

of wheel sliding.

High Braking Power on Locomotive.

350. To overcome the shock resulting from the maximum emer-

gency braking power on the cars being higher and much more quickly

obtained than that on the locomotive, an experimental device (Par. 147)

was applied to the locomotive which gave a higher maximum emergency

braking power in a shorter time than is obtained with the standard ET
equipment. The brake cylinder pressure was blown down to normal

toward the end of the stop.

351. Figs. 86 and 87 show comparative car and tender brake

cylinder cards and slack action diagrams for 60 m.p.h. emergency

stops, electro-pneumatic equipment, 150 per cent, braking power on

cars, with and without the higher braking power on the locomotive.

The sudden and considerable slack action on the records taken between

cars 1 and 2 indicates clearly the shock received at the draft gears

about two seconds after the brakes are applied when ordinary braking

power is used on the locomotive. The slack action is much less severe

on the diagrams taken when the locomotive is braked higher than nor-

mal. A gradual change in the slack curves represents a comparatively

slow relative movement between cars, which is not noticeable to

passengers.

352. By referring to time pressure diagrams on these figures it is

noted that at twelve seconds after the application, the pressure in the

brake cylinder of the locomotive equipment is about the same in either

case, and therefore the arrangement of high percentage of braking

power cannot cause any more wheel sliding on the locomotive after

the twelve seconds' period than with the original installation of the ET
equipment. This means that above some speed corresponding to the

twelve seconds' time (about 35 miles per hour when stopping from
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an initial speed of 60 m.p.h.), no more wheel sliding should be ex-

perienced than with the standard arrangement of the ET equipment,

and as wheel sliding below this speed will probably not amount to any-

thing in size of spots worn, the advantage of the increase pressure above

this speed can be readily appreciated.
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CHAPTER VI.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF STOPS.

353. This chapter contains the results of tests made on the

stopping of vehicles from speeds of thirty to eighty miles per hour,

when equipped with various types of air brakes, brake rigging and

brake shoes.

354. The detailed data of all the tests are shown on pages 349 to

390, but for more convenient reference all tests have been arranged in

consecutive order on graphical log sheets, pages 325 to 348, which shows

the significant data pertaining to each test. The data of comparative

runs has been gi'ouped in general average tables, pages 300 to 317, with

average values indicated wherever it was possible to average two or

more tests made under similar conditions. Diagrams showing the

graphical comparisons of general averages are given in Figs. 93 to 100.

Various other graphical comparisons of stops are shown (Figs. 101 to 114),

in which the length of stop is plotted for different percentages of braking

power at one speed, and different speeds with one percentage of braking

power.

355. To illustrate the relation between speed, brake cylinder

pressure, per cent, braking power, length of stop, time of stop, slack

action in the train, rate of doing work diuing the stop and average

retarding force during the time the brake is applied, plots of a large

number of tests under different conditions are shown (Figs. 117 to 137).

356. Before giving a description or analysis of these detailed

tabulations and diagrams, it will be of interest to call attention to

some of the salient features of the tests.

357. The shortest 60 m.p.h. emergency stop was made with a single

car (locomotive not attached) with the No. 3 clasp brake electro-

pneumatic equipment, 180 per cent, braking power, and flanged brake

shoes. The car was stopped under these conditions in 725 feet. The
average retarding force for this test was 332 pounds per ton. This is

equivalent to the resistance offered by a 16.6 per cent, grade or, in

other words, the resistance which stopped this car in 725 feet from 60

m.p.h. was equivalent to that which would be encoimtered due to a

grade on which one end of a P-70 car (80 feet long) would be 13.3 feet

higher than the other end.

358. This stop of 725 feet at 60 m.p.h. establishes a new record

for a railway car stop and was made with a modem heavy passenger

equipment car.

359. Assuming a rail adhesion of 25 per cent., the shortest possible

stop which could be obtained, by utilizing this adhesion to its maximum
throughout the period of braking, would be 481 feet. This would
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require an ideal brake shoe and a controlling mechanism which would

automatically adjust the retarding force of the brake, so that it would

be at all times the maximum which could be used just short of pro-

ducing wheel sliding.

360. The shortest 80 m.p.h. stop was made, with conditions the

same as mentioned above, in 1,422 feet. This is equivalent to an

average retarding force of 310 pounds per ton.

361. From the data of stops made with locomotive alone and

single car breakaway stops it is possible to calculate the approximate

length of stop which would be obtained with a locomotive and train of

twelve cars equipped with the electro-pneumatic brake, by substituting

in the formula, explained in Par. 406 to 411.

362. Calculated by this formula, the best 60 m.p.h. train stop

that could have been obtained with the means available during these

tests is about 800 feet and the best 80 m.p.h. stop about 1,570 feet.

363. The shortest 60 m.p.h. train stop with a locomotive and train

of twelve cars was 1,021 feet. This was made with high braking power

on the locomotive and No. 1 clasp brake, electro-pneumatic equip-

ment, 180 per cent, braking power and plain shoes on the cars.

364. The shortest 80 m.p.h. train stop was made in 2,197 feet with

high braking power on the locomotive and with No. 1 clasp brake,

electro-pneumatic equipment, 150 per cent, braking power and plain

shoes.

365. These stops do not indicate that the performance mentioned is

better than would have been possible with other combinations of brake

rigging and brake shoes, because the particular combination of the

factors, which gave the shortest stops mentioned above, were not always

present in tests made with other types of brake rigging, brake shoes

and percentages of braking power.

Check Runs—TwbivVE Car Trains.

366. In previous brake tests the average of two, or at the most

three, stops under a particular set of conditions was thought suflScient to

establish the average performance of the train, but observations during

those tests and a consideration of comparative records revealed many
instances of variations in performance which could not be accounted

for by any known differences in the equipment, adjustment, or manip-

ulation. A study of previous tests from this point of view led to the

conclusion that variable factors existed, of which no accurate record

has been obtainable, nor indeed was sufficient data available to show

definitely the extent of such variable performance as was indicated.

The determination of the amount and cause of such variable per-

formances as might result under supposedly constant conditions was

made the subject of special study in these tests. For this purpose
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a series of so called check runs was scheduled, one test to be made at

the beginning and another- at the end of each day's work, all con-

ditions being kept the same throughout the. entire series of tests as far

as possible. These stops were all made from a speed of 60 m.p.h.

with the complete train, standard braking power on the locomotive,

electro-pneumatic equipment, 150 per cent, braking power, and plain

shoes on the cars.

367. As anticipated, it was found that even when the tests were run

under supposedly identical conditions a variation in performance was

obtained. On pages 302 to 313 will be found a record of all the check

runs made during the tests. It was observed that after the brake shoes

were well worn in and no change was made in apparatus or manip-

ulation for a considerable period of time the check runs of such a group

of tests would show but little variation (see tests Nos. 594, 595, 604, 610

and 621 which averaged 1,181 feet, with a maximum only eight feet

longer and a minimum only eleven feet shorter than the average).

However, when any change was made, such as in locomotives used,

in per cent, braking power of locomotive and tender, or in brake shoes,

such as the replacement of a number of worn shoes by new ones, or

the gradual wearing in of the brake shoes on the whole train, during

the early part of a new series of tests, the length of stop obtained would

vary, showing that the effect of new factors so introduced might be

considerable. The effect of these influences could not heretofore be

well defined, due to a lack of a sufficient number of tests to indicate

the effect of various changes in conditions.

368. A series of check runs made with the No. 2 clasp brake

affords a striking example of how brake shoe condition alone may affect

the length of stop when other conditions were apparently constant. The

average of the first five runs with this train was 1,310 feet. From the

experience gained in previous tests it was evident that the shoe con-

dition during the period when these tests were made, was not as good

as could be expected after a further wearing in of the shoes. This shoe

condition would not have attracted particular attention in any pre-

vious series of tests and, furthermore, the five tests under the same

set of conditions would ordinarily be considered ample to establish

the average performance of the equipment used, without further

question.

369. However, knowing the importance of what would ordinarily

be considered but a slight change in brake shoe condition, many more

runs were made with the result that the shoe bearing was greatly

improved and the average of the last five comparative check runs

was 1,121 feet. Here then, is a difference of nearly 200 feet between

the average of five tests after the shoe condition was known to be good

and the average of tests made some time before the shoes had been

well worn in. This shows the necessity for constantly checking by
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repeated tests, under as nearly as possible the same conditions, in

order to detect influences which may not be apparent without such

careful checking and yet would have an effect on the value of the

comparisons.

370. A graphical record of all of the check runs is shown in Figs.

88, 89 and 90. These plots indicate clearly the variations which are un-

avoidable, except by the most careful provision for the constancy of

all factors which have an effect on the stop. The brake shoe bearing

is the most difficult factor to control and at the same time it is the

most potent in producing variations in brake performance.

37 1

.

Another example of the importance of the brake shoe con-

dition and the manner in which it can be affected is afforded by test No.

45. This stop of 1 ,049 feet was the shortest 60 m.p.h. train stop made with

150 per cent, braking power. It was a check run with the single shoe

brake rigging and was not only the shortest made with this train but

was shorter than any check run with trains equipped with clasp brake

rigging. An inspection of the record will show that this stop was made
under peculiarly favorable conditions. While it was the first run of

the day, the rail condition was good and the test having followed nine

(9) tests at a low (90 per cent.) braking power insured the best

possible shoe bearing. The favorable shoe bearing was further con-

tributed to by the light service applications made during the move-

ment of the train from and to the^ test ground and by the standing

of the train over night. In this connection, it is of interest to note

that tests Nos. 82 and 92 were also short stops (1,091 feet and 1,076 feet,

respectively) and that each of these was also preceded by several runs

at 90 per cent, braking power. All of these tests were made while

the brake shoe condition was, as a whole, satisfactory on the single

shoe brake train.

372. On the other hand the longest stops of the check runs with

any arrangement of brake rigging were also made with this same train

(single shoe rigging) after the shoe condition became unsatisfactory,

due to many shoes running partially off the wheel, thus showing that

for a given set of conditions other than that of the brake shoes, the

shortest and also the longest stops of the entire series of comparative

tests were brought about by variations in brake shoe conditions alone.

373. From the preceding it follows as a matter of course that the

quality of the comparisons of air brake equipment and brake rigging may
be considerably affected by the performance of the brake shoes. A
knowledge of brake shoe performance under various conditions, there-

fore, becomes of prime importance in order to properly interpret the

results of road tests. Furthermore, the knowledge gained during the

road tests indicated the desirability of a more searching laboratory

investigation along several original lines. Such investigations were

made and are discussed in Chapter VII.
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Fig. 88.

CHECK RUNS—TWELVE CARS.
STANDARD SINGLE SHOE BRAKE-

The emergency stopping distances from 60 m.p.h. cover a M\de range due principally to variations in

shoe condition.
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Fig. 89.

CHECK RUNS—TWELVE CARS.
No. 1 CLASP BRAKE.

When there was material wheel sliding the stop was lengthened. With high braking power on the loco-

motive, a marked decrease in stopping distance is obtained.
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374. The series of check runs also confirms previous observation

that the length of stop, when considerable wheel sliding occurs, is invar-

iably longer than when sliding does not take place. This will be clear from

the data plotted in Fig. 89. The only exception to the above is in

the case of test No. 501, which was the first test of the series and for

which the shoe condition was known to be unsatisfactory.

375. The average of the check runs of No. 1 clasp brake having

material wheel sliding, is 1,353 feet. The average check run compar-

able with this, but without material wheel sliding is 1,204 feet, show-

ing an increase in the length of the stop of twelve per cent.

Check Runs with Single Cars, No. 2 and No. 3 Clasp Brakes,

376. The No. 3 clasp brake was applied to but one car. Check

runs were made with this car, and with a single car having No. 2 clasp

brake under the same conditions as for the twelve car train check runs,

excepting that the car was separated from the locomotive before reach-

ing the trip, so that the stop of the car alone might be observed. All

the stops so obtained are plotted in Fig. 91 for No. 2 clasp brake and

Fig. 92 for the No. 3 clasp brake, the distance of stop being plotted

for the actual per cent, braking power based on brake cylinder pressure

obtained in each test.

Averages.

377. The summary and averages of tests are given on pages 300

to 317. In this summary is shown all the tests made, grouped by desig-

nation. The average is taken of those tests of a series which were

considered representative runs.

378. The tests of a series which were not included in the average

are shown as a matter of record. These tests have been excluded due to

the existence of one or more important variables as indicated on the

graphical log for the respective tests. These variables appear to have

affected the results and did not enter into the other tests run in that

particular series.

379. The following factors have been considered of sufl&cient

weight to exclude a test from the group averaged as not representative.

A.—Failure of any part of the brake rigging.

B.—Undesired operation of air brake equipment due to:—

(a) Electric emergency interfered with by damaged jumper

caused by severe treatment in breakaway tests.

(6) High-speed reducing valves not properly cut in or out.

(c) Brake cut out when not intended or due to failure of

some portion of rigging.

(d) Brake pipe pressure different from the normal required

by the designation.
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(e) Greater brake pipe reduction in service than was desired.

(/) Trip not properly set, resulting in delayed brake

application.

C.—Tests made with less than twelve cars. These have either

been excluded or averaged in themselves.

D.—Tests intended for one group which, due to improper cutting

in of equipment on cars, gave operation of the air brake equipment

similar to some other series.

E.—Speeds differing considerably from the nominal.

F.—Brake shoes not worn to a good bearing. For this reason

most of the early tests on all types of brakes were excluded as well as

many of the later tests with the single shoe brake during which many
new shoes were being applied, as shown on the graphical log.

G.—Excessive wheel sliding. An arbitrary limit was chosen of

3,000 feet or over of total wheel sliding on a twelve car breakaway or

train st,op, and 250 feet on a single car test.

H.—Car stops affected by locomotive in breakaway tests. In

some cases these have not been excluded but attention is called to those

tests on which this condition was present, usually those made at the

lower braking powers.

I.—Equipment variables. This includes:

(a) Locomotive used, No. 3394—Ka, or No. 5223—Ka^a-

(6) Nominal tender braking power.

(c) Brake cylinder levers (80 or 90 per cent.).

(d) Condition of lever pins and compression rod guides.

380. A test containing two or more equipment variables not

found in the other tests of the series was excluded from the average.

381. It will be noted in the summary of tests that all tests of a

series in which the same equipment variables are present have been

averaged separately, as well as being included in the general averages.

382. The average equated stop was calculated by equating to the

nominal speed the average actual stop from the average actual speed.

383. In some of the train and twelve car breakaway tests the first

car in the train had brake heads and shoes unlike the other cars of the

train. This variable in itself was not considered of sufficient weight to

exclude the test from the average of a series of train tests. In tests of

this car alone separate averages were made for these variables.

384. In the breakaway tests separate averages are shown for the

locomotive stops, except in cases when the locomotive brakes were

intentionally released or prevented from applying with the car brakes

to avoid affecting the stop of the cars.
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Fig. 91.

CHECK RUNS—SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
No. 2 CLASP BRAKE.

The average emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with plain brake shoes was 1014 feet, 140 per cent,

actual braking power, electro-pneumatic equipment.
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Fig. 92.

CHECK RUNS—SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.

The average emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with plain brake shoes was 1014 feet, 140 per cent, actual brak-

ing power, electro-pneumatic equipment.
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Diagrams of Comparative Stops.

385. The general averages, pages 300 to 317, have been shown

graphically in the diagrams of Figs. 93 to 100. Whenever possible an

average was taken of a series of tests in which the variables (Par. 379-1)

were present. In certain cases all of the tests under a given set of con-

ditions were made with one or more of these variables present. In

such cases the tests have been averaged and shown in the diagrams

(Figs. 93 to 100). The common to a series variables have been shown.

386. The variables which existed in the tests of any series are indi-

cated as follows :

—

1.—Car stop affected by locomotive.

2.—Braking power decidedly lower than on tests of other brake

rigging or of the same brake rigging at other speeds, with the same air

brake equipment.

3.—Braking power decidedly higher than on tests of other brake

rigging or of the same brake rigging at other speeds, with the same

air brake equipment.

4.—Speed 4 m.p.h. or more, less than the nominal.

5.—Bad shoe condition.

387. The comparisons which may have been affected by any of the

above variables have been marked by the proper symbol. The actual

value of any of these variables is a factor for which correct allowance

cannot be made. Before making an absolute comparison between the

results shown in Figs. 93 to 100, the individual tests making up the aver-

age should be studied.

388. In making comparisons of the various percentages of braking

power it should be remembered that the nominal braking power shown

on the various Figs. 93 to 100 represent the braking power of the cars.

In train tests due to lower braking power of the locomotive and tender

the per cent, braking power of the train, as a whole, is somewhat

reduced.

389. For example, with a K28 locomotive and tender half loaded

the following table shows the braking power of the cars and of the train

as a whole:

—

Braking Power.

Twelve Cars.
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Fig. 93.

EMERGENCY STOPS—VARIOUS EQUIPMENTS.
From 50 m.p.h. the train, fitted with PM equipment and standard brake, stopped in 1677 feet. With electric

control and 150 per cent, nominalbraking power on the cars, the train was stopped in less than 1200 feet.
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Fig. 94.

EMERGENCY STOPS.

HIGH AND ORDINARY BRAKING POWER ON LOCOMOTIVE.

With high braking power on the locomotive during the early portion of the application the stop shortened.

Less slack action between locomotive and cars was also obtained.
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Fig. 95.

SERVICE STOPS—VARIOUS EQUIPMENTS.
A full service application at 60 m.p.h. with the PM equipment and standard brake, stops the train In

2250 feet. With electric control and clasp brake the stop Is made in 1825 feet. With electric control

,

partial service, followed by an emergency application, stops the train in 1533 feet.
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Fig. 96.

SERVICE AND EMERGENCY BATE—EQUAL BRAKING POWER.
When the braking power is reached at an emergency rate the stops are decidedly shorter.
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Fig. 97.

EMERGENCY STOPS—STANDARD BRAKE.

With the standard brake and PM equipment the stop at 60 m.p.h. is shortened 224 feet by the use of flanged

shoes.
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Fig. 98.

EMERGENCY STOPS—TWELVE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
One advantage of electric control is shown by the shorter stops in the lower portion of the diagram.
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Fig. 99.

EMERGENCY STOPS—No. 2 CLASP BRAKE.
At the higher braking powers the train stop is longer than the breakaway stops. The actual braking power

on the train as a whole is lower when the locomotive is attached than when detached from the cars.
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Fig. 100.

EMERGENCY STOPS—SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAYS.
The car was stopped in 790 feet from 60 m.p.h. at a nominal braking power of 150 per cent., electro-pneumatic

equipment and flange shoes.
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390. The load on the tender was observed for each test, and due

allowance was made for this in calculating the per cent, braking power

based on the actual brake cylinder pressure obtained for the entire train.

Comparison of Individual Stops at Actual Per Cent, of

Braking Power.

391. Figs. 101 to 108 show the length of all the emergency stops

made with the various air brake equipments, plotted against the corre-

sponding actual percentage of braking power realized in each test.

392. The stops obtained with the locomotive from speeds of 30, 60

and 80 m.p.h. are shown in Fig. 109. These stops are the results from

the breakaway tests and from the tests made with the locomotive only.

393. The decrease in stop with the increase in braking power pro-

vided by the by-pass valve feature is pronounced at 60 and 80 m.p.h.

speeds. The weight of the locomotive and tender varied from 195 to

220 tons on these tests.

394. From the records of all the comparative tests, curves have

been drawn through the average of points so plotted. These curves

indicate the effect on the length of the stop of a change in percentage of

braking power.

395. Figs. 110 to 112 show curves of the train stops which may be

expected from various speeds with electro-pneumatic equipment, with

the standard single shoe, No. 1 and No. 2 clasp brakes. These curves

are drawn for a braking power on the cars of 90, 125, 150 and 180

per cent. For a given weight of locomotive and tender the braking

power is assumed to be constant regardless of the braking power of

the cars (Par. 322), and therefore, in making up these curves the loco-

motive and tender are taken as half loaded and for the various per-

centages of braking power of the cars the corresponding braking power

on the train as a whole is computed. Using this braking power the

corresponding stop is taken from the curves shown in Fig. 104.

396. Fig. 114 shows the stops which may be expected with

standard (single shoe) brake and flange shoes and has been made up frorh

the curves in Fig. 108.

397. The curves shown for train stops from various speeds with the

No. 3 clasp brake (Fig. 113), have been derived from the single car stops

by assuming that the same ratio exists between the single car and train

stops with the No. 3 clasp brake as was found to exist between the

single car and train stops of the No. 2 clasp brake.

Comparison of Stops, No. 2 and No. 3 Clasp Brakes.

398. In Fig. 1 15 curves have been plotted from the data of all single

car breakaway stops made from 60 m.p.h. with the various percentages

of braking power employed. The solid lines represent the fairest
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Fig. 101.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
The cars are nominally braked at 113 per cent, with PM equipment, considering the locomotive weight, the

actual braking power of the train is about 100 per cent.
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Fig. 102.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.

With PM features of the UC equipment the stops are the same as those shown on Fig. 101.
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Fig. 103.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
As the braking power is increased the stops decrease.
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Fig. 104.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
No tests were made with the standard brake rigging at nominal braking powers over 150 per cent, on account

of the resulting shoe condition.
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PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
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Fig. 105.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
With PM equipment 12 car breakaway stops from 60 m.p.h. are made in about 1500 feat.
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Fig. 106.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
With UC pneumatic equipment and 140 per cent, actual braking power the 12 cars are stopped in about 1250

feet from a speed of 60 m.p.h.
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Fig, 107.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
With UC electro-pneumatic equipment and a nominal braking power of 150 per cent, the 12 cars are stopped

from 60 m.p.h. in less than 1200 feet.
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Fig. 108.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
The UC equipment gives shorter stops when the application is electrically made.
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Fig. 109.

ACTUAL BRAKING POWER—STOP DISTANCE.
The advantage of a high braked locomotive is apparent.
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Fig. 110.

SPEED—STOP DISTANCE.
The diagram shows the average emergency stops from speeds of 30 to 80 m.p.h. which the standard brake

rigging will give with the electro-pneumatic equipment.
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SPEED—STOP DISTANCE.
The emergency stops with the No. 1 clasp brake train, electro-pneumatic equipment.
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average that could be obtained from all the stops made under the

various test conditions and the dotted lines the average of the best

stops.

399. The lighter upper portion of three of the curves in Fig. 115

indicates that no test records were available to justify this portion of these

curves. However, the general shape of the curve, determined from the

stops which were obtained at the lower percentages of braking power,

justifies the extension of these curves to the higher percentages of braking

power, as shown by the lighter lines, and we feel that the values shown

by the extension are correct.

400. In making comparisons between the curves shown for the No.

2 and No. 3 clasp brakes it should be borne in mind that the conditions

under which these two brake riggings were tested were somewhat dif-

ferent and a direct comparison between the two curves, without quali-

fication, cannot be regarded as indicating the relative performance

of the two types of brake rigging. For example, the rigging arrange-

ment of the No. 3 clasp brake gave a slightly higher percentage of

braking power per pound of brake cylinder pressure than did that of

the No. 2 clasp brake (see table, page 125). Consequently, even had

the cylinder pressures obtained with the two riggings been the same,

the No. 2 rigging would have been at a slight disadvantage due to its

being braked at a slightly lower percentage. It is proper to compensate

for this difference by assuming that the stops would have been shorter

in the same relation to the difference between the actual and the proper

percentage of braking power as is established for a similar difference

in braking power by the curve (Fig. 115).

401. In addition to the above, the condition of the brake shoes, if

known to be different in the two series of tests under comparison,

should be allowed for. However, when testing the No. 3 clasp brake,

although the shoe conditions were on the whole better known, due to the

information which had accumulated from the test which preceded, it is

impossible to point to any particular circumstance which appreciably

affected the value of a comparison. The cooling of the brake shoes

of the No. 3 clasp brake car with water is the chief difference to be

noted. Laboratory tests showed that the difference in the condition

of the brake shoes, when cooled either by water or air has no appreciable

effect on the coefficient of friction and the consequent stops, it is prob-

able, however, that when water cooled the warping of the shoe would

tend, if anything, to impair the bearing area and consequently a longer

stop might be expected. Thus, while a comparison between the stops

with the No. 2 and No. 3 brakes may be unfair to the latter, it is felt

that for practical purposes the comparisons made would not be mater-

ially affected, had the shoes on both cars received the same cooling

treatment.
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STOP DISTANCE—SINGLE CARS.
No. 2 AND No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.

The variation between the best and the average stops is due largely to shoe cond ition.
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402. As an example of the allowance that should be made for brak-

ing power, suppose that the curves of Fig. 115 are to be used in compar-

ing the best performance of the two types of rigging tested, using plain

brake shoes. It would be natural to assume that the distance between

the curves for the best stops of the No. 2 and No. 3 clasp brakes at

any given per cent, braking power would indicate the difference in

stopping distance which resulted from the different characteristics of

the two types of brake rigging. Thus, the difference in the best per-

formance of the two types of rigging at 150 per cent, braking power

might be taken from Fig. 115 to be 965 feet—875 feet or 90 feet.

But this is not a fair comparison because when using the same brake

pipe pressure (110 pounds) the same per cent, of braking power was

not obtained on the two cars. Points "A" and "B" indicate the

per cent, braking powers based on brake cylinder pressure actually

obtained and the corresponding lengths of the best stops made. For

test 0-99 with the No. 2 clasp brake and test 1557 for the No. 3 clasp

brake, the difference in the lengths of these stops, no allowance being

made, is 1,007 feet—873 feet or 134 feet. Evidently this difference

is due not only to the different performance of the brake rigging but

/to a difference in the percentage of braking power obtained. For a

fair comparison of the two types of rigging, proper allowance must

be made for all inequalities in the two cases, except those strictly

chargeable to the action of the brake rigging. The brake pipe pressure

was the same for these two stops and the brake cylinder cards show-

that the air brake mechanism operated identically for the two cases.

The brake rigging is, therefore, chargeable with any loss in cylinder

pressure from a given brake pipe pressure if this loss is due to greater

piston travel caused by the rigging design.

403. A fair comparison, however, would require that the nominal

per cent, braking power per pound of brake cylinder pressure be the'

same in the two cases. This was not the case in the tests referred to,

owing to a slight variation in the total weights of the cars when used,

which were not allowed for in the design and application of the rigging.

With the No. 2 clasp brake one pound of brake cylinder pressure was

equivalent to 1.43 per cent, braking power; whereas, with the No. 3

rigging one pound of brake cylinder pressure was equivalent to 1.505

per cent, braking power. For any given stop obtained with the No. 2

clasp brake it is, therefore, proper to compensate for its relatively

lower braking power by assuming that the distance of stop should be

shortened in accordance with an increase in percentage of braking

power in the ratio of 1.505 to 1.43, but not directly in this proportion

because, as the curves of Fig. 115 indicate, the length of stop does

not decrease in direct proportion to the increase in percentage of braking

power, but at a much less rate than this.

404. Taking the example mentioned above, the stop indicated by
point "A" was made in 1,007 feet with 140 per cent, braking power.
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For a fair comparison with point" B "No.3 clasp brake this per cent, brak-

1 505
ing power should have been ^^^-t^X 1.40=147.5 per cent. Point "C,"

corresponding to a braking power of 147.5 per cent, with the No. 2 clasp

brake and best stops, indicates that the stop should have been about

975 feet. The difference between this stop and that represented by

point "B," namely 975 feet—873 feet or 102 feet, is believed to be

the fairest comparison which can be made of the best stops from sixty

miles per hour with these two types of brake rigging at a nominal

braking power of 150 per cent.

Estimated Train Stops, No. 3 Clasp Brake.

405. The various types of car brake rigging used during the tests

were applied to the twelve (12) cars of the test trains, with the exception

of the No. 3 clasp brake rigging. The No. 3 clasp brake was appUed to

but one car and all tests made in connection with this rigging were single

car breakaway stops. It was desired to make the data of these tests

comparable with the tests of other types of brake rigging. In order

to do this it would be necessary to compute the probable twelve car

train stops of the No. 3 clasp brake from the data of the actual single

car breakaway stops. With this object in view a series of separate

locomotive tests were made in order to accurately determine the per-

formance of the locomotive for the purpose of such a computation.

406. When the electro-pneumatic equipment is used the following

method may be employed for calculating the probable stop of a train

of any number of cars and locomotive when the length of stop and
weight of a single car and the locomotive are separately known. This

method of combining the separate locomotive and single car stop data

in order to compute the probable train stop is not absolutely accurate

because it does not take into account the difference between the time

elements of the brake action on the locomotive and on the cars. This

difference, however, is very slight, its effect amounting to about three

feet in the computation of a 1,000 feet stop and has therefore been

neglected with the result that the formula developed is very simple

and convenient to apply.

Let Wt = weight of train, locomotive and cars.

Wi = weight of locomotive.

Wc = weight of a single car.

V = initial speed in m.p.h.

St = length of stop of train in feet.

Sc = length of stop of a single car in feet.

Si = length of stop of locomotive in feet.

Ft = average retarding force for entire stop of train.

F] = average retarding force for entire stop of locomotive.

Fc = average retarding force for entire stop of a single car.
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407. The work done during the stop by the retarding force F^

acting through the distance Sc must be equal to the initial energy of

the car, which is:

^ McV". Where v = initial speed in feet per second and Mc = mass

W
of car =—

^

g
Therefore FcSc = ^ McV^ (neglecting train resistance on the one

hand, and rotative energy on the other).

2g

If the velocity be expressed in miles per hour instead -of feet per

second :

—

Then FeSe = .0334 WcV^ or F^ = 0.0334 ^^^'

408. If more than one car is used let N = number of cars then

the total average retarding force on the cars will be

^p ^ 0.0334 X NWcV^

also for the locomotive F, X S, = 0.0334 W,V,

^ 0.0334 X W,V^
and Fi = ^

409. But the total retarding force Ft acting on the trains of

N cars and locomotive = NFc+F,
.-. Ft = NFe+F,

also (NFe+F,)St = 0.0334 W,V\

Substituting the values of NFc and F, just obtained

/ 0.0334 X NWeV' 0.0334 W,V^^
+ 5:5334^^) S_ ^ 0.0334 W.V.

\ be Si

Dividing this expression by 0.0334 V^, we have

Solving for St, we have

g^ WtS, Se

SeW,+ NS, We

410. It will be noted that by means of the above formula a twelve

car and locomotive train stop can be computed for any initial speed, pro-

vided the following single car and separate locomotive test data are

known for the same speed.

Weight of locomotive Wi.

Weight of single car W^.
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Stop distance of locomotive Sj.

Stop distance of single car Sc-

Number of cars N = 12.

411. For example, from the data of the best stops with the No. 3

clasp brake, flanged shoes, single car breakaway tests, we have:

—

Wc = weight of car= 125,200 pounds.

12 We = 1,502,400 pounds.

W| = weight of locomotive = 414,800 pounds.

Wt =W,+ 12 We= 1,917,200 pounds.

Si = 1,552 feet, stopping distance of locomotive alone from a speed

of 60 m.p.h.

Sc =991 feet, stopping distance of single car alone at 90 per cent.

braking power from a speed of 60 m.p.h.

Substituting these values in the following expression:

—

We have =

W, Se S,

Se W,+ S, 12 We

1,917,200 X 991 X 1,552

991 X 414,800 + 1,552 X 1,502.400

S;= 1,075 feet.

412. Where the special high pressure emergency by-pass valve was
used with the standard ET equipment on the locomotive, a shorter stop

was obtained and in order to work out the train stop according to the

above formula for this condition it would be necessary to substitute for

the value of S, = 1,552 feet, the value of S, = 1,228 feet, which was the

average stopping distance of the locomotive from a speed of 60 m.p.h.

when using the special high pressure emergency by-pass valve.

413. The data of the best single car breakaway stops made with the

No. 3 clasp brake from a speed of 60 m.p.h. at various percentages of

braking power, with both plain cracked and flanged cracked shoes,

are shown in Fig. 115. Using this data as a basis and combining with

it the data of the separate locomotive tests, complete train stops were

computed as described and have been plotted in Fig. 116. It will be

noted that for each type of shoe two curves are shown. In each

case the dotted and solid lines represent the train stops which would
be obtained if the locomotive were operated respectively with or with-

out the special high pressure emergency by-pass valve. The difference

between the solid line and the dotted line for the corresponding brake

shoe condition shows directly, the effect of the difference of using the

locomotive with or without high pressure on a twelve car train.

414. Fig. 116 is also of interest in that it shows the gain from the

use of flanged instead of unflanged shoes. The best single car break-

away stop with flanged shoes from 60 m.p.h. and 180 per cent, braking

power was 725 feet. This is equivalent to a twelve car train stop,

using the standard ET locomotive equipment, of 795 feet (Fig. 116).
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Fig. 116.

COMPUTED BEST TRAIN STOPS.
No. 3 CLASP BRAKE.

The gain in stopping distance with high braking power on the locomotive during the early portion of the stop

(Figs. 86 and 87) is well illustrated.
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Diagrams op Typicai, Stops.

415. A considerable part of the data taken during tests was obtained

by autographic recording devices, and can be combined on a single

diagram to afford a convenient means of analyzing the various factors,

and the effects which they produce with respect to the general action

of the train during the stop. Diagrams of this description for typical

test runs are shown in Figs. 117 to 137, in which will be found curves

for the speed of the train, the building up of brake cylinder pressure

and braking power corresponding thereto, the deceleration in miles

per hour per second, and the relative slack movement between cars at

various points in the train as observed, all of which are plotted on a

distance base with the corresponding time scale for comparison.

4 1 6. The deceleration curves are shown only on a sufl5cient number
of representative diagrams to establish clearly the character of these

curves. The slack action records are given wherever available. In

some cases, no slack action device was used, and in other cases the

record is imperfect.

417. These curves show graphically the effect of different rates of

retardation at different points in the train. If all vehicles were being

retarded alike, there would be no change in the slack between cars,

and all of the slack indicator diagrams would be horizontal lines. As
a matter of fact, however, as soon as the steam is shut off, the retar-

dation on the locomotive when drifting is greater than that of the cars.

Consequently, the locomotive holds back against the train, bunching

the slack most at the head end of the train and less toward the rear.

This is well illustrated in Figs. 131 and 136, and the action is similar

in all cases. When the brakes are applied, in all cases except when
the electro-pneumatic emergency application is used, the effect of the

brake application is first felt on the locomotive, causing a further

running in of slack, as shown by the more or less abrupt rise in the slack

indicator diagram taken between cars Nos. 1 and 2.

413. It is to be noted that the slack indicator diagrams show merely

the relative movement between cars. This relative movement is, of

course, brought about by the different rates of retardation on the dif-

ferent cars in the train, which may or may not produce more or less

severe shocks, depending upon whether the action takes place slowly

or suddenly. The speed of this movement is shown by the abruptness

of the rise or fall in the slack action curves. Consequently, a con-

siderable amount of slack action may be shown by the diagram, indi-

cating a considerable difference in rate of retardation at different points

in the train, but if these differences are brought about gradually, there

may be little or no shock noticed. On the other hand, a much smaller

amount of movement between cars, if taking place suddenly, as shown
by the more nearly vertical line on the slack action curve, might be
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accompanied by a noticeable shock. This relation between rate of

slack action and shock experienced was marked throughout the tests

and is particularly noticeable in the case of the service application

stops (Figs. 118 and 124 to 126). These show considerable changes

in slack, but these changes occurred relatively slowly. Very little

shock was felt during any service stops.

4l9o These slack curves, as a whole, are consistent in illustrating

the action of the slack progressively throughout the train. Some
apparent inconsistencies may be noticed, which are due to bunching of

the slack previous to the brake application.

420. In the case of the electro-pneumatic equipment, the more
prompt and effective application of the brakes on the cars results in

the locomotive tending to run out as soon as the brake application

becomes effective. The suddenness and degree of shock resulting from

this run out, depends largely upon the percentage of braking power

being used on the cars and locomotive. After this initial adjustment of

slack, however, the remainder of the stop is made with but relatively

little movement between cars. When using high braking power on

the locomotive (Fig. 134), the increased locomotive retardation tends

to reduce materially the amount of slack action, compared with that

produced with the ordinary braking power on the locomotive (Figs.

132 and 133), and for this reason it is desirable, when the cars are

equipped with the electro-pneumatic brake.

42 J. Fig. 125 shows the result of the relatively slow serial action

of the UC pneumatic equipment, for which the action of the slack was

more nearly like that experienced with the PM equipment. Figs. 119,

120 and 121.

422. The locomotive is an important factor in causing slack action

on the train. This is clearly illustrated by a comparison of Fig. 135

with Figs. 132, 133 and 134. Fig. 134 shows how this locomotive effect

is partially, but not entirely eliminated, by an increase in its braking

power, so that its retardation is more nearly equal to that resulting

from the use of high braking powers on the cars.

423. While the magnitude of the slack action between cars, as

shown by the range of movement indicated on the slack action dia-

grams, depends to a degree on the amount of force causing such motion

it is not proper to assume that the amount of this force is portrayed

with any accuracy by the magnitude of the movement between the

cars. The resistances of the draft gear rigging, the buffer springs, and

the adjustment of lost motion continually taking place while the train

is running, causes at times a considerable movement between adjacent

cars with very little variation in force and conversely, but little move-

ment may result when a considerable amount of force is being exerted

between adjacent cars. For these reasons the relation between the
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Fig. 117.

TYPICAL STOP.
A full service stop from 30 m.p.h. with PM equipment.
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Fig. 118.

TYPICAL STOP.
A full service stop from 60 m.p.h. with PM equipment.
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Fig. 119.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 30 m.p.h. with PM equipment.
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Fig. 120.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 60 m.[>.h. with standard single shoe brake rigging.
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Fig. 121.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with No. 1 clasp brake rigging.
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Fig. 122.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with PM equipment and high braking power on locomotive. The slack

action of the locomotive is slightly reduced.
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Fig. 123,

TYPICAL STOP.
An 30 m.p.h. emergency stop with PM equipment.
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Fig. 124.

TYPICAL STOP.
With the PM features only of the UC equipment a full, service stop was made from 30 m.p.h. In 638 feet.
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Fig. 125.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 60 m.p.h. with the UC pneumatic equipment.
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Fig. 126.

TYPICAL STOP.
A full service 30 m.p.h. stop made with the electric control.
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Fig. 127.

TYPICAL STOP.
This stop of 1877 feet from 60 m.p.h. was made by a full service application with electro-pneumatic

equipment.
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Fig. 128.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency following a full service application from 60 m.p.h. electro-pneumatic equipment.
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Fig. 129.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency stop from 30 m.p.h. electro-pneumatic equipment.
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Fig. 130.

TYPICAL STOP.

With 90 per cent, braking power this emergency stop with electro-pneumatic equipment was made in

feet.
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Fig. 131.

TYPICAL STOP,

the standard brake rigging and electro-pneumatic equipment, this stop was made in 1544 feet from a

speed of 60 m. p. h. The nominal braking power of the cars was 125 per cent.
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Fig. 132.

TYPICAL STOP.
A 60 m.p.h. emergency stop electro-pneumatic equipment. The nominal braking power of the cars was 150

per cent.
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Fig. 133.

TYPICAL STOP.
This stop is similar to that of Fig. 132, except that the train was equipped with standard brake rigging.
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Fig. 134.

TYPICAL STOP.
High braking power on the locomotive has partially eliminated the slack action between the locomotive and

the cars as shown by the nearly horizontal lines drawn by the slack indicators.
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Fig. 135.

TYPICAL STOP.
This 60 m.p.h. omergency breakaway stop shows that slight slack action is obtained between the cars when

the electro-pneumatic equipment is used. The locomotive effect is well illustrated by comparing Figs.

132, 133 and 134 wi^h this diagram.
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Fig. 136.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency breakaway stop from 60 m.p.h. made in 1122 feet, with electro-pneumatic equipment and 180

per cent, braking power.
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Fig. 137.

TYPICAL STOP.
An emergency breaka\vay stop from 80 m. p. h., 150 per cent, braking power, electro-pneumatic equipment.

The stopping distance was 2506 feet.
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force or the amount of shock between cars and the indications of the

slack action recorders is not direct nor can it be expressed in any
simple terms as would be the case if the resistance to relative motion

between cars could be considered the equivalent of a dynamometer
element for which the amount of movement between cars would be

directly proportional to the force acting.

Braking Power, Serial Action and Shocks—Low Speed Stops.

424. There is but little on record concerning the likehhood of

shocks due to a high emergency braking power quickly applied at low

speeds, although the general impression is that emergency applications,

even at sixty miles per hour or over, are likely to be rough or even dan-

gerous to passengers. This is a wrong impression. It is well known to all

who have observed the action of brakes at high speeds (and it was the

invariable experience during these tests) that the higher the speed the

less noticeable is the application of the brakes.

425. The use of the UC pneumatic and electro-pneumatic equip-

ments at the same speeds, percentages of braking power and otherwise

similar circumstances, afforded an opportunity to demonstrate the most
important fact in this connection, namely, that the amount of braking

power, by itself, has but little to do with the shock experienced but that

the rate of transmission of serial brake application in relation to the

rate of build up of brake cylinder pressure on each car is the controlling

factor. With the electro-pneumatic brake, in which serial quick action

is entirely eliminated, there was no shock at any speed or percentages

of braking power except the slight shock on the first few cars due to

the running out of slack which was to be expected on account of the

relatively low braking power on the locomotive. On the other hand
with the pneumatic equipment, having an appreciable time interval

between the application of the successive cars in the train, shocks were

experienced.

426. The most marked evidence of the effect of the time element in

the serial action of the brakes and resultant shocks, occurred during

the emergency stops made from very low speeds. Test Nos. 648, 649

and 650 were made with the UC pneumatic equipment at ten and at

twenty miles per hour. The resulting shocks, especially in the last

third of the train, were extremely severe being in effect a collision

between the forward end of the train, which was almost stopped, and
the rear end upon which the brake application was having but little,

if any, effect at the time the rear end run-in occurred. The fact that

this test was made with the UC pneumatic equipment, which was
relatively slow in transmitting serial quick action (Par. 194 and 199),

undoubtedly caused more severe shocks than will be experienced with

the considerably smaller time element of the universal valve as subse-

quently modified (Par. 242).
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427. The fact that the shock disappears entirely when the time

element in the application of the successive brakes in the train is elimi-

nated was shown by repeating the ten m.p.h. stop using the electro-pneu-

matic equipment. Notwithstanding that the stop was made in a shorter

distance than before (37 feet instead of 42 feet and 45 feet) the dif-

ference in the action of the train was marked. There was no shock

or violent slack action although a very high rate of retardation was
produced.

428. As the only difference in the two cases was in the brake appli-

cation being simultaneous on all cars with the electro-pneumatic and
serial with the pneumatic equipment, it was clear that the per cent,

braking power, by itself, could not possibly cause shocks due to the

suddenness or the magnitude of the retardation produced by the brake

shoes. The shocks disappeared with the elimination of the serial appli-

cation of the brakes and the prevention of sudden changes in the

amount of slack movement between the cars.

CHARACTERISTIC SPEED, RESISTANCE, DECELERATION

AND POWER CURVES.

429. During any stop the retardation at different instants is

dependent upon the resultant normal pressure of the brake shoes on the

wheels, the instantaneous value of the coefficient of brake shoe friction,

and the effect of the air and internal resistances. The difference between

the effects of the rotative energy of the wheels and the opposing air

and internal resistances is relatively so small, compared with that due

to the action of the brakes, that it does not here require consideration.

The brake resistances increase as the brake cylinder pressure increases,

during the time the brakes are being applied. After the maximum
brake cylinder pressure is reached with the UC equipment, no further

change in brake cylinder pressure takes place. Consequently, the

resultant normal pressure is substantially constant from that point

to the end of the stop. If the coefficient of brake shoe friction was

constant throughout the stop, the resultant resistance and retardation

would then be constant,, and the speed-distance curve would be a true

parabola, while the speed-time curve would be a straight line. It will

be of interest to check these conclusions with the results obtained in

several typical tests.

430. In order to study the relations of the factors above mentioned

to the best advantage typical single car breakaway stops, and stops with

the locomotive alone have been chosen. This eliminates the disturbing

influences of slack action (which produce apparent changes in retar-

dation which are not characteristic of the train as a whole) variations

in the retardation on the different vehicles comprising the train (which

would require the averaging of all data for all cars in order to arrive
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at a satisfactory relation between cause and effect) the non-uniformity

of brake rigging and brake shoe conditions (which can not be as satis-

factorily controlled on a train of a number of cars as on a single car)

and the variable effect of the locomotive. With this in view, Figs.

138 to 141 have been plotted to show the speed-time, and speed-distance

curves plotted from the track chronograph records of the various stops

chosen. From the speed-time curve, the time-deceleration and re-

sistance curves have been plotted, the ordinate at any point on the

deceleration curve being proportional to the slope of the tangent to

the speed-time curve at the corresponding point. The fact that the

same curve, referred to different scales, shows both deceleration of the

train and the instantaneous resistances to the motion of the train at

any point during the stop, follows from the fact that the relation be-

tween resisting forces and resultant deceleration is constant, so long

as the mass of the train is unchanged.

43 1

.

It will be noted that the curves showing deceleration and resist-

ance are not horizontal lines beyond the point where the brake becomes

fully applied. The resistance is not constant but changes more or less

as the speed of the train is reduced, especially toward the end of the

stop, where a considerable and continual increase in retardation is ex-

perienced. As pointed out above, this occurs during the time the brake

cylinder pressure is constant, and consequently the resultant normal

brake shoe pressure is substantially constant. The conclusion, there-

fore, follows that the other factor, viz., the coefficient of brake shoe

friction is changing and that the character of the changes which it

undergoes is accurately portrayed by the deceleration curves derived

as explained. This characteristic change in the coefficient of brake

shoe friction has been a matter of common observation in every instance

where train tests or laboratory tests of brake shoes have been studied

from this point of view. A further analysis of the influences which

bring about the characteristic variations in brake shoe friction will

be found in Chapter VII, but it may be stated here that with constant

brake shoe pressure, the observed changes in retardation are brought

about by changes in the character of the bearing surface between the

brake shoe and the wheel. This in turn depends upon the temperature

of the metal doing the work, which is dependent upon the rate at which

energy is being absorbed; and this varies with the decreasing speed of

the train.

432. Having the deceleration and resistance curve thus plotted on

a time basis, the value of the resistance at different distances from the

point of brake application can be determined by the aid of the speed-

time and speed-distance curves. In this way, the distance-deceleration

and resistance curves were plotted. The work done during any portion

of the stop is proportional to the area under the distance-resistance

curves.
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433. In order to obtain the average resistance to the motion of the

train, it is necessary to integrate this curve. The shape of the curve at

the beginning is determined by the more or less rapid rate of rise of brake

cyUnder pressure, which depends upon the kind of brake equipment

being used. In order to arrive at a relation between the force developed

in the brake cylinder or at the brake shoe, and the resulting retarding

force, it is advantageous to consider this relation from the standpoint

of constant brake cylinder, or shoe pressure throughout the stop.

Consequently, it is desirable to replace the effect of the variable press-

ures acting during the time the brake is being applied by their equiv-

alent effects, had the maximum pressure developed, and held through-

out the stop, been realized instantaneously. This can be done by

determining the point of equivalent instantaneous application of re-

tarding force, which is the point at which the maximum retarding force

initially developed could have been applied instantaneously to pro-

duce the same effect on the speed of the train, as was realized from the

gradual building up of retarding force that actually occurred. The

amount of work required to reduce the initial speed of the train to

the value which existed at the time the retarding force reached its

initial maximum value, is proportional to the area under the distance-

resistance curve up to this point. The same amount of work would

be represented if the gradually rising resistance curve were replaced

by a vertical line, representing the development of the same maximum
retarding force instantly, but at a point such that the work done in

the two cases is the same. In other words, referring to Fig. 138, the

area of the rectangle CDABC is equal to the area of the irregular

figure OABO.

434. Having determined the point of equivalent instantaneous

application of the retarding force, the average resistance, during the time

that the brake may he considered fully applied, can be found by inte-

grating the ar-ea under the entire distance-resistance curve and dividing

this area by the total length of stop minus the distance from the start

(o) to the point of equivalent instantaneous application. Referring

to Fig. 138, this is equivalent to dividing area CDAEFC by CF. The

average resistances in pounds per ton, shown in Figs. 138 to 141, were

determined in this manner.

435. The amount of work done during any interval is equal to the

corresponding change in kinetic energy. If the change in kinetic energy

for consecutive intervals throughout the stop is calculated from data

afforded by the speed-time curves, and these values plotted at times

corresponding to the average speeds during these intervals, the locus

of the points so determined will be a curve representing the rate at

which work is being done throughout the stop or, in other words, the

power being developed at each unit interval of the stop. Curves so

determined are indicated on Figs. 138, 139 and 140, as power-time
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Fig. 138.

SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.

Emergency stops from 60 m.p.h. with the No. 3 clasp brake and electro-pneumatic equipment. The stop at

150 per cent, braking power was made in 853 feet. When 90 per cent, braking power was used the stop

was 1192 feet.
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Fig. 139.

SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.

Emergency stops made with the No. 1 and No. 2 clasp brake rigging.
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Fig. 140.

SINGLE CAR BREAKAWAY STOPS.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.

These tests were similar to those shown in Fig. 138, except that in this case the car was fitted with flanged

shoes.
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Fig. 141.

LOCOMOTIVE STOP.
CHARACTERISTIC CURVE.

When high braking power was used on the locomotive the stop from 60 m.p.h. was made In 1194 feet. The

lower portion of the diagram shows a test with ordinary braking power on the locomotive. The stop

was made in 1563 feet.
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curves. This curve is referred to four different scales, designating

thousands of foot pounds per second, horse-power, total B. t. u.'s per

second, and B. t. u.'s per brake shoe per second. The constant re-

lation between these four scales is obvious.

436. These power-time curves are of particular interest in the study

of the rate at which energy must be absorbed by the brake shoes during

the progress of the stop, as will be discussed in Chapter VII.

Actual and Estimated Stops.

A Summary of General Results with a Twelve Car Train.

437. The following table of emergency 12 car train stops from

60 miles per hour summarizes the stops obtained during the road tests

and shows briefly the gain in stopping distance to be obtained by the

use of clasp brakes and the UC pneumatic or electro-pneumatic equip-

ment.

Brake Rtgginq
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CHAPTER VII.

BRAKE SHOES.

Road Tests.

437. The condition of the material in the brake shoes, the manner
in which they are adjusted to fit the wheel, and the bearing which the

shoes have upon the wheel will materially influence the length of stop,

having the greatest efi"ect at the higher speeds. These agencies,

although previously observed and recognized in a theoretical way, had
never been so forcibly impressed upon observers as during the present

series of tests and the information gained from the special attention

given the performance of the brake shoes in the tests has developed

some noteworthy facts in regard to them.

438. Prior to starting the tests it was arranged to have the brake

shoes made from special heats and to be as near as possible to the normal

composition of our standard cast iron shoes in order that the variation

in brake shoes might not affect comparisons of air brake equipment

and the brake rigging.

439. Before applying these shoes to the test train they were

broken in on other trains to wear off the face surface or slight chill

incident to foundry practice. When so broken in, with an average of

I inch of thickness removed from the face, Brinell hardness readings of

the surface were taken and the shoes grouped according to hardness

numbers. The results of this preliminary work, showing the grouping

as to the number of shoes obtained from two heats in range of hardness

and the chemical analysis are shown in the following tables:

Range of Hardness and Number of Shoes Under Each Group.

First Heat.

Range of Brinell
Hardness Numbers
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440. Incident to the breaking-in of the shoes for the test train a

series of tests was made to determine the variation in hardness with

respect to wear. The results of this investigation are shown in Fig.

142 which indicates that when the shoe is new a wide variation in

hardness may be expected between shoes made from the same heat,

but that as the shoe wears down the hardness becomes fairly uniform

and remains so, decreasing slightly as the shoe wears out. Although

at that time no data was available, it was thought that Brinell hardness

was an indication, not only of the ultimate strength of the face metal

of the shoe but also was related in some way to the coefficient of fric-

tion. Later tests confirm this belief but at this time the degree of this

relation is not known. The indications are, however, that the harder

the cast iron material the lower will be the coefficient of friction and

that the highest possible coefficient of friction from cast iron (at least

under clasp brake conditions) is obtained with a material approaching

the condition of the shoe when about three-fourths worn out and having

a Brinell hardness number of about 190.

441. The greatest uniformity of action and the highest friction

seems to be obtained when the brake shoe bearing on the wheel is

best. This condition would naturally be expected to follow a series of

relatively light applications in the course of which the effects of temper-

ature in warping the shoe are kept at a minimum.

442. It may be seen here that this most desirable condition is

precisely what results from the continued use of the brakes during

service stops on the road and consequently the brake shoes as worn in

ordinary train service are in the most favorable condition for making

short emergency stops. In the tests this condition appeared at times

to have been reached after several light braking power runs. Stops

following such a series of runs were then shorter than similar stops

following several tests at higher braking powers, other conditions being

the same. This result seemed to be most consistently obtained with

the single shoe train.

443. The schedule of tests with the No. 3 clasp brake was ar-

ranged with this in mind but the effect was not so noticeable in this case,

there being indications that a good shoe bearing with the clasp brake

might follow a small number of tests made at high braking power as

well as a much larger number of tests made at lower braking power.

The influence of previous tests on the shoe bearing for any particular

test under consideration is so obscured by other conditions, such as the

general wearing in of the shoes that necessarily results at any braking

power, that the observations of the effect of the shoe dressing runs are

of questionable value.

444. The effect of the bearing of the shoe on the wheel is illus-

trated on the graphical log on page 343 (tests 1501 to 1531). The
difference in the length of stop (110 feet) is due entirely to the gradually
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Fig. 142.

HARDNESS OF BRAKE SHOE (BRINELL METHOD).
The change in hardness of shoes as they are worn in service.
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improving shoe condition, from the time the train was first started,

when the shoes did not have proper bearing, until the shoes had reached

the full bearing on all of the wheels.

445. The influence of shoe bearing on the length of stop is more

fully referred to in the data obtained on the check runs which have

been discussed in Chapter VI (Par. 366).

Cracked or Sl,otted Shoes.

446. A consideration of the results of the warping of the shoe

led to the conclusion that the warping could be largely eliminated by

slotting or cracking the shoes so that they would be more free to con-

form to the contour of the wheel.

447. As a matter of fact, this cracking takes place with either

plain or flanged shoes after a number of runs have been made and

while the effect of this cracking on the length of stop is not accurately

obtainable from the data of the road tests it was made the subject of

further investigation in the laboratory tests of brake shoes.

448. To afford at the outset the shoe flexibility which comes

about from the gradual cracking of the shoes during continued use, a

number of plain shoes were slotted and applied to a single car

equipped with the No. 2 clasp brake. The resulting stops of the car

so equipped did not show the advantage of this shoe modification

owing to the limited number of tests made. It was decided not to

carry these investigations further, however, because laboratory tests

were under way and offered a more convenient means of accurately

determining the effect of slotting or cracking shoes.

PivAiN Shoes—One-Hai.f Area.

449. As a further study of the influence of bearing area on the

performance of brake shoes, tests were made with the same shoes as in

the slotted shoe tests but with the ends broken off and their area re-

duced by 50 per cent. The first stop (test No. 0120) was made in 1031

feet. This was almost as short as the shortest stop made under similar

conditions with the full area unslotted shoes (test No. 099, length of

stop 1007 feet). Subsequent tests with these partial area shoes re-

sulted in stops of 1210, 1190, 1193 and 1134 feet. All of these stops

were with the brake shoes at a high temperature. These results tend to

confirm the conclusion that the bearing area rather than the total face

area of the shoe is the important factor in brake shoe performance, and

that the bearing area on the first test with half area shoes was substan-

tially as effective as that of the full area solid shoes which were undoubt-

edly affected by warping to a considerably greater extent. Further-

more, the much longer distances run in the four stops following the
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first with the one-half area shoes demonstrated the effect of shoe tem-

perature which was offsetting the probable tendency of the better bear-

ing area condition originally secured as a result of the reduced warping

effect.

Flanged Shoes.

450. The advantage of an increased bearing area was demon-

strated beyond question by the fact that the use of flanged brake shoes

after being worn to a satisfactory bearing resulted invariably in a

shorter stop than under similar conditions with unflanged shoes. The
shortest stops made in the entire series of tests were with flanged brake

shoes and their use shortened the stop approximately 12 per cent, as

compared with the best similar tests in which unflanged shoes were

used under similar conditions. This comparison is illustrated graph-

ically in Fig. 116. A discussion of the performance of flanged versus

plain shoes will be found in Par. 533.

MACHINE TESTS.

45 1 . Up to the time of these tests there ^^ is no definite laboratory

test information which would apply to the particular braking conditions

under investigation, especially with reference to the actual brake shoe

performance as distinguished from the brake rigging performance.

452. To supplement the road tests, a series of laboratory tests

was carried out on the brake shoe testing machine of the American

Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, at Mahwah, N. J.

453. The shoes used in the laboratory tests were selected from the

group of shoes provided for the road tests so that as far as uniformity

of shoe metal is concerned the laboratory test results would be com-

parable with the results of the road tests. The schedule of the tests

was devised to develop information concerning the following:

—

(A) The effect of bearing area upon the mean coeflScient of

friction.

(B) The effect of temperature upon the mean coefficient of fric-

tion.

(C) The effect of width and length of shoe upon the mean co-

efficient of friction on the basis of equal bearing areas.

(D) Variation in the mean coefficient of friction through a range

of speeds at constant braking power.

(E) Variation in the mean coefficient of friction through a range

of braking powers at constant speed.

(F) The effect of clasp and standard brake conditions on the

mean coefficient of friction at constant speed with various braking

powers and at constant braking power with various speeds.
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(G) The rate of wear of shoes as aflfected by clasp and standard

brake conditions on the basis of wear per unit of work done.

(H) The rate of wear under clasp brake conditions as affected by

various types of standard and reduced area brake shoes on a basis of

wear per unit of work done.

(I) The effect of a difference in the relative hardness of the brake

shoe metal.

(J) The effect of the rate of cooling of brake shoes after test.

(K) The effect of the difference in conditions of brake shoe

machine and road tests.

454. A complete schedule of the tests is shown on the table on

page 240 which indicates the number of tests made under each condition,

with respect to braking power, speed, type of shoe and rigging con-

ditions. The tests were made in two series. In the first series plain

solid (type A), plain slotted (type B) and plain solid special hard (type

H) shoes were tested under both standard and clasp brake conditions at

150 per cent, nominal braking power through the range of speeds (30,

60 and 80 m.p.h.) and at 60 m.p.h. through the range of nominal per

cents, of braking power (50, 90, 113, 150 and 180).

455. The second series of tests was made, under clasp brake con-

ditions only, on plain reduced area (types C and D) flanged solid (type

E) flanged slotted (type F) and flanged reduced area (type G), all at

the same ranges of speed and braking power.

456. The summaries of averages for the various tests are shown on

pages 391 to 397. The detailed data of all the tests is on file in the office

of the General Superintendent M. P. at Altoona.

457. All of the brake shoes were of the cast iron steel back type,

selected from the shoes provided for the road tests. Two or more shoes

of each type were tested. There was some variation between different

shoes of the same type when tested under the same conditions, but this

variation was not greater than that noted when making successive tests

on the same shoe and under the same conditions. There is one ex-

ception to this rule in the case of Shoe 97 after it had been reduced to

one-half its original area. This shoe repeatedly failed to check with

other similarly modified shoes of the same type. At the time the shoe

was modified it was noted that this shoe was very hard and differed con-

siderably in this respect from the other shoes. For this reason all the

tests of Shoe 97 in its modified form were rejected from the averages.
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Schedule of Tests Made in IvAboratory of A. B. S. and F. Co.,

Mahwah, N. J.
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458. The types of cast iron steel back brake shoes are shown in

Fig. 143.

Type A.A,onH
CAST IRON - STEEL BACK

PLAIN -SOLID

shoe: NoS-3t-<l7-7S-320-S67
ZOTS0- ZOJto

TrP£ c.

,^f>£A ZS % 1
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Fig. 144.

CAR WHEEL AND BRAKE SHOE.

Fig. 146.

THE RECORDING MECHANISM.

Fig. 145. Fig. 147.

FRONT VIEW OF MACHINE AND DRIVING MOTOR. THE RECORDING MECHANISM.
BRAKE SHOE TESTING MACHINE.
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These tests were made under two conditions of wheel load as

follows :

—

(a) Six (6) rings in the fly wheel, equivalent to 15 900 lb.

wheel load. This corresponds to a four wheel truck car weighing

127 200 lb. with one brake shoe per wheel.

Fig. 148.

BRAKE SHOE TESTING MACHINE.
At A Is shown the main lever holding the brake shoe B. An adjustable weight D Is carried on

the levor C. The rod K transmits the pull of the brake shoe to the weighing mechanism at L.

(6) Two (2) rings in the fly wheel equivalent to 7 220 lb. wheel
load. This corresponds to a four wheel truck car weighing 115 600 lb.

with brake shoes on each side of the wheel. It will be noted that the

wheel load in this case v/as slightly less than half of that in the first

case, but the difference could not be eliminated with the fly wheel
adjustment provided.

D.—Necessary controller and electric devices for governing the

speed of the motor and test wheel. ,

E.—A head for holding a brake shoe with a system of levers and
adjustable weights for applying any desired pressure to the brake shoe.

F-—An air cyhnder with brake valve for holding the shoe away
from the wheel and bringing same into contact with the wheel when
desired and at any rate required.

G.—An Emery Dynamometer and Chronograph for graphically
recording

(a) Pull of brake shoes.

(b) Speed.

(c) Distance traveled or length of stop.
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The dynamometer spring was calibrated to register a vertical

deflection of 1 in. for each 1000 lb. pull of the brake shoe.

The length of stop or distance traveled at the periphery of

the test wheel is proportional ^o the horizontal distance measured

on the diagram. One inch travel of the paper corresponding to 72 ft.

travel at the periphery of a 36 in. test wheel.

' The time pencil records the beats of a seconds' pendulum, from

which record the speed in miles per hour is calculated.

For some of the diagrams two additional pencils were used, one

for recording data in connection with the sparks thrown off the

shoes and the other for data in connection with pyrometer records of

rise in shoe temperature.

H.—A speed indicator for showing the speed of the test wheel so

that the brake shoe could be applied at the predetermined speed.

Equivalent Wheei, Load.

460. The area of the dynamometer card when measured to the

proper scale gives the amount of work done in making the stop. Ex-

pressed by formula this is as follows:

Work= Area of Diagram = Shoe PuUX Length ofStop = | MV^ = ^r—

,

V being the velocity at the periphery of the test wheel andW the equiva-

lent wheel load. By obtaining the area of a large number of diagrams,

and taking the averages, the following values have been obtained for

the equivalent wheel load.
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brake (single shoe) and clasp brake (double shoe). The conditions of

the test in each case were planned to be as nearly as possible equivalent

to those under which the standard and clasp brakes were tested on the

road.

465. The wheel load provided on the test machine for the stand-

ard brake conditions was 15 900 pounds. It would have been desirable

to make this wheel load slightly less, say, 15 000 lb., in order to more
nearly approximate the actual average wheel load of the test train, but

owing to the fact that it was only possible to change the wheel load set-

ting of the machine by certain predetermined steps, 15 900 pounds was
the nearest possible approach to the actual road test figures.

466. The nearest obtainable wheel load to represent clasp brake

conditions was 7220 pounds.

467. The nominal value of the braking power used throughout

the tests was computed on the basis of the wheel load allowing 80 per

cent, for brake rigging efficiency. Thus, the shoe load to be used in

order to provide 90 per cent, braking power under clasp brake conditions

was computed as follows: The product of wheel load, per cent, brak-

ing power and rigging efficiency, or 7 220X0.90X0.80=5198 pounds.

The object of introducing the rigging efficiency factor of 80 per cent,

was to make the conditions of the machine tests approximate as nearly

as possible those of the road tests, it being decided that 80 per cent, was
a fair figure for the average value of the efficiency of the brake rigging.

In order to make the data generally applicable the stops and the mean
coefficient of friction were plotted against the actual per cent, braking

power independent of any allowance for rigging efficiency. For ex-

ample, all stops made at a nominal braking power of 90 per cent, have
been plotted at 90X0.80 or 72 per cent.: likewise at 120 per cent, and
144 per cent, for the nominal braking powers of 150 per cent, and 180

per cent., respectively.

468. The shoe was held away from the wheel by air pressure,

the releasing of this pressure applied the shoe to the wheel, the weight
then acting through a system of levers (Figs. 146 and 148). These
were arranged so as to make the time of application of the brake shoe
to the wheel as nearly as possible equivalent to the rate of development
of the braking power on the test train during an electro-pneumatic

emergency application. The time from the instant the shoe first began
to touch the wheel to the instant that the full pressure came upon the
shoe was approximately 2.5 seconds.

469. The method of starting and conducting the test was as fol-

lows: The surface of the shoe was chalked to assist in the observation
of the bearing area after the test. The wheel was accelerated to a speed
slightly above that desired for the test and allowed to drift until its

velocity had decreased to that desired for the test when the shoe was
applied to the wheel.
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470. After every test (except those at 30 m.p.h.) the wheel was

cleaned by making two stops with cleaning shoes from a speed of 40

miles per hour. The first cleaning shoe was sand filled and was used for

the purpose of removing any rough spots of brake shoe metal which

might have adhered to the test wheel. The second cleaning shoe was of

a special composition which polished the wheel and removed any sand

or grit remaining. After the 30 m.p.h. tests, only the composition pol-

ishing shoe was used. This program for the cleaning of the shoe was

determined upon after many experiments had been made to find a

method for cleaning the wheel which would insure the most consistent

and uniform wheel surface conditions.

471. An important difference between the conditions of machine

and road tests was that of the wheel treads. During the road tests the

tread of the wheel is continually rolling on the rail but during a machine

test the wheel is subjected to the action of the brake shoe only. It was

impractical to produce any condition which would be equivalent to

rolling the wheel tread during machine tests. The effect of this differ-

ence in wheel surface conditions is one of the factors which go to make
up the difference between machine and road tests described in the dis-

cussion of the relation of road tests to machine tests. (Par. 549.)

472. The brake shoes to be tested were at all times arranged to

come on test in a regular order so that all shoes were given time to cool

and were at atmospheric temperatures at the start of every test.

473. Preliminary stops were made for the purpose of wearing the

shoes in to the best possible bearing on the wheel.

OBSERVATIONS.

Time and Length of Stop.

474. The time of stop for all tests was taken by an observer with

a stop watch. The length of the dynamometer card was exactly pro-

portional to the distance of the stop of the test wheel. The card was
accurately measured in every case and the necessary factor applied to

give the true length of stop. The initial speed of nearly every test

varied slightly from the speed desired and in such cases the actual

distance of the stop was equated to an equivalent value for the desired

speed assuming that the stopping distance is directly proportional to

the square of the speed.

Speed.

475. The dynamometer card mechanism was thrown into gear

three or four seconds before the shoe was applied to the wheel. The
record obtained for time and distance just before the application was

used as the basis for calculating the actual speed of that test.
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Mean Coefficient of Friction.

476. The application of the brake shoe to the revolving car wheel

results in the generation of a force between the surfaces of the shoe and
the wheel which acts so as to retard the motion of the wheel. The re-

sistance is termed "Friction" and can be defined as the force of resist-

ance which opposes the relative motion of two surfaces in contact. Re-
ferring to Fig. 149 which shows a number of characteristic brake shoe

test machine dynamometer cards, it will be noted that these cards give

a continuous record of the force of resistance or friction produced be-

tween the brake shoe and the wheel on a distance base throughout the

stop.

477. The friction developed between the surface of the wheel

and the shoe will always be proportional to the normal pressure which

forces the shoe against the wheel and to the condition of the wheel and
shoe surfaces in contact. The ratio between the force of resistance or

the friction and the normal pressure is termed the coefficient offriction of

the two surfaces in contact. This ratio depends on the nature and
conditions of the contact surfaces, or in other words, on the ability of

these surfaces to generate a force ofresistance , opposed to the motion of the

wheel. It is a percentage factor and can be regarded as expressing the

combined frictional qualities of the two rubbing sirrfaces.

478. The cards (Fig. 149) show that the friction between the brake

shoe and the wheel was changing although the normal pressure oh the

brake shoe remained constant after the shoe had been fully applied to the

wheel 2.5 seconds from the start. The fact that the friction developed

was variable, while the normal presstu-e on the brake shoe was constant,

means that the ratio between the resisting force and the normal pres-

sure on the shoe (coefl&dent of friction), was varying during the stop;

which in turn indicates that the nature or condition of the two surfaces

in contact were changing.

479. The mean value of the resisting force can be obtained by
dividing the area under the force-distance curve by the length of the

card from the point of equivalent instantaneous application to the stop

and when this mean resisting force is divided by the normal pressure on

the shoe the result is the Mean Coefficient of Friction. This factor ex-

presses the average frictional quality of the brake shoe surface in con-

tact with the wheel tread surface dtuing the entire stop and is convenient

for use in comparing tests made on different types of shoes at various

normal shoe pressures.

480. Previous to the starting of the tests the dynamometer was
caUbrated and a large number of cards were integrated. It was found

that the eflficiency of the rigging through which the weights were applied

to the shoe of the test machine was, practically, 100 per cent. It was
decided therefore that much time could be saved by computing the
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CHARACnmSTIC DYNAflOflETER CARDS
?AKE SHOE
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mean coefficient of friction from the data of speed and length of stop
from the point of equivalent instantaneous application, as measured on
the card, instead of determining the mean coefficient of friction by in-

tegrating the entire indicator card. The mean coefficient of friction as

recorded in the log was computed from the speed and this stop distance,

using the following equation :

—

.0334 V«

P'Sz

where f= mean coefficient of friction V= initial speed in miles per hour,

P^ = the braking power in per cent, used on the machine and is equal

to the corresponding nominal per cent, braking power ^P) for the train

tests, multiplied by the assumed car rigging efficiency (e) and 82 =
distance from point of equivalent instantaneous application to the stop

in feet. The formula can alsot)e written i==~—pr-'P e S2

481. For example let speed be 60 miles per hour and the total

stopping distance 707 feet (S) for a nominal braking power of 150 per

cent, and 80 per cent, car rigging efficiency. The distance from the

trip to the point of equivalent instantaneous application (Si) is 66 feet,

then S2 = S-Si = 641 feet.

Then the mean coefficient of friction f=
0.0334 (60)'' __

1.50 X 0.80 X 641 = ^^-^^ P^" ^^°*'

Temperatures.

482. Wliile testing the plain solid and slotted shoes, temperature

measurements were made of the brake shoes throughout the tests and
the temperature of both the wheel and the shoe, before the test, was
noted. The initial temperature of the shoes was usually taken as that

of the room, the shoes having plenty of time to cool back to room tem-

peratm-e between tests. In a few cases the shoes did not have time to

cool and then the initial temperature was noted by means of an electric

pyrometer or a mercury thermometer. The temperatiu-es during the

tests were observed by means of an electric pyrometer, the thermo-

couple of which was inserted in a hole drilled from the back of the shoe

diagonally through to the face. The elliptical shaped opening marked
"For Pyrometer" (Figs. 151 to 154) illustrates the position of the

thermo-couple in the shoe. The thermo-couple was adjusted so that it

was close to or touching the wheel during the stop. The object being

to obtain if possible the actual temperature of the working metal at the

surface of the shoe. The diagram of the arrangement of the thenno-

couple in the drilled opening through the shoe is shown in Fig. 150.
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483. During the tests the time of each rise of 40 degrees Fahren-

heit as indicated by the thermo-couple, was noted on the dynamometer
record as shown by the upper Hne marked " Temperatiu-e rise" in Fig.

149. The temperature thirty seconds after the maximum temperature

occurred was noted as well as the initial and maximum temperatures

of the brake shoes. The temperature of the wheel was also measured

Fig. 150.
BRAKE SHOE TEMPERATURE.

Method of applying thermo-couple to brake shoe.

previous to each test by means of a mercury thermometer placed in

contact with the wheel and insulated from the atmosphere.

484. Dming the second series of tests with the reduced area

plain, solid flanged, slotted flanged and reduced area flanged brake

shoes pyrometer readings were not taken. Only the initial and final

temperatures of the brake shoe were noted.

Sparking.

485. Observations of the sparking at the brake shoe were made
during the first series of tests on plain solid and plain slotted shoes. A
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magnet similar to the one used for indicating rise in temperature was

mounted on the bridge of the dynamometer and its circuit was con-

trolled by an observer stationed near the test wheel. The line marked

"Sparks" in Fig. 149 illustrates characteristic sparking records.

486. Five observations are indicated having the following signifi-

cance:

—

A.—Application of brake.

B.—Sparks start.

C.—Maximmn sparking.

D.—Decrease of sparking.

E.—Sparks stop.

487. It was noted that the action of sparking during machine

tests was not similar to the same action observed dming the road tests.

The sparking of the brake shoe began simultaneously with the appli-

cation of the shoe in the machine tests whereas dining road tests an

appreciable time was noted between the instant the shoe was applied to

the wheel and the time the sparks appeared. This difference was due

to the strong air currents experienced in the road tests when the speed

of the train is relatively high, and could not be overcome in the machine

tests although it was attempted by blowing a jet of air on the wheel.

Bearing Area.

488. The brake shoe bearing area was observed by chalking the

shoe before the test and after the test making a sketch of the surface of

the shoe from which the chalk had been removed. The bearing area

thus shown was measured by means of a planimeter and the total shoe

area, which had been in bearing at some time dining the stop, computed.

489. Reproductions of characteristic bearing area sketches are

shown in Figs. 151 to 154.

Hardness.

490. Brinell hardness readings were taken previous to each test

of the first series. The observations differed very little for the various

shoes throughout the entire series of tests and indicated a uniform

material. No hardness readings were made during the second series of

tests.

Wear.

49 1

.

The shoes were weighed before and after each series of tests

and the loss in weight noted.
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RESULTS OF TESTS—EFFECT OF BEARING AREA
ON RESULTS.

492. The measjurement of brake shoe bearing area, as described

in Par. 488, did not prove to be as valuable in connection with the study

of its effect on mean coefficient of friction as was desired, as the dia-

grams taken were only able to show the total shoe surface which had

been in bearing contact at some time during the stop. The mean co-

efficient of friction is a function of the mean average of all the bearing

areas which may have existed at each instant of the stop and, there-

fore, this average should be considered if a true relation between bear-

ing area and mean coefficient of friction is to be established. The

diagrams shown in Figs. 151 to 154, indicate the total bearing area

which came into contact during the stop but they do not give any in-

formation as to its value at any instant of the stop or its average value

throughout the stop.

493. The unsatisfactory nature of the determination of bearing

area was appreciated and as a means of obtaining additional information

a special series of "Intermittent" tests was made in the following

manner :

—

494. The wheel was brought up to the speed desired and the shoes

applied in the usual way. As soon as full pressure was obtained the

shoe was released and tfie diminished value of the speed at the instant

of release was noted. The bearing area of the shoe was then measured.

This operation was repeated five (5) times, each application being made

at an initial speed equal to the final speed of the preceding application,

starting with an initial speed of 60 miles per hour and allowing the

wheel to stop during the application of the pressure for the fifth time,

after which the shoe was released, removed from the wheel and its final

bearing area measured.

495. A number of tests were made at both 120 per cent, and 144 per

cent, braking power on various types of shoes well worn to the wheel.

The results of the tests are shown in Figs. 155 and 156. The shoe

bearing area is expressed in per cent, of the total face area of the shoe,

and is plotted against the speed of the wheel, noted at the instant the

shoe was released.

496. From Figs. 155 and 156 it is apparent that the bearing area

varies widely throughout the stop, the bearing area being small at the

beginning but increasing to a maximum at or near the end of the stop.

The results, however, are only indicative, because there is necessarily

some difference between the conditions of the intermittent and regular
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stops. Some time was required to remove the shoe, measure its bear-

ing area and replace it and consequently the temperature of the shoe

as a whole was much lower than it would be for the same stop made
continuously. The heating of the shoe during the intermittent stop

I 5M0C -CLA5P

^0E NO. 567

Fig. 151.

BRAKE SHOE BEARING AREA-PLAIN SOLID SHOE.
The shaded portion shows where the shoe does not come in contact with the wheei.

was not only less but was more evenly distributed than in a continuous

stop. This results in a decreased tendency to warp. The instanta-

neous values of coefficient of friction were obtained directly from the

dynamometer record. It is apparent that these coeflficients of friction,

considered either singly or averaged, are very much greater than the

mean coefficient of friction obtained for similar stops made continu-

ously.

497. This indicates that although the intermittent tests were

made as nearly as possible equivalent to continuous tests, the una-

voidable difference in the conditions had a decided influettce and this
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influence was in the direction of producing better shoe bearing con-

ditions and consequently a higher coefficient of friction.

JH0£ NO sei

Fig. 152.
BRAKE SHOE BEARING AREAS—PLAIN SOLID SHOE.

498. However, the data are such that it is possible to conclude

that the magnitude of the hearing area does change throughout the stop and

is greatest near the end of the stop.

499. Dtu-ing these tests it was noticed that the bearing area

shifted that is to say, a spot which was found in the bearing area early

in the stop, was found in the non-bearing area later,in the stop.

500. A study of all the bearing area measurements both for con-

tinuous and intermittent stops leads to the conclusion that none of

the values of the bearing areas determined are sufficiently accurate to

establish a ti-ue relation between bearing area, presstu-e density and

mean coefficient of friction.
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50 1 . To determine the effect of bearing area upon the mean co-

eflficient of friction, the mean value of the brake shoe bearing area

throughout the stop is necessary, rather than the total and relatively

high value observed after the stop. Obviously, it was impossible to

measure the instantaneous brake shoe bearing area continuously, and
therefore the data can be considered only as relative.

SHOE NO. Z&3

Fig. 153.
BRAKE SHOE BEARING AREAS—PLAIN SLOTTED SHOE.

502. A study of the data in a general way shows that the greater

the pressure per square inch of bearing area, the lower will be the mean
coefficient of friction.

503. The temperature observations taken as described in para-

graph 482 cannot be used to establish a definite relation between the

temperature of the working metal and the mean coefficient of friction,

for the actual temperatures existing at the bearing area were not deter-

mined.

504. The readings indicated only the temperature of that por-

tion of the shoe surrounding the pyrometer element. If this portion
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of the shoe were in working contact with the wheel the temperatures

would be correspondingly high, but when the bearing area shifted to

some other place on the face of the shoe the pyrometer indicated

puiiN SLorrco shc£- s/mcl£ sho£ airAH£t*.-», •* siorrcD SHO£ ' s/f/eu shoe £ nAiNsufrrro smc- sincissmoc BffAMC >
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Pennsylvania Railroad company
PBiLADBLnnA* BiaTmoBx A, W/.^HiifaToii Railboao OoicpAirr

KOBTH»ui Ckkt&al Railway Cohtavy
WatT JmMMMT A BVAAHORa Rai2Jm>a£ ConrAifY

Sheet No.ISi.QlS test department

BRAViE__T£SXST.WaJ Atu>.S.R.^__

M-M-U

altoona, PA.a.-22ry:a/^F

Fig. 155.

BEARING AREA AND COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION.
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Sheet N0.7.9B.4:

U. p. 4» D

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD COMPANY
PUMUADELFKIA. BaLTUOKX A WABBIMttTOll RULBOAD Co71FJJ«T

NORTHKRH CEMTRaL KaILWAT CoaPAMY
WuT Jbb*bt a 8BA8aoRB Railroad CoMrART

TEST DEPARTMENT

BR^>S& ZTK.ST'S VV.J- :S S. R.R Altoona. PA&-ZBr/3fZ

Fig. 156.

BEARING AREA AND COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION.
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Sheet No. ZgaS"..

M. p. 47e D

Pennsylvanja Railroad Company
PHZLASElfHlA. BaLTDIOBX & WaSHINOTOH RaILBOAD COKPAJVT

NORTHXBH CSNTRAL RaILWAT CoMPANT
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TEST DEPARTMENT
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Fig. 157.

BRAKE SHOE TEMPERATURE.
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pass off with the sparks, a proportional amount will produce a rise in

the temperature of the shoe as a whole.

506. However, it is not reasonable to look for evidences of the

effect of the temperature of the whole brake shoe on the coefficient of

friction, when it is appreciated that the temperatures at the working

surfaces greatly exceed the maximum temperatures ever reached by
the shoe as a whole. Consequently for a correct understanding of

the relation between temperature and coefficient of friction it is neces-

sary to examine minutely the phenomena which occur during the

development of brake shoe friction and to study the action of the

materials immediately concerned in this process.

507. To illustrate how the slight inequalities of the two surfaces

in contact interlock and resist relative movement, the following sketch

has been made to an enlarged scale.

If the top surface is regarded as stationary any movement
of the lower surface in the direction indicated by the arrow will be

resisted by a force made up of two components :

—

First—Tearing or abrasion of some of the surface projections which
are interlocked. In other words, the motion of one surface with respect

to the other can be accomplished by shearing off the interlocking pro-

jections as indicated by the dotted lines in the sketch.

Second—By the lifting or unlocking of some of the surface

projections which would require forcing the surfaces apart against the

normal pressure until the minute projections on the surface succes-

sively cleared. This resistance component involves the performance of

work in separating the surfaces against the normal pressure through

the medium of the (for this purpose) inefficient surface angles of the

minute projections.

508. The first component, namely, tearing or abrasive action

between the minute interlocked portions of the bearing surfaces is

the important component of the two. This is particularly true in the

case of the friction developed between a cast iron shoe forced against a
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steel wheel under relatively heavy normal pressure. Consequently
the resistance or retarding force developed has frequently been spoken
of as the friction of abrasion.

509. This force bears some relation to the ultimate strength of the
metal which undergoes abrasion, because the action of abrasion con-
sists of the pulling apart, or crushing of the particles of the contact
surfaces. Practically none of this abrasive action takes place on the
wheel, due to the harder and tougher nature of the wheel surface and
the fact that the surface of the wheel is not continuously in contact
with the brake shoe, while the brake shoe is in continuous contact with
the wheel. Inasmuch as the tearing or abrasion of the metal particles

can take place only in the thin layer of the shoe metal which is in con-
tact with the wheel and as the actual contact area is, as has already
been shown, but a portion of the total face area of the shoe, it is

evident that the generation of the retarding forces and consequent
absorption of the energy of the moving train is dependent upon but a
very small quantity of brake shoe metal.

510. The result of this condition is that the metal in a state of

abrasion undergoes a very rapid rise in temperature : and the tempera-
ture of the working area of the brake shoe is changing continuously
because when one set of particles is torn off, energy is dissipated in the
form of heat so that the next particles to be torn off are at a higher

temperature than the first. This process continues until the surface of

the metal in abrasion reaches such a temperature that the force re-

quired to tear the particles away is greatly reduced. The abrasive

action is then extremely rapid until the bearing of the shoe shifts to some
other and cooler spot on its surface, not in the same degree of contact
with the wheel. The action will then be repeated, the bearing area thus
shifting continuously from one portion of the surface to another during
the stop.

511. Unquestionably the constantly changing temperature of the
contact surface has an important relation to the force of retardation
developed by the tearing down of the particles. The resistance due
to abrasion is dependent on the ultimate strength of the cast iron.

It is well established that above a critical temperature (approaching
900 degrees Fahrenheit) the ultimate strength of cast iron decreases
rapidly and that at or above red heat temperatures (1400 degrees to
1800 degrees Fahrenheit) its ultimate strength is greatly reduced.

512. The force of retardation due to abrasion and the corre-

sponding mean coefficient of friction will therefore be a function of the
constantly changing, but always high, temperature of the working
metal. Obviously the lower the mean temperature can be maintained,
the higher will be the mean coefficient of friction as long as this average
temperature is above the critical temperature at which the ultimate
strength of cast iron is a maximum.
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513. The principal factor in producing high friction for any given

braking condition is the frequent shifting of the bearing area from the

heated to the cooler spots over the face of the shoe. With a shoe in

such a condition that the bearing area cannot shift, the wheel is forced

to wear the highly heated and ineffective shoe metal rapidly away, and

successively expose cooler metal which is better able to offer resistance

and absorb energy. This condition existed for the reduced area shoes

of both plain and flanged types, the rate of wear being higher for these

shoes than for those of full area.

514. The frequent shifting of the shoe surface in contact is de-

pendent upon:

—

(A) The Fit of the Shoe to the Wheel.

The fit of the shoe to the wheel has an important influence on

the facility with which the contact area can shift. If the shoe

fits well, according to the ordinary understanding of this expression, it

necessarily cannot bear on the wheel equally at all portions of its surface.

But when wear takes place only a comparatively small amount of metal

has to be worn off the bearing spots in order to bring cooler spots into

tontact, and consequently a good fit of the shoe will guarantee against

the possibility of the bearing area being held concentrated at any par-

ticular spots after they have become heated to the point where the metal

breaks down rapidly and offers a comparatively poor resistance.

(B) The Flexibility of the Shoe.

The effect of warping is clearly shown by the comparative per-

formance of a solid shoe of any type and a similar shoe slotted

so as to make it more flexible. In every case the slotted shoe has a

decided advantage. With a warped shoe bearing area cannot shift read-

ily and consequently the average temperatm-e of the working metal

is high and a correspondingly low mean coefficient of friction is

obtained. During the tests of the solid shoes, a shoe would often be

observed to be warped in such a manner that it touched the wheel

only at each end while at the center of the shoe the two surfaces were

^ in. apart, although the full braking power was applied to the shoe

to force it against the wheel. Under such conditions the temperature

of the bearing area would rise until the red heat had penetrated the shoe

fully I in. In such cases the bearing area would not shift to a cooler

part of the shoe until sufficient metal had been worn off' to offset the effect

of the warping. The uneven heating effect caused by the concentration

of the bearing area at the two ends of the shoe would in turn cause the

shoe to warp so that the ends of the shoe would be drawn away from

the wheel and the bearing area again held for a comparatively long time

at one spot at the center of the shoe. Such tests invariably resulted in

longer stops or lower mean coefficient of friction than was the case with

the same type of shoe slotted.
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The resulting higher average temperature of the working metal

due to the action of warping also resulted in a greater rate of wear.

All the data of shoe wear show that shoes of the same type and hard-

ness had a high rate of wear per unit of energy absorbed when a low coef-

ficient of friction was developed and likewise a lower rate of wear when
a higher coefficient of friction was developed. In other words when the

coefficient of friction is high, the average temperature of the working

metal must be comparatively low and therefore the metal torn from the

surface of the shoe works more effectively because it is at a lower

temperature and consequently less metal is required to do a given

amount of work.

(C) Available Area.

The shifting of the bearing area will tend to be more rapid

if the size provides more available area for shoe bearing. The
average working temperature will also be reduced because a shoe of

large area, such as a flange shoe provides better facilities for radiating

and conducting heat away from the working surfaces. This is borne

out by the better performance of the flange shoes in comparison with

the plain shoes, both solid and slotted.

VARIATIONS IN SUCCESSIVE TESTS MADE WITH THE SAME
SHOES AND UNDER SAME BRAKING CONDITIONS.

515. In all brake shoe machine tests considerable variation is

found in the results obtained on successive tests and under supposedly

similar conditions (Fig. 159). From what has gone before it is now pos-

sible to account for these variations on the basis of the changes in the

bearing surface conditions as the mean force of retardation depends

directly on the mean average temperature of the working metal and as

the chief factor affecting the temperature of the working metal is the

manner in which the bearing area shifts from point to point on the surface

of the shoe, it follows that when this shifting is accomplished with the

greatest promptness (and therefore the least amount of excessive heating

at one spot) the average temperature of the working metal will be lower

and the mean coefficient of friction higher. The rate at which the bear-

ing area will shift depends, as has been stated, on the existing tendency
for the shoe to warp. Warping is caused primarily by the uneven heat-

ing of the shoe but so many other factors, dependent on the quality and
structure of the metal, are involved that the effect of warping will vary
a great deal, even though the initial speed and braking power are the

same throughout a series of tests.

516. Furthermore, the heating effect may be distributed over

the face of the shoe in a different manner during one test than during

another test, and so on. Consequently when successive tests are made
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Fig. 159.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OF BRAKE SHOE.
The coefRcient varies through a wide range in successive tests.
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Sheet No. 7983.
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Fig. 160.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OF BRAKE SHOE,
of one shoe showing changes in coefficient of friction, bearing area and temperature.
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COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION OF BRAKE SHOE.
Tests of one shoe showing changes in coefficient of friction, bearing area and temperature.
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on one brake shoe variations in the results are to be expected and it is

therefore imperative that deductions be based on the results of a num-
ber of tests.

517. The variation in the results of successive machine tests will

of course be greater than in road tests because in the case of a car or

train an average is obtained from the action of all the brake shoes in-

volved.

The Effect of Speed on Coefficient of Friction.

518. The results of both road and machine tests on brake shoes

have shown that the coefficient of friction under any .condition of brak-

ing power is dependent upon the initial speed, and the coefficient of

friction tends to decrease as the speed is increased. This condition can

be expected from the fact that the total energy to be absorbed during a

given stop is always proportional to the square of the initial speed.

The effect of the higher speeds is to increase the rate at which the tem-

perature of the working metal changes, and although the actual bearing

areas will shift more rapidly, the greater tendency to a general heating

of the shoe reduces its ability to conduct or radiate heat from the face

of the shoe. For these reasons the average temperature of the working

metal is consistently higher at higher speeds, and the coefficient of

friction correspondingly lower.

519. If the foregoing correctly describes the effect of a continually

changing speed on the instantaneous values of the coefficient of friction

during the stop it follows that the mean coefficient of friction is going

to vary with the average temperature of the working shoe metal. Con-

sequently, since the rate at which energy is absorbed by the brake

shoe is higher and the total amount of energy absorbed greater for

high speeds and the converse of this true for stops from lower speeds,

it follows that the mean coefficient of friction should vary inversely

with the initial speed.

520. The relation between initial speed and mean coefficient of

friction for various shoes and braking conditions indicated by the test

results is shown on Figs. 162, 163 and 164. These curves show the char-

acteristically lower mean coefficient of friction for the high initial

speeds. In considering the significance of these curves the conditions

under which the data was obtained must be taken into account. That

these conditions have an important bearing on these results is evident

from the marked difference between the results obtained under single

and clasp brake conditions.

521. It should not be supposed that because straight lines have

been drawn that this relation holds outside the range of speeds tested

because we would not expect to find a zero mean coefficient of friction

at any finite speed however high.
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Fig. 162.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED.
The slotted shoe shows a higher coefficient of friction than the solid.
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Fig. 163.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND SPEED.
The highest coefficient of friction is obtained with a flanged slotted shoe.
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522. The most that can be claimed for these straight lines is that

they fit the results of the tests as well as any other lines that could be

drawn, and that sufficient data was not available to warrant the plotting

of curves instead of straight lines nor the extension of these curves

beyond the speeds involved.

523. An extreme effect of speed is well illustrated by the dyna-

mometer diagrams (Fig. 149), and on the braking force ciu-ves (Fig. 138).

With constant brake shoe pressure, the force of retardation generated

by the brake shoe begins to increase near the end of the stop and con-

tinues to increase at an accelerating rate, the retarding force reaching

its maximum at the end of the stop. This action of the shoe can also

be accounted for by the average temperature of the working metal as

influenced by the rapidly decreasing speed near the end of the stop.

524. The rate at which the working metal of the surface of the

brake shoe must absorb energy is dependent on the speed. The average

temperature of the working metal is affected by the speed in combina-

tion with the ability of the brake shoe as a whole to radiate or conduct

the heat absorbed away from the surface of the shoe. The temperature

of the brake shoe as a whole is of cotu-se always greater near the end of

the stop and would have some tendency to increase the average tem-

perature of the working metal, but on the other hand, the rapidly de-

creasing rate at which energy is delivered to the shoe for absorption,

due to the increase in speed, reduces the tendency of heating to such a

degree that the effect of a higher general shoe temperature is offset and

the average temperature of the working metal reduced.

525. Confirming this it is always observed that vigorous sparking

decreases as the speed begins to decrease more rapidly near the end

of the stop and finally is replaced by ground off metal not incandes-

cent. This indicates that although the general shoe temperattu-e is un-

doubtedly higher near the end than at any other part of the stop, the

average temperature of the working metal is correspondingly lower

and consequently the force of retardation and coefficient of friction

increases. This also accounts for the relatively high coefficient of

friction always developed during the low speed tests.

526. The conditions which bring about the temperature changes

mentioned are graphically illustrated in Figs. 138 to 140, in which the

power curves referred to the scale of B.t.u.'s per shoe per second indi-

cate a very high heat input into the working metal dining the early

part of the stop, this rate gradually decreasing to zero at the end of the

stop. Comparing this ciu-ve with the retardation curve it is seen that

the shoe metal seems to be incapable of exceeding a certain maximum
resistance so long as the heat input is above that which can be expressed

as 40 or 50 B.t.u.'s per brake shoe per second. But when the heat
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input becomes less than this the coeificient of friction rises and con-

tinues to rise more and more rapidly as the heat generated decreases

until the end of the stop.

527. The maximum resistance limit encountered in the brake

shoe action would seem to be accounted for by the more rapid abrasion

which takes place at the higher temperatures. In other words, when

the heating of the working metal exceeds a certain value the effect of the

molten condition thus produced is chiefly to increase the rate at which

the metal is worn away, but for this very reason, to maintain a sub-

stantially uniform condition of the surfaces successively presented to

the action of abrasion.

Effect of Severe Braking Conditions.

528. If the influence of the rate at which energy is being absorbed

has been correctly described in the foregoing, it follows that the higher

the rate the greater the heating of the working surface and the more

rapid the abrasion and that this effect would be most marked under

severe braking conditions, such as obtained when heavy cars equipped

with one brake shoe per wheel are stopped by the application of high

braking powers from high initial speeds. In such cases the rate of

energy absorption and consequent temperature rise at the working

surfaces becomes very high and the coefiicient of friction is corre-

spondingly low. The conditions are further aggravated by the inability

of the shoe body metal to conduct heat away from the working surface

with anything like a proportionate rate at which such conduction can

take place when the total heat developed is much less. Abrasion in

such cases occurs at a very rapid rate and when the time of such action

is prolonged, as in high speed stops, instances have been observed

when early in the stop the entire shoe surface becomes red for some

distance from the surface and metal is discharged from the shoe at

such a rate and in such a plastic condition that it is found deposited

on the car body above the shoe in the form of recast metal.

529. That this action is a function of the amount of shoe metal

available at any instant for the absorption of heat follows from the

fact that under clasp brake conditions, and especially when flanged brake

shoes were used, there was only moderate sparking, while on the other

hand, under single shoe conditions at high braking powers and high speeds

the sparking was vigorous and in many instances, especially when the

shoe had only a partial bearing on the wheel, the molten metal was

discharged as mentioned above. The latter action in many cases

resulted in wearing through a shoe newly applied to the back and some-

times into the brake head in a single stop with high braking power

from high speeds.
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EFFECT OF WIDTH AND LENGTH OF SHOE ON MEAN
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION.

530. Tests were made under clasp brake conditions to determine

the effect on the coefficient of friction when the shape of the nominal

bearing area is reduced. The results of these tests are shown in Figs.

164 to 166. It will be noted that the half area full width shoe D shows

a slightly higher mean coefficient of friction than the half area full

length shoe C throughout the range of braking powers. The curves

for shoes C and D lie between the curves for the plain shoes A and B.

53 1

.

On the basis of the available bearing surface the half area

shoes should show a lower coefficient of friction than the full area

shoes, but by modifying the shape of the shoe the effect of warping has

been reduced to such an extent as to offset the loss due to a smaller

nominal bearing area.

532. That the tendency to warp is reduced on the half area

shoes is shown by the results of the intermittent tests (Fig. 155), where

it will be noted that the ratio of the actual to the available bearing

surface was consistently higher for the half area shoes than for the full

area shoes.

533. The curve for the reduced area flanged shoe "G" lies be

tween those for the flanged solid and slotted shoes *'E" and "F," and
indicates the same effect of warping characteristics as found for the

plain shoes. It is of interest to note that although the area of flanged

shoe "G" was the same as the plain slotted shoe "B" (which gave the

best results for plain shoes) the performance was better than that of

shoe "B." Therefore, on the basis of equivalent available bearing

surface a shoe of the flanged type will give a higher mean coefficient of

friction than a plain shoe either solid or slotted.

One Versus Two Shoes Per Wheel.

534. The gain in brake shoe performance with two shoes per wheel

(clasp brake conditions) as compared with one shoe per wheel (stand-

ard brake conditions) is most clearly shown in the comparison of the

brake shoe machine test results. This difference is less easily deter-

mined from the results of the road tests because of the presence of other

factors not present in machine tests.

535. Curves showing the average results of tests of various types

of brake shoes under both single shoe and clasp brake conditions are

shown in Figs. 165 and 166. A comparison of the values of mean co-

efficient of friction for standard and for clasp brake conditions shows a
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Fig. 165.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION—PER CENT. BRAKING POWER.
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Fig. 166.

STOPPING DISTANCE—PER CENT. BRAKING POWER.
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decided advantage for the clasp brake throughout the entire range of

braking powers. The gain in favor of the clasp brake with slotted

shoes amounts to about 40 per cent, at a braking power of 180 per cent,

and 100 per cent, at a braking power of 40 per cent, an average gain

for the whole range of braking powers of about 70 per cent. This

gain is partly due to the different braking power conditions necessarily

used as explained in paragraph 465, but after all allowances are made it

is still much larger than between the single shoe and clasp brake road

performance. But it should not be overlooked that in road tests the

results are affected by the combined performance of the brake shoes

and the foundation brake rigging. The difference in the efficiency of

the clasp and single shoe rigging may offset the gain which might be

expected from difference in coefficient of friction and as neither of

these factors could be observed uninfluenced by the other, a satisfac-

tory comparison of the mean coefficient of friction under the two con-

ditions in road tests is impossible

536. When the action of brake shoes under standard and clasp

brake conditions are considered in the light of the influence upon the

working metal, the amount of energy to be absorbed per unit of work-

ing area, and the average temperature of the working metal, it is ap-

parent that the clasp brake must have some advantage over the stand-

ard brake both in mean coefficient of friction and shoe wear.

537. The clasp brake provides two brake shoes to do the work
which the standard demands of one shoe and this difference may be

considered from these standpoints :

—

First. The clasp brake shoe has but one-half the wheel load

and consequently one-half as much energy to absorb.

Second. The clasp brake shoe is working at only one-half

the shoe pressure at which the standard shoe must work under the

same braking power.

Third, The available area for the same amount of energy

to be absorbed is double. The important fact here is that it is

only the available shoe surface and not the actual working area which

is double. The tendency of a shoe to warp will be more or less influenced

by the pressure forcing it against the wheel.

538. It follows, therefore, that on account of the lower pressure

per shoe the clasp brake is at a disadvantage from the standpoint of

warping when compared with the standard brake. However, with

clasp brakes the intensity of the local heating of isolated bearing spots

is not so great on account of less energy to be absorbed per shoe and con-

sequently the cause of warping should be somewhat decreased. This

tends to minimize the warping effect under clasp brake conditions.

These are the chief factors which result in the performance of the brake

shoe under clasp brake conditions, showing less improvement over that
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with standard brake conditions than might be expected if only the

amount of energy to be absorbed per shoe were considered.

539. In view of the above analysis of the factors affecting shoe

performance under the two conditions, it follows that the use of two
shoes instead of one will result in a higher coefficient of friction and less

wear per unit of work done. This conclusion is supported by the re-

sults obtained during the road tests, but the difiference shown by the

machine tests is larger than obtained in the road tests, the latter being

a function of the combined performance of the brake shoes and brake

rigging, while the former is a function of brake shoe performance only.

Wear of Brake Shoes.

540. The loss in weight of brake shoes as observed in machine
tests with clasp brake conditions is shown in the following table. The
relative wear of the various shoes is expressed in the amount of metal

worn away per unit of work done, which unit is taken as 100,000,000 foot

pounds. The wear factor was determined by dividing the amount
of metal lost by the total work done in all the tests of each shoe.

Comparative Wear of Various Types of Brak^ Shoes under
Clasp Brake Conditions.
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so modified. This is shown by a comparison of the wear factors given

for shoes "C" and "D" as compared with shoe "A," and shoe "G" as

compared with shoe " E.

"

542. A comparison of the shoe wear per 100 000 000 foot pounds

of work done under single shoe and clasp brake conditions is shown in

the following table :

—

Comparison of Single and CIvASp Brake Shoe Wear Per

100 Million Foot Pounds Work Done.

Brake Conditions
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Comparative Cost and Durability op Plain and Flanged

Shoes—Under Clasp Brake Conditions.

Kind of Shoe
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D.—That for the same amount of work done flanged solid cost 16

per cent, less than plain solid shoes, and flanged slotted cost 23 per cent,

less than plain slotted or 27 per cent, less than plain solid shoes.

E.—That approximately 136 per cent, more stops will be required

to wear out the flanged solid than will be required to wear out the plain

solid, and 158 per cent, more stops will be required to wear out the

flanged slotted than the plain slotted shoe and 171 per cent, more stops

to wear out the flanged slotted than the plain solid shoe.

Hardness.

546. An illustration of the relation between Brinell hardness and

the mean coefficent of friction is shown on Fig. 167. As this investi-

gation was not carried out through a wide variation of hardness numbers,

no definite data as to the most desirable hardness can be given. How-
ever, from observation made during these tests it is believed that under

clasp brake conditions with cast-iron brake shoes, the mean coefficient

of friction is a maximum and shoe wear a minimum with a Brinell

hardness of about 190. This subject will be further investigated.

Effect of Rate of Cooling of Brake Shoes on

Mean Coefficient of Friction.

547. During the road tests it often became advantageous to cool

the brake shoes with water after a test in order to save time and keep

the brake shoes at a uniform temperature. It was recognized that this

treatment might affect the performance of the brake shoes, and to deter-

mine this point a series of laboratory tests was made under clasp brake

conditions from a speed of 60 m.p.h.

548. A plain solid shoe was given three (3) tests at fifteen minutes

intervals, 90 per cent, braking power without cleaning between tests,

following which the test wheel was cleaned in the regular manner. These

tests were made as the last part of the day's work and on the following

morning the shoe which had air cooled during the night was replaced on

the wheel and tested at a nominal braking power of 150 per cent. This

test was repeated three times to give an average of results which could

be expected from air cooling. The effect of water cooling was deter-

mined by tests made in the same manner except that after the three

successive 90 per cent, braking power runs had been made as before and
the wheel properly cleaned, both the shoe and the wheel were water cooled.

From the results of the tests, Fig. 168, it will be noted that the mean coef-

ficient of friction in the 150 per cent, braking power tests after water

cooling averages slightly lower than that after air cooling. The dif-

ference is comparatively small, however, and not as great as differences
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Fig. 167.

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION—PER CENT. BRAKING POWER.
When the shoes are hard, the coefficient of friction is low throughout the range of braking powers.
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Fig. 168.
RATE OF COOLING—BRAKE SHOES.

When the shoes are water-cooled, the coefficient of friction is lower then when air-cooled.
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which were frequently obtained in consecutive tests under identical con-

ditions. A further investigation of the effect of air and water cooling

was carried out by taking samples of metal from one brake shoe and
heating them to temperatures of 400 degrees, 800 degrees and 1200

degrees Fahrenheit and then cooling. A study of the metal before

heating and after cooling did not show any difference in the structure

which could be attributed to the difference in the methods of cooling.

Relation of Machine to Road Tests.

549. It has always been observed that stops with a car or train

were much longer than brake shoe machine test stops under similar

conditions. Some of this difference in stopping distance could be

accounted for by the relatively low efficiency of the car brake rigging.

There are other som-ces of difference, however, which are inherent and
of such a nature that their individual and combined effects could not

be measured with the means available during these investigations.

The determination of a factor which will express the difference between

the performance of a brake shoe in machine tests and in road tests is

of importance, because with such a factor established it will be possible

to predict within the limits of ordinary variations of brake shoe per-

formance the probable braking performance of a car or train under

any given set of conditions, knowing the performance of the brake shoe,

the equivalent conditions of the brake shoe testing machine and the

constants or difference factors which must be used to compensate for

the difference between machine and road tests.

550. The difference due to the performance of the brake rigging

can be fully allowed for if the running rigging efficiency can be deter-

mined, but in the first place the determination of the running efficiency

would involve the making of road tests which it is desired to avoid,

and in the second place all means employed up to this time to measure

the running efficiency of the brake rigging have been rendered more

or less unreliable by the erratic movement induced within the measur-

ing apparatus. The measurements of standing efficiency, however,

have given results which are consistent within themselves and with

theoretical deductions and will therefore afford a convenient and satis-

factory basis for establishing the proper allowance to be made for

the characteristics of any given brake rigging. It is recognized that

there may be a difference between the performance of a brake rigging

when standing and when running, but for the reasons just mentioned,

the standing efficiency is the most convenient to obtain and whatever

difference may result from the motion of the train will be taken care of

by the ratio or difference factor established from the comparison of

road and machine tests, as will be explained.

551 . After making due allowance for the known standing rigging

efficiency, the car stops calculated on the basis of the observed mean
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coefficient of friction in machine tests do not check with the stops

obtained in road tests, but are invariably shorter. This discrepancy

must be due to inherent difference in conditions, and having the data

of sufficient number of comparative road and machine tests as in the

present investigations, it is possible to determine the average ratio of

the road and the machine performance after allowance has been made
for the standing brake rigging efficiency. This ratio will then furnish a

factor involving both the inherent difference between machine and road

tests and the difference between standing and running efficiency which

can be used in calculating the probable car or train stop after having

determined the other controlling factors from machine tests and meas-

urements of the car.

552. The results of tests of standing efficiency are plotted in Fig.

76 and have been discussed in Par. 293. Applying the brake

rigging efficiency thus determined and the stops determined in

road tests at different percentages of braking power as shown by

curve "C," Figs. 169 and 170, curve "B" has been obtained as the

probable relation between per cent, braking power and length of stop

with 100 per cent, rigging efficiency. The difference between curve

"B" and curve "A" which shows the relation between per cent, braking

power and stop as obtained on the machine tests is then proportional

to the ratio or factor discussed in Par. 540. The following table shows

various values for this ratio which have been derived from the figures

shown :

—

Brake Shoe
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Fig. 169.

RELATION OF MACHINE TO ROAD TESTS.
Plain brake shoes.
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Fig. 170.

RELATION OF MACHINE TO ROAD TESTS.

Flanged Brake Shoes.
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referred to, it will be noted that the efficiency of the rigging at 150 per

cent, braking power is 83.2 per cent, which means that the actual brak-

ing power at the shoe will be

150X0.823= 123.45 per cent.

Referring to Fig. 170, it will be seen that at 123.45 per cent,

braking power the curve representing the results of machine tests

of slotted flanged shoes gives a value of 603 feet as the stopping

distance. Now applying the ratio or difference factor 1.265 (Par. 552)

the actual stop of the car will be 603X1.265 = 763 feet at the actual

braking power of 123.45 per cent, or at a nominal braking power of

150 per cent.

554. It must be borne in mind that in the example given above

the brake application on the road is assumed to be an electro-pneu-

matic emergency which requires an average time from point of trip

to maximum cylinder pressure of about 2.25 seconds. The time to point

of equivalent instantaneous application of brake is 0.75 second. The
ratio given for the machine test results is for this same time of appHca-

tion. If it is desired to use this factor for any other brake application

with a different time to point of equivalent instantaneous application,

then the difference in time must be multiplied by the initial speed in feet

per second of the car and this difference added to or subtracted from
the distance (763 feet mentioned above) depending upon whether the

time is greater or less.

CONCLUSIONS.

Air Brake.

1. The introduction into service of cars with UC equipment will

result in an improvement in the handling of trains (Par. 201) and is

advisable for the following reasons:

(a) In service applications a greater flexibility is provided by
the UC equipment than by the PM equipment. (Pars.

121 and 122.)

(b) Because of the respective sizes of ressrvoirs used a greater

reduction of brake pipe pressure to obtain the same
braking power is required with the UC equipment than
with the PM equipment. A longer time is available in

which the engineman can judge the rate of retardation and
thus has better control of the speed of the train, (Par. 123.)

(c) In release the UC equipment is more sensitive and more
prompt than the PM equipment. (Par. 227.)

(d) The presence of UC equipment mixed with the PM equip-

ment in the same train results in an improvement in the

release action of all the brakes. (Par. 237.)
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{e) All service stops with mixed UC and PM equipments in

the train were free from objectionable shocks. (Pars.

228, 231, 233.)

(/") The shocks resulting from emergency stops with trains of

mixed UC equipment at a nominal braking power of 150

per cent., and PM equipment at a nominal braking power

of 113 per cent., were not severe enough to be prohibitive.

(Pars. 207, 211, 213, 215.)

(g) Emergency braking power of 125 per cent, may be used

on the UC pneumatic equipment cars without shocks

when mixed in trains with PM equipment. (Pars. 203,

204, 213.)

2. The UC equipment differs from any passenger brake thus far

developed in that by changing the proportion of the emergency and

service reservoirs and the brake cylinder sizes, the equipment, without

any change in the operating parts, may be applied to any weight of

car and be made to furnish within ordinary limits any desired nominal

per cent, of braking power. (Par 131.)

3. With the UC equipment, operating either electrically or

pneumatically, there is available for use in any emergency a quick

acting and fully effective brake. (Par. 188.)

(a) The emergency functions of the PM equipment depend

upon the service functions and it is impossible to obtain

a quick action application after a service application of

any consequence has been made. The result of this is that

an emergency application, following either a partial or

full service application, does not give any shorter stops

than when only a full service application has been made.

The stopping distance from 60 m.p.h. will be from 2000

to 2250 feet. (Pars. 172, 187—Fig. 95.)

(6) With the UC equipment the emergency application of

the brakes is entirely independent of the service operation

of the universal valve. (Par. 129.) When a full service

application only is made, with the UC pneumatic equip-

ment, the stopping distance will be 2250 feet or about

200 feet longer than when it is followed by an emergency

application, and 300 feet longer than that obtained with

a partial service followed by an emergency application.

(Pars. 176, 184 and Fig. 95.)

(c) With the UC electro-pneumatic equipment a full service

stop was made in 2000 feet. A full service followed by
an emergency application in 1700 feet, and a partial

service followed by an emergency in 1540 feet. (Pars.

179 and 186.)

4. By means of the electro-pneumatic control an ideal emergency

application of the brakes is obtained. (Par. 196, Fig. 56-A.)
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fa) The only difference between the UC pneumatic and

electro pneumatic emergency application is in the elimi-

nation of the time element in starting the application of

the brakes on the various cars in the train. (Par. 197.)

(6) The effect of the time element in the serial action of

brakes operated pneumatically is to produce shocks,

especially when emergency stops are made from low

speeds. Emergency stops with the electro-pneumatic

equipment, in which serial action is eliminated, are free

from shock except that due to the difference in braking

power between the locomotive and the cars. (Pars. 424

to 428.)

5. Smooth stops can be made with the UC equipment with grad-

uated release and its use results in a saving in air, time and distance

in making the stop. (Pars. 219, 223.)

6. An analysis of the operating features of the PM and UC equip-

ment shows that:

(a) The results obtained with the UC equipment (PM features

only) are substantially equivalent to those obtained with

PM equipment. (Par. 191, Fig. 93.)

(b) After the train is charged, should an angle cock be closed,

the operation of the electro-pneumatic equipment is not in-

terfered with for a single application, either service or

emergency. (Par. 238.)

(c) With the PM and UC equipment for full service applica-

tion on a 12-car train, the following table shows the

average time of starting an application on the first car,

on all cars, and the time to attain full brake cylinder

pressure

:

Equipment
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equipment from service applications when not desired;

for with the new design of brake, it requires a four-pound

drop in brake-pipe pressure to start movement of the

valve, whereas, with the PM equipment, which is subject

to over sensitiveness to unavoidable fluctuations in brake-

pipe pressure, a differential of only two pounds is required.

Therefore, this decreased sensitiveness in service applica-

tion minimizes the effect of fluctuations in brake-pipe

pressure, which cause undesirable applications.

(d) The time of transmission of serial quick action through the

brake pipe is practically the same with the UC as with the

PM equipment. (Pars. 194, 251.)

(e) When using the same size service reservoirs with PM
and UC equipments, while it will take somewhat longer

to start a service application with the UC equipment

than with the PM equipment. After starting, the UC
equipment builds up brake cylinder pressure at a rate

substantially the same as the PM equipment. Our experi-

ments with mixed trains in which the PM cars had large

size reservoirs indicate that there was no undesirable

difference in the action upon the various cars. (Pars.

160 to 165.) (Pars. 225 to 233.)

(/) With the PM and UC equipment, the time of starting an

emergency application on the first car, on all cars, and the

time to attain maximum brake cylinder pressure on a 1 2-car

train is as follows:

Equipmknt
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with the PM equipment, the pressure is blown down as

the speed of the train decreases (Fig. 53).

7. The following is a summarv' of the stopping performance of

cars equipped with the PM and with the UC equipment. It should

be noted, however, that the air-brake valve and means for its operation

are only partly responsible for improved stops. The function of the

air-brake apparatus is to admit the air to the brake cylinder with the

greatest flexibility in service application and in the shortest time in

emergency stops.

(a) With the PM equipment, operating at our standard

emergency braking power, stops from 60 miles per hoiu'

were made in about 1600 feet.

(b) Operating at 150 per cent, emergency braking power, the

UC pneumatic equipment will produce a stop 200 feet

shorter than the PM equipment. (Fig. 93.)

(c) Twelve-car trains can be stopped from 60 miles per hour

with an electro-pneumatic emergency application, 150 per

cent, nominal braking power, in less than 1200 feet.

(Fig. 93.)

(d) The shortest 60 miles per hour emergency stop with a 12-car

train was made in 1021 feet. (Par. 363.)

(e) An emergency stop of 725 feet was made by a single car

from a speed of 60 miles per hour. (Par. 357.)

The estimated train stop under the same conditions would

be 795 feet. (Par. 414.)

8. With electro-pneumatic emergency applications a given in-

crease in braking power results in a constant decrease in the length

of stop. (Par. 325.) An approximate expression for the variation of

percentage of emergency braking power and length of stop with the

electro-pneumatic equipment is that for an increase of 5 per cent, in

the braking power the stop is decreased 2 per cent. (Par. 329.)

9. The amount of wheel sliding depends more on the rail and

weather conditions than on the percentage of braking power. (Par. 337.)

(a) The determining factor in wheel sliding is not high braking

power alone, but rather the uncontrollable rail and weather

conditions in connection with it, against which no per-

manent provision can be made without a sacrifice in the

length of emergency stops during those favorable periods

of the day or seasons of the year when conditions warrant

the use of high braking power. (Par. 341.)

(b) The coefficient of rail friction increases with increasing

temperature and decreasing relative humidity, and de-

creases with increasing relative humidity and decreasing

temperature. (Par. 346.)

(c) The average rail condition changes with the seasons of the
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year (and, to a less degree, with the time of the day),

and advantage can be taken of this fact by using a higher

braking power in the summer than could be used in the

winter without the likelihood of a material, if any,

increase in wheel sliding. (Par. 347.)

(d) Little wheel sliding was experienced in tests made at

emergency braking powers of 113 per cent, and 125 per

cent. (Page 152.)

(e) Some wheel sliding occurred in 22 per cent, of the tests

at an emergency braking power of 150 per cent. (Par.

339), and in 20 per cent, at 180 per cent, braking power

(Par 340).

10. The amount of wheel flattening when sliding occurs depends

upon the weight upon the wheels, the materials in the wheel and rails,

and the condition of the rail surface. The rail surface may be such

that relatively long slides will produce but small flat spots, or, con-

versely, short slides may produce flat spots of a size requL g prompt

attention. (Par. 343.)

11. An arrangement of high braking power on the locomotive

involving a blow down feature when the UC equipment is used on the

cars, has advantages as follows:

(a) Shock between locomotive and cars practically eliminated.

(6) Shorter stops. (Pars. 352, 420, 412—Fig. 94.)

(c) No more wheel sliding than to be expected with the

present installation of ET equipment. (Par. 352.)

Brakb Rigging.

12. The relative performance of the brake riggings, on the basis

of stopping distance alone, would be arranged in the following order:

First the No. 3 clasp brake; second, the No. 2 clasp brake; third

the No. 1 clasp brake and, lastly, the standard single-shoe brake. (Pars.

284, 285, 404—Fig. 93.)

13. An efficient form of clasp-brake rigging has been developed

as a result of these tests and has formed a basis for a new design, the

performance of which is now being made the subject of investigation.

14. The efficiency of brake rigging depends upon the following

features, which must be recognized in the order of their importance,

having in mind consistency in the design. (Pars. 303 to 312.)

(a) Protection against accidents that may result from parts

of rigging dropping on the track.

(6) Maximum efflciency of brake rigging at all times to insure

the desired stopping with a minimum per cent, of braking

power.

(c) Uniform distribution of brake force, in relation to weight

braked, on all wheels.
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(d) With a given nominal per cent, braking power, the actual

braking power to remain constant throughout the life of

the brake shoes and wheels.

(e) Piston travel to be as near constant as practicable under

all conditions of cylinder pressure.

(/) Minimum expense of maintenance and running repairs of

brake rigging between the shopping of cars.

(g) The initial and maintenance cost to be as low as con-

sistent with, but secondary to, the points mentioned.

15. From the data obtained on standing tests the efficiency for

the various brake riggings varied from 58 to 85 per cent, when operat-

ing above 40 per cent, braking power. (Fig. 76.)

Brake Shoes.

16. The brake shoe bearing is the most difficult factor to control

and at the same time it is the most potent in producing variations in

brake performance. (Par. 370.)

17. The variation in stopping performance was wider with the

standard single-shoe brake than with any of the three clasp brake rig-

gings. (Pars. 371, 372.)

18. A comparison of air brake equipment and brake rigging may
be considerably affected by the performance of the brake shoes. (Par.

373.)

19. The advantage of clasp brakes over single-shoe brakes cannot

be definitely established by stops made in these road tests. (Par. 369).

20. The difference in the efficiency of the clasp and single-shoe

rigging may offset the gain which might be expected from difference in

coefficient of friction, and as neither of these factors could be observed

uninfluenced by the other, a satisfactory comparison of the mean co-

efficient of friction under the two conditions in road tests is impossible.

(Par. 535.)

21. High braking powers from high initial speeds result in a great

heating of the working surface of the shoe and a rapid abrasion. This

effect is most marked under severe braking conditions such as obtained

when heavy cars equipped with one brake shoe per wheel are stopped.

(Par. 528.)

22. The brake shoes as found worn in ordinary train service and

when cracked are in the most favorable condition for making short

emergency stops. (Par. 442.)

23. The general performance of the shoes as observed during the

road tests formed the basis of the program established for tests made
at Mahwah, which work resulted in the following deductions

:

(a) The greater the pressure per square inch of bearing area,

the lower will be the mean coefficient of friction. (Par. 502.)

(6) The use of two shoes instead of one will result in a higher

coefficient of friction and less wear per unit of work done.

(Par. 539.)
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(c) With plain solid shoes the durability will be increased 41.1

per cent, under clasp brake conditions as compared with

that under single shoe conditions. (Par. 543-B.)

{d) With plain slotted shoes the durabihty will be increased

33.5 per cent, under clasp-brake conditions as compared

with that under single-shoe conditions. (Par. 543-C.)

(e) The advantage of clasp brakes over single-shoe brakes may

be summed up as follows

:

First.—The clasp-brake shoe has but one-half the wheel load

and consequently one-half as much energy to absorb.

Second.—The clasp-brake shoe is working at only one-half the

shoe pressure at which the standard shoe must work

under the same braking power.

Third.—The available area for the same amount of energy to

be absorbed is double. (Par. 537.)

(/") A comparison of the values of mean coefficient of friction

for standard and for clasp-brake conditions indicates a

decided advantage for the clasp brake throughout the

entire range of braking powers. The gain in favor of the

clasp brake with slotted shoes amounts to about 40 per

cent, at a braking power of 180 per cent., and 100 per cent,

at a braking power of 40 per cent., an average gain for the

whole range of braking powers of about 70 per cent.

(Par. 535.)

(g) The generation of the retarding forces and consequent

absorption of the energy of the moving train is dependent

upon but a very small quantity of brake shoe metal.

(Par. 509.)

(h) The actual bearing area rather than the total face area of

the shoe is the important factor in brake shoe perform-

ance. (Par. 449.)

(i) The magnitude of the bearing area changes throughout the

stop and is greatest near the end of the stop. (Par. 498.)

(/) The bearing area shifts continuously from one portion of

the surface to another during the stop. (Par. 510.)

(k) The principal factor in producing high friction for any
given braking condition is the frequent shifting of the

bearing area from the heated to the cooler spots over the

face of the shoe. (Par. 513.)

(/) Slotted shoes are more flexible than solid shoes and the

bearing area shifts more readily than in the case of solid

shoes. (Par. 514-B.)

(m) With shoes of the same type and of approximately the

same hardness, the wear per unit of work done is less

with the slotted shoe than with the solid shoe. The
stops with slotted shoes were always shorter and the
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mean coefficient of friction higher than with soHd shoes.

(Par. 541-A.)

(w) The superior durability of the plain slotted shoe as

compared with the plain solid amounts to 11.7 per cent,

under single-shoe brake conditions and 5.9 per cent, under

clasp-brake conditions. (Par. 543-A.)

(o) The shifting of the bearing area will tend to be more

rapid if the size provides more available area for shoe

bearing. (Par. 514-C.)

(p) Flanged shoes provide more available area for bearing

than unflanged shoes. (Page 240.)

(q) The shortest stops in the entire series of road and

laboratory tests were made with flanged brake shoes and

without undue wheel sliding. Their use in road tests

shortened the stop approximately 12 per cent., and in

the laboratory 30 per cent., as compared with the best

similar tests in which unflanged shoes were used under

similar conditions. (Par. 450.) (Fig. 97.)

(r) The wear of the flanged solid shoes per unit of work done

is 19 per cent, less than for plain solid shoes, and for

flanged slotted 26 per cent, less than for plain slotted

shoes, or 30 per cent, less than plain solid shoes. (Par.

545-B.)

(s) The wear of plain slotted shoes per unit of work done

is 5 per cent, less than the wear of plain solid shoes, and
the wear of the flanged slotted is 13 per cent, less than

the wear of flanged solid shoes. (Par. 545-C.)

(t) For the same amount of work done flanged solid cost

16 per cent, less than plain solid shoes, and flanged

slotted cost 23 per cent, less than plain slotted, or 27 per

cent, less than plain solid shoes. (Par. 545-D.)

(u) Approximately 136 per cent, more stops will be required

to wear out the flanged solid than will be required to

wear out the plain solid shoe; 158 per cent, more stops to

wear out the flanged slotted than the plain slotted shoe,

and 171 per cent, more stops to wear out the flanged

slotted than the plain solid shoe. (Par. 545-E.)

(v) Shoes of the same type and. hardness had a high rate of

wear per unit of energy absorbed when a low coefficient

of friction was developed and, conversely, a lower rate of

wear when a higher coefficient of friction was developed.

(Par. 514-B.)

(w) Under clasp brake conditions with cast-iron brake shoes

the indications are that the mean coefficient of friction is a

maximum and the shoe wear a minimum when the Brinell

hardness of the cast iron is about 190. (Par. 546.)
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{x) Machine and road tests show a difference in stopping

distance for the same type of shoe under the same braking

conditions. (Par. 549.)

iy) The effect of the difference in wheel surface conditions is

one of the leading factors which go to make up the

difference between machine and road tests. (Par. 471.)

The difference in braking performance can be established

and the factor expressing this difference be applied to

laboratory results to predict the performance of a car or

train. (Par. 549.)

RECOMMENDATIONS.
1 —In order to anticipate the air brake requirements of this year's

passenger equipment, the present steel passenger equipment cars

now building are being equipped with the pneumatic features of

the UC equipment. Cars which will be operated ultimately

by electric power and at which time will use LE air brake equip-

ment, such as our class MP 54, for which UC equipment would

not be suitable, are being equipped with PM brakes, the equip-

ment being derived from the removal of PM equipment from

steel cars, and upon such removal these steel cars are receiving

the UC equipment. As soon as there are a sufficient number
of cars in service equipped with the pneumatic features of the

UC equipment and successfully operating, we would recommend
that all steel cars in steam service be equipped with the complete

UC equipment which would embody the addition of the electro-

pneumatic features on the cars and on the passenger locomotives.

In view of the above, we think it advisable to avoid, as far as

possible, any further increase in PM equipment and such extra

PM equipment as may be derived by removal from steam ser-

vice cars, either be used for repair stock or offered in exchange

for UC equipment.

2.—At the time of the conversion of the UC pneumatic to the com-

plete electro-pneumatic, we would recommend the adoption of

the electric train signal and the removal of the present signal

line from the equipment, except in the case of passenger cars

which will be offered in interchange.

3.—That the by-pass valve, initially developed during these tests,

and still in an experimental stage, be perfected and introduced

on our passenger locomotives when the complete UC electro-

pneumatic equipment is applied to our cars. This valve to be

an additional operating feature of the present ET passenger

equipment.
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4.—That clasp brake be adopted as standard for those passenger

equipment cars which have a wheel load exceeding 14,000

pounds, and that experiments be made to ascertain if there is

sufficient advantage in the clasp brake to warrant its adoption

on cars, the wheel load of which is as low as 10,000 pounds.
5.—It has been arranged, with the application of clasp brakes to our

four-wheel truck cars, weighing more than 115,000 pounds, to

apply a braking power of 125 per cent. We would recommend
that this practice be continued until a sufficient number of

steam service cars are in operation to adopt the electric feature

of the UC equipment, at which time, we would recommend,
under favorable weather conditions, an increase in the brak-

ing power to 150 per cent. This will be accomplished by re-

moving the temporarily applied intercepting valve.

6.—That during unfavorable weather periods, the braking power be

reduced to 125 per cent, by reducing the brake pipe pressure on
passenger trains to 92 pounds. This recommendation carries

with it the thought that instructions will be issued changing

the brake pipe pressure from 110 to 92 pounds, depending upon
the season of the year.

7.—That all cast-iron brake shoes purchased by us for our equipment

be of the slotted type in preference to the solid type. (Par. 545c,

Con. 23s.)

8.—That flanged brake shoes of the slotted type be adopted as standard

for tenders, the wheel load of which exceeds 14,000 pounds.

9.—That an extensive trial be made of flanged shoes of the slotted

type on our P-70 cars to ascertain if it is desirable to adopt this

type of shoe in preference to the plain shoe, even though when
the brake shoe load has been reduced to 12,000 pounds per shoe

by the application of clasp brakes.

10.—That new tenders, the loaded weight of which exceeds 150,000

pounds, be equipped with 14-inch cylinders in preference to

the present 12-inch cylinders, and that this change be made on

all passenger tenders of this weight at the time of adopting UC
equipment.

C. D. YOUNG.
Engineer of Tests,

Approved :

J. T. Wallis,

General Supt. Motive Power.

Test Department.
AlyTOONA, PENNA.,

November, 1913.
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TABLES SHOWING GENERAL DATA TAKEN DURING THE
TESTS.

PAGES

Summary and Averages, No. 1 Clasp Brake—Plain Shoes 300 to 305
« « « « 2 « " " " .....306 to 308
« « « « 3 " " " " 309 to 310
« « « « 3 « " Flanged Shoes. 311

" " « Standard Brake—Plain Shoes 312 to 316

« « « « « Flanged Shoes 317

Detail of Levers and Weights of Brake Riggings 318 to 321

Summary of Wheel Sliding _ _ 322 to 324

Graphical Log of Tests _..__ _ 325 to 348

Detail Log Sheets—Standard Brake—Plain Shoes 349 to 356

« " "
" " Flanged Shoes ...357 to 360

" " " No. 1 Clasp Brake—Plain Shoes 361 to 372

« « " « 2 " " " " 373 to 382

« « " " 3 " " " " 383 to 386

« 3 " " Flanged Shoes 387 to 390

Summary of Brake Shoe Machine Tests 391 to 397
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NDEX

The numbers refer to pages

A

Absecon..... .4, 23
Accidents, precaution against 140
Actual braking power, definition of... 146
Air brake equipment,description of.36 to 66

" cooling brake shoes 281
Anchorage of truck dead lever 122, 123
Angle cock closed.... 109
Apparatus tested 7, 19, 50
Atsion 4
Automatic electric emergency appli-

cation 64, 66
Auxiliary reservoir, large size.. 39, 62

" " UC equipment... 53
Averages.- 167

B

Battery switch box, U. C. equipment 61
Bearing area of brake shoes ...195, 235, 237,

251, 252, 264
Bracket portion, pipe 53, 58
Brake cylinder....... 120, 139

" " indicator 20
" " pressure, maximum,

service 69, 73
" " pressure and piston

travel 38
" time curves 133

" pipe pressure 148
" "

" depletion of 64
fluctuation 44

" operation, standard for 48
" rigging 9
" " clasp 15, 16, 122 to 124
« « efficiency.... 129, 140, 149,

277, 284
" " existing type... 120
" " locomotive, tender 133
" " requirements 139
" " tested 122
" shoes .4, 18, 34, 121, 149, 234
" shoe condition..l62,163,169,195,235

" pressure.. 20, 23, 130, 146, 277
" " testing machine..... 241, 248
" valve, engineers 59

Braking conditions, effect of severe... 273
" power, change of 64
" " comparison of

stops ...148, 180
" definition 146

effect of high 148, 225
" " emergency applica-

tion 147
!" " locomotive and ten- i

der 67, 156
" " service application.48, 147
" " standard 146

Braking power, tender 133, 139, l47
" tested 146

" " train 171
Break away tests.. ..32, 124, 125, 148, 168,

180, 200
Brinnell Hardness 281
Build up rate of brake cylinder

pressure ...39, 69, 71, 75
By-pass valve._ 67, 147, 180, 200

Cars 19
Check runs, single cars 167

" " twelve car trains....l24, 125,

161, 162
Chronograph : 21, 23, 28, 29
Circuits.. 24, 26, 30, 52
Clasp brake rigging No. 1 ..14, 15, 123, 128,

162, 167, 233
" « N0.2...14, 15, 123,128,

162, 167, 233
« No. 3...14, 16,124,128,

148, 160, 167, 233
" " No. 2 and No. 3, com-

parison of stops.- ". 180
" " No. 3, estimated train

stops 180, 189
Closing chamber, quick action 53
Coal and Water 19
Comparison of emergency applica-

tion, P M and U C equipment 92
Comparison of emergency applica-

tion U C pneumatic and electro-
pneumatic application 114

Comparison of emergency stops gen-
eral... 233

Comparison of service application, P
M and U C equipment 75

Comparison of service application, U
C pneumatic and electro-pneumatic
appUcation.... 114

Comparison of stops, actual per cent.
of braking power. 180

Comparison of stops No. 2 and No. 3
clasp brakes *.128, 189, 195

Compression rods 123
Connectors, plug, U C equipment 60
Cooling, brake shoes, effect on

friction ...195, 281
Cost of brake shoes, comparative 280

" " " rigging 140
Cracked brake shoes 237

Deceleration curves 81, 85, 202, 226
Designation 12, 16
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Developments 110
Diagrammatic view, universal valve . 55
Direct release, U C equipment./ 63
Discharge valve for tniin signal -.. 61

Distance recorder .., 27
Distributing valve, safety valve 18

E

Early tests .. 4
Efficiency, brake rigging 129, 140, 149

277, 284
Efficient brake operation 5

Electric application with closed angle

cock - 109
Electric control - - 8
Electric emergency application .66, 92, 114

Electric emergency application, auto-

matic - -- 66
Electric portion, universal valve 50, 58

" release. -- - 65
" service application 65, 73, 111
" signal system-. -..- 68

Electro-pneumatic equipment 65
Emergency application, P M equip-

ment. . -- - .43, 85
Emergency application following serv-

ice, P M equipment. .44, 75, 81

Emergency application, P M features

of U C equipment 89
Emergency application, U C equip-
ment 63, 89, 114

Emergency application following

service, U C equipment 64, 77, 81, 85
Emergency application, comparison

of P M and U C equipment 92
Emergency application, comparison
U C pneumatic and electro-pneu-
matic equipment 114

Emergency application on depletion

of brake pipe pressure 64
Emergency stops, summary of 233

" " Electro-pneumatic
equipment. 125

Equalizing portion. Universal valve...50, 57
Equated stops 168
Equipment, features of 7

Equivalent of P M brake 66
Estimated train stops. 198
E T Equipment... 18, 67

F

Feed valve.. 18
Fibre stress 121
Fit of brake shoe to wheel 263
Flanged brake shoes 200, 238

" " wear of....278 to 281
Flattening of wheels 153
Flexibility of brake shoes 237, 263
Friction of brake shoes 149, 227, 274

" " " definition .244, 247
Friction of brake shoes, effect of rate

cooling... 281
Friction of brake shoes, effect of speed

on..... 268
Friction of brake shoes, effect of

width and length.. 274

F'riction of rails .27, 31, 154
Functions of adequate air brake
mechanism 48

Fundamental principles of air brake
design 46

Galton-Westinghouse Tests 4
Graduated release 53, 56, 63, 100,103

H

Hardness of brake shoes 234, 251, 281
High braking power, locomotive and

tender.. ...67, 156
High speed reducing valves. .19, 36, 42, 43
Humidity 151, 154

Improvements in air brake 110
Improvement in brake rigging, fea-

tures open. 121
Indicator 20, 22, 25
Intermittent tests 252

Junction box, U C equipment. 60

Kapteyn chronograph 21, 28

Length of stops 4, 148, 246
Lever arrangement 17
Lifting of brake rigging 123, 124, 141
Locomotive brake rigging 133

" braking power 67, 147, 156
Locomotive observations 19
Locomotive weight. 18
Low hung brake shoes 133

Machine tests, brake shoes 238
Machine tests, relation to road

tests .84, 131
Magnet valves 66
Mahwah 7, 238, 241
Mean co-efficient of friction, brake

shoes—definition ...244, 247
Mean co-efficient of friction, clasp

vs. single shoe 274
Method of conducting tests. ...18, 244
Mixed equipment, improvement of

release 109
Mixed equipment stops 73, 95 to 100

N

Nominal braking power, definition of, 146
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Observations 19, 34, 246
Operation, standard for brake 48
Operative requirements 45
Organization 34

P-.70 passenger car.. .10, 11, 18
Partial pneumatic equipment 50, 66, 89 I

Partial service followed by emergency
application, P M equipment 75

Partial service followed bj' emergency
application, U C equipment 77

Performance of brake riggings, rela-

tive - - 129
Pipe bracket portion, Universal

valve - ...53, 58
Piston travel 19, 38, 121, 133, 139, 141

" time curve 133
Plain brake shoes, one-half area 237
Plug connectors, U C equipment 60
P M Equipment. 37
Pneumatic (electro) equipment 65
Pneumatic emergency application ...43, 63

" equipment, U C, descrip-

tion of... 50
" service application, U C

equipment 56
Power curves 226
Present equipment 36
Principles of air brake design 46
Program 12
Pump governor 18
Pyrometer ...249,255

Quick action, automatic brake 36
" " closing chamber.... 53
" " portion. Universal

valve 50, 57
triple valve. ..3, 38, 42, 45, 75

" " undesired... : 8

R

Radius bar , 124
Hail condition ."

151, 153, 154
" friction 27, 31, 154

Relation of machine and road tests. 131,284
Release, electric... 65

" graduated- 53, 56, 100, 103
" - improvement, U C equip-

ment... 105, 109
Releasing, recharging. 42, 62
Requirements, operative. 45
Reservoirs, U C equipment.. — 53
Resistance curves 226
Rigging tested, brake 122
Road tests, brake shoes... 234

Safety valve, U C Equipment 62
Schedule 13, 240
Scope of tests 6

Seria,l actiori^-...- - 89, 225
Service application, braking power. .48, 147
Service application, compai'ison of P
M and U C equipment 75

Service application, comparison of

U C pneumatic and electro-pneu-
matic equipments... 114

Service application, P M equipment .36, 69
Service application, followed by an

emergency, P M equipment 44, 75
Service application, followed by

emergency, U C equipment ...64, 77
Service application, U C equipment

56, 65, 71, 73, 100, 110, 111
Severe braking conditions.. 273
Shifting of bearing area 262
Ship road a.. 4
Shocks 156, 202, 225
Signal discharge valve 61

" system, electric 68
Single shoe brake 122
Slack action 20, 23, 156, 202
Sliding 20, 149, 151 to 154
Slotted brake shoes 237

" " " wear of .278 to 281
Solid "

" " " 278,281
Sparking 21, 250, 272
Speed 23,246

" effect on friction 268
Stability... 71
Standard brake 9, 14, 15, 122, 125, 128,

163, 233
Standing tests 34, 109
Station stops 34, 100, 108
Stop, desirable distance 4, 7

" estimated train No. 3 clasp

brake... 198
" general discussion. 160
" shortest emergency 160, 161
" tvpical diagrams 202

Stress, fibre 121
Summary 14
Switch-box, U C equipment 61

Telephones .20,27
Temperature, atmo.spheric ...27, 154

brake shoes.. .227, 237, 249,
255, 263, 273

Tender, braking power 133
Testing machine, brake shoes 241, 248
Tests made, results, air brake 69

" " " brake rigging 124
« total 14

Tie rods „ 120, 121
Tilting of trucks 120, 122
Time to apply brakes 76, 94, 115, 118
Toledo tests 4
Track 23, 30, 32
Train make up... 18

" manipulation 23
" stops No. 3 clasp brake (esti-

mated) 180
" stops mixed, P M and U C

equipments ...95, 100
Triple valve..... 3, 38, 42, 75
Troubles experienced • 43
Two application stops 100
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u

U C equipment P M features only... 66
" " tests proposed 8
" pneumatic equipment, descrip-

tion..... 50
Univei-sal valve, diagrammatic 55

" " photograph of 54

V

Variation in tests 268

W

Warping of brake shoes 264, 274

Water cooling brake shoes 281

Wear, brake shoes 139, 251, 278
« factor..... - 278, 279

Westinghouse Air Brake Co 5, 6, 50
Westinghouse quick action automatic

brake 36
Wheel load, brake shoe tester 244, 277

« sliding 20, 149, 151, 154

Z

Zero circuit breaker 19, 23, 30














